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People in Power: Courthouse and Statehouse in the Lower
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Peterson, Mendel, History Under the Sea: A Handbook For
Underwater Exploration, reviewed, 338
Phillips, Ulrich Bonnell, The Slave Economy of the Old South:
Selected Essays in Economic and Social History, reviewed,
201; A History of Transportation in the Eastern Cotton
Belt to 1860, reviewed, 449
Pinellas County Historical Commission, 349, 459, 461
Pinellas County Historical Museum, 459
Pizzo, Anthony P., Tampa Town, 1824 - 1886: Cracker Village
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“Port of Apalachicola,” by Harry P. Owens, 1
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Richards, J. Noble, Florida’s Hibiscus City: Vero Beach, reviewed, 322
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“St. Augustine,” engraving by Arnoldus Montanus, frontcover,
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F RONT C OVER
The Battle of Olustee, bloodiest engagement of the Civil War in Florida,
was fought February 20, 1864, at Ocean Pond, a few miles east of Lake City.
The Confederate forces under General Joseph J. Finegan had an effective
strength of some 5,200, mostly Florida and Georgia troops. Federal General
Truman Seymour had about 5,500 men and officers under his command, of
whom about one-third were Negro troops. The battle lasted only a few hours
and resulted in a Confederate victory.
The cover is a reproduction of an original color print in the P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, University of Florida. It portrays a strategic
moment in the battle. The Eighth U.S. Colored Infantry is advancing toward
the Confederate line, about 1,000 yards away, but the heavy fire from the
Sixth Florida is halting the Union attack. The officer on horseback left of the
flag is Colonel C. W. Fribley who was killed during the battle. The print,
issued in Chicago in 1894, incorrectly dates the engagement February 26,
1864.
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PORT OF APALACHICOLA
by HARRY P. OWENS *

W

CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN MARSHALL handed down a decision
on the Forbes Purchase claims Apalachicola entered a new
phase in its development. The recently organized Apalachicola
Land Company exerted its efforts to develop a major cotton
port. Some citizens, dissatisfied with the Apalachicola Land
Company, began a rival port on St. Joseph Bay. St. Joseph
failed to develop as a commercial center and it ceased to exist
by 1842. l During the two decades before the Civil War, Apalachicola experienced prosperity to such a degree that it became
the third largest cotton port on the Gulf of Mexico.
Apalachicola maintained a steady and substantial population
increase from the time that the Apalachicola Land Company began to develop the area to the Civil War. The population, 2 by
decades, was:
HEN

Year
1840
1850
1860

Free

Slave

Total

808
1,184
1,384

222
377
520

1,030
1,561
1,904

The 1850 census recorded 212 laborers, which included stevedores and draymen; forty-six men exhibited a skilled trade; and
sixty-eight were connected with boats as captain, engineer, or
seaman. Merchants, businessmen, and clerks counted for eightythree men, while eleven were employed in conducting the port
business, and thirteen were associated with the city or county
* Mr. Owens is associate professor of history at the University of Mississippi.
1. Colin Mitchel et al. v. United States, 9 Peters (U.S.), 711-62 (1835);
James O. Knauss, “ S t . J o s e p h , A n E p i s o d e o f t h e E c o n o m i c a n d
Political History of Florida,” Part I, Florida Historical Quarterly,
V (April 1927), 177-95; Part II, Florida Historical Quarterly, VI (July
1927), 3-20.
2. Sixth Census of the United States, 1840 (Washington, 1841), 454-55;
Seventh Census of the United States, 1850 (Washington, 1853), 400;

[1]
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government. Twenty were engaged in professional jobs which
included physicians, druggist, teachers, and a minister. Seven
men listed their occupation as “bar keep,” but one status-conscious man, a South Carolinian, who pursued the same occupation, listed his job as “tavern keep.” The 1860 census showed
a slight increase in the number of people listing themselves as
employed in a commercial business, while the number of laborers slightly decreased. The list of skilled jobs increased with
the addition of several new occupations such as telegraph operator, cabinet maker, boat maker, and boat caulker. The number
of fishermen tended to decline, but only because many listed
themselves as oystermen rather than fishermen. Another occupation listed in 1860, but not 1850, was woodman or woodcutter
for steamboats. With these few exceptions, the occupational
statistics remained about the same. 3
The foreign born population remained almost constant, with
291 in 1850 and 283 in 1860. In both instances, Irish immigrants
were the most numerous of the foreigners; slightly over 140 for
each census. England, Germany, and Italy followed with forty
or less, and the remainder were divided between other European
countries, Canada, and Cuba. Irish immigrants were more
prominent in the laboring class, while Italians comprised the
largest national group among the fishermen and oystermen.

Eighth Census of the United States, Population, 1860 (Washington,
1864), 54. Comparative populations for other Florida towns as compiled
by the Eighth Census, 54, show:
Town
Apalachicola
Jacksonville
Key West
Pensacola
St. Augustine
Tallahassee

Total Population
1,904
2,118
2,832
2,876
1,914
1,932

White Population
1,378
1,133
2,241
1,789
1,175
997

Apalachicola ranked sixth of Florida towns when comparing total population, and fourth when ranked by white population. Milton had a
larger white population than Apalachicola also.
3. Compiled from original, handwritten, unpublished schedules of the
“Seventh Census of the United States, Population Schedules for Franklin
County, 1850,” 309-38, and the “Eighth Census of the United States,
Population Schedules for Franklin County, 1860,” 421-56. Microfilm in
the Robert Manning Strozier Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee, and the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, Gainesville.
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Germans were generally laborers or in the skilled trades, while
a substantial number of Englishmen were connected with
commerce. 4
Slightly less than forty per cent of the native born population were native Floridians; 307 came from the southern states,
with Georgia contributing 171; South Carolina, 38; Alabama,
36; and North Carolina, 26. The largest number from outside
the South came from New York, 60; Connecticut, 29; Pennsylvania, 24; Massachusetts, 18; and Rhode Island, 16. In both censuses men from New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island dominated the jobs pertaining to commerce, but
individuals from the southern states could be found in all the
jobs listed.
Agricultural statistics were almost non-existent. A. S. Clements, census taker for 1850, left the notation that he had been
instructed not to notice the agricultural forms, and he listed only
the livestock that was located within the city. He counted
seventy-four horses and two mules. The 1860 census taker must
have counted the livestock outside the city because he recorded
the presence of only two horses and two mules. This absence of
draft animals explains why only one blacksmith was listed in
each census, and why blacksmith or livery stable advertisements
were noticeably absent from the Apalachicola newspapers. 5
Apalachicola’s success as a commercial center depended to a
large degree on its harbor and port facilities. St. Joseph and
Pensacola often criticized Apalachicola for its shallow harbor,
but when the Apalachicola Land Company dredged the channel to the city wharves in 1836, ships drawing approximately
twelve feet of water could anchor at the town. 6 When the navy
department recommended harbors that could be used as a depot
Compiled from original, handwritten, unpublished schedules of the
“Seventh Census of the United States, Population Schedules for Franklin
County, 1850,” 309-38; Eighth Census of the United States, Population,
1860, 55. There is a discrepancy between the published Eighth Census
which enumerated 283 foreign born and the original census schedules
which contain the names of 269 foreign born.
Compiled from the original, handwritten, unpublished schedules of the
“Seventh Census of the United States, Population Schedules for Franklin
County, 1850.” 309-38. and the “Agricultural Schedules for Franklin
County; 1850,” 67-72; Eighth Census of the United States, Agriculture,
1860 (Washington, 1864), 18-21.
Tallahassee Floridian, July 30, 1836, reported that a contract had been
let to deepen the channel to thirteen feet.
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in 1842, the secretary suggested Pensacola, St. Joseph, Tampa,
and Dry Tortugas. He considered St. Joseph the least desirable
and was willing to abandon that project if any one of the
ports should be eliminated. Failing to suggest Apalachicola
because the water was not deep enough, he stated that although
there were “. . . two entrances affording, in the shoalist part,
thirteen feet, and in the deepest, sixteen feet, . . . no vessel of
any draft of water can lie nearer to the town than ten miles.” 7
At the same time that the navy refused to consider Apalachicola,
the coast survey for the harbor was completed. This report indicated that ships using Dog Island Pass (East Pass) could not
come within ten miles of the town, but ships entering St.
George’s Pass could approach to within three miles. Subsequent
reports indicated that ten to fifteen feet of water were available at
all the passes, and one survey showed twenty feet of water in the
middle passage. 8 Sometimes, Apalachicolians made fun of their
facilities. After a long, rainy season, the Commercial Advertiser
warned, “somewhere in the middle of the Bay . . . judging from
the sand that is missing from the wharves, there ought to be an
enormous sand bank. Vessels by keeping a northwesterly course
till they run into it will undoubtedly find it . . . . Lighters will
do well to have ploughs attached to their bows, as it will be
almost impossible for them, if the thing keeps on, to get to
town without some mode of cutting a passage.” 9
United States Senator David Levy Yulee, in a letter to
DeBow’s Review, attempted to show that all Florida ports were
valuable for the coasting and foreign trade. He pointed out that
Lloyd’s of London listed only thirty-three ships out of 10,430
vessels that drew twenty feet or more. While the depth of the
channel influenced the number of ships entering Apalachicola

7. Report of the Secretary of the Navy, Vol. 11, 27th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
Senate Report No. 98, pp. 1-6.
8. Survey of the Coast from Appalachicola [sic] to the Mouth of the
Mississippi, 27th Cong., 2nd Sess., House Document No. 220, p. 2.
Captain Comforth of the brig Harbinger reported that his vessel, drawing twelve and one-half feet, touched bottom only once in West Pass.
See Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, August 15, 1840; Report of
the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, 1852, 32nd Cong., 2nd Sess.,
Executive Document No. 64, p. 42, and sketch G, Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, 1853, 33rd Cong., 1st Sess., Executive
Document No. 14, p. 63.
9 . Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, September 23, 1844.
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Bay, it did not greatly hinder the port’s development because
the majority of Apalachicola’s trade was coastwise rather than to
foreign ports. The coastwise trade generally was conducted in
smaller vessels, such as brigs, schooners, and steamers, while
shipments to foreign ports went in deeper draft ships. 10 Statistics
for the number of ships using Apalachicola are inadequate.
Commerce and Navigation Reports in government publications
do not provide an accurate count of vessels entering and clearing from the various customs districts. This lack of information
was caused by inadequate or late reporting, and it resulted in
insufficient figures to provide an adequate comparison between
Apalachicola and other ports.
While port officials were concerned about ships entering
and clearing Apalachicola Bay, the merchants had a much larger
interest in shipping. The cotton trade was based on a well established plan. Planters occasionally consigned their cotton to foreign ports, but the vast majority of Alabama and Georgia planters along the river used the commercial houses at Apalachicola. Local merchants received cotton from upriver, pressed it for
shipment, and then sent it on to a northern or a foreign market. 11 Merchants established a “tariff of charges” which included commissions on sale of merchandise, five per cent; purchase of goods, two and a half per cent; procuring freight, five
per cent; disbursement on vessels, two and a half per cent; collecting or adjusting insurance, two and a half per cent; cash advances, with produce in hand, two and a half per cent; receiving and forwarding cotton, fifty cents per bale; and, storage of
cotton, twenty cents per month. 12 Charges on a bale of cotton
shipped from the upper reaches of the river to New York
through Apalachicola included

10. David L. Yulee, “Connexion of the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico: The
Florida Railroad,” DeBow’s Review, XX (April 1856), 492-514; Robert G.
Albion, The Rise of New York Port [1815-1860] (New York, 1939),
95-121. The Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, April 30, 1859, reported
that one-fourth of the cotton shipped from Apalachicola went to foreign
ports.
11. Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, IV (March 1841), 200-27; Albion, The Rise
of New York Port, 95-121.
12. Apalachicola Gazette, July 4, 1836.
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Freight from Columbus to Apalachicola
Charges at Apalachicola
Freight from Apalachicola to New York
Insurance per bale
Total

$1.00
.75
4.00
1.00
$6.75

13

Included in the charges at Apalachicola were wharfage fees of
thirteen cents and lightering fees of thirty cents per bale. Sometimes cotton was not unloaded at the wharves, but was taken
directly to a vessel in the harbor by the steamboat that brought
it down river. 14
A list of the leading merchants in 1844 would have included the firms of J. Day and Company, McKay and Hartshorne, Lockhart and Ridgway, D. B. Wood and Company,
Harper and Holmes, Preston and Maclay, and W. G. Porter.
Other merchants who developed large businesses at a later date
were Thomas Orman and Benjamin Ellison. Many of the partnerships appeared in the advertising columns of the local paper
for only one season; the next year they might appear as names
of different firms. Preston and Maclay in the 1840s became J. C.
Maclay and Company in the 1850s, and the McKay of Dodge,
Kolb and McKay of 1840 became McKay and Hartshorne in
1844. Occasionally a partnership was established with offices in
Apalachicola and Columbus; such a partnership was formed
between Edward Hardin and Henry Raymond in 1844. 15
William G. Porter was one of the larger merchants throughout the antebellum period. His advertisements in local papers
indicated that he sold a wide assortment of goods which included hardware, household goods, foodstuffs, and “American
gold in sums to suit the purchaser.” He often used the schooner
Margaret Ann to bring cargoes of pineapples, oranges, bananas,
13. Ibid., October 11, 1838.
14. Ibid., March 24, 1836; Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, January 22,
1844, and March 21, 1846. Steamboats engaging in this practice were
required to pay the same license fee as lighters in service.
15. Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, December 1840-April 1844. This
list was determined by examining the shipping lists for that period
and selecting firms which received large shipments from the upriver
country and from coasting and foreign vessels. John C. Maclay Papers,
duplicate bills of laden, 1858-1860, in possession of Mr. Corey M. Henriksen of Apalachicola. This is one of the few surviving records from
antebellum Apalachicola.
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coconuts, cigars, and molasses from Havana. John C. Maclay,
a leading merchant, purchased large quantities of salt from
Liverpool. The duplicate bills of laden from this firm revealed
that most of the goods shipped by Maclay were bales of cotton,
and about one-half of this cotton was sent to Liverpool. 16
Thomas Orman, a successful merchant and one of the
largest slave owners in Apalachicola, came to Florida from
Syracuse, New York, and began as a farmer near Marianna.
He later moved to Apalachicola, where he prospered as a merchant and built a large two-story home overlooking the river.
According to surviving records of his firm he engaged in an extensive trade with upriver farmers and planters. Some of the
notations show that he received several hundred bales of cotton from individual planters, but most of the entries concerned
smaller accounts. R. B. Evans of Quincy sent a quantity of
venison in exchange for salt, a pocket knife, and several breakfast dishes. The venison was valued at $5.00 and the goods
plus freight, amounted to $9.78. Evans sent additional venison
to pay the balance. Dr. Horace Ely of Marianna had an account with Orman, and he always paid cash when he received
the goods. Most of the orders from small farmers were paid for
in produce - eggs, butter, lumber, chickens, corn, and pork. 17
The amount of business carried on by any one merchant can
only be estimated; newspaper advertisements, shipping lists,
and government reports only give slight information. For example, Benjamin Ellison bought 21,500 oranges from the
schooner Margaret Ann in February 1855, but there is no indi16. Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, 1843-1844, advertisements; General
Accounting Office, Quarterly Reports, nos. 15312 (1854), 22969 (1857),
23378 (1859), 32486 (1861), National Archives, Record Group 217.
(Numbers in parenthesis represent the year.) Hereinafter referred to as
NA, RG 217, GAO. Maclay purchased 6,283 sacks of salt from the
Lady Franklin of Liverpool in February 1854. Maclay Papers.
17. “U.S. Census, Slave Population Schedules for Franklin County, 1855,”
161-71. Orman owned thirty-six slaves; interview with Mrs. Paul Anderson, a great, great niece of Thomas Orman and present occupant of
the house. Mrs. Anderson recalls the family legend that the widow’s
walk was used to keep a lookout for hostile Indians coming down
the river, as well as to observe vessels entering the harbor The widow’s
walk does offer a vantage point for both tasks. Thomas Orman Papers,
Account Books, December 1849, p. 23; May 1848, p. 86; June 1848;
April 1849, pp. 110-78. These three books, the largest single collection
of antebellum records, are in the possession of Mrs. Paul Anderson
of Apalachicola.
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cation that he was able to sell these profitably. The firm of
Dodge, Kolb and McKay of 41 Water Street advertised two cotton gins imported from Philadelphia, in addition to 100 barrels
of “old rectified whiskey,” twenty barrels of New England rum,
and twenty barrels of New England gin. 18
A large part of the mercantile business was done on a commission basis. L. F. E. Dugas, after leaving Columbus, Georgia,
started a commission enterprise in Apalachicola in 1844, and
informed his friends in New York, New Orleans, Mobile, and
Havana of his new operations. Ludlum S. Chittenden advertised
that he had established a business relationship with Judson and
Company of New York City, and he promised to sell to all
merchants and to anyone in the upriver country who would
send him their references. Other commission merchants speculated on various items: H. R. Taylor bought 629 bars of German
steel, while the firm of Crawford and Snow accepted 100 bushels
of hair. 19
A list of the major items brought to Apalachicola from foreign ports included salt, green fruits, iron, sugar, molasses, wines,
and some foodstuffs. Salt was the major import item, and most
of it came from Liverpool. An article in DeBow’s Review complained about the “vile and heterogeneous mass sold in American ports, under the name of . . . Liverpool salt.” About seventy
per cent came in ships as ballast. Apalachicola merchants purchased 43,227 bushels of Liverpool salt in 1840, and they paid
the duty on 3,395 tons of salt at Apalachicola in one quarter of
1852. It is impossible to determine how much of this was landed
in Apalachicola, but it is reasonable to assume that large shipments of salt entered the United States at Apalachicola, but
were distributed along the coast through the coasting trade. 20
Large quantities of wines and spirits reached Apalachicola by
vessels sailing from Liverpool. Notations in customs reports, such
as 252 gallons of sherry, 118 gallons of gin, sixty-six gallons of
brandy, or 454 gallons of porter, were common. The Windsor
18. NA, RG 217, GAO, no. 17697 (1855): Apalachicolian, December 26, 1840.
19. L. F. E. Dugas Papers, Letterbook, October-November 1844, No. 1306,
Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill; Apalachicola Gazette, April 16, 1836; NA, RG 217, GAO, no.
32486 (1861).
20. DeBow’s Review, XXIII (August 1857), 147, 163; NA, RG 217, GAO,
nos. 1828, 2172, 2349, 2551 (1840).
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Castle arrived from Liverpool with four casks of hollow ware,
seven casks of nails, two anvils, one vice, eighteen chains, sixteen baskets of assorted hardware, three dozen fry pans, 2,080
bars of iron, and 200 tons of salt. This was a rather unusual
cargo, since most ships from Liverpool contained mainly salt
and iron goods. Sometimes they brought a few boxes of merchandise (unenumerated) or small lots of foodstuffs such as
butter, cheese, olive oil, sugar, and molasses. Green fruits oranges, bananas, and coconuts-came from Havana. Ships
reaching Apalachicola from foreign ports brought only small
quantities of manufactured goods and foodstuffs; the major items
were Liverpool salt and fruit from Cuba. 21
Apalachicola merchants offered for sale a large inventory of
fine goods and foods that reached them through the coasting
trade. Statistics relative to this trade are scarce. Port records
were kept for a few years and were then discarded, and Congress
made no provisions for gathering information concerning the
coasting trade. On several occasions, the secretary of the treasury
informed Congress that additional legislation was required if it
wanted more information. In the absence of official statements
regarding this trade, it is reasonable to assume that all items, not
generally imported from foreign ports reached Apalachicola
through the coasting trade. This does not eliminate the probability that many foreign manufactured items entered the United
States at another port and were subsequently shipped in coasting
vessels to Apalachicola.
The following indicates the wide variety of goods advertised
by Apalachicola merchants: boots, shoes, fur, felt and palm
leaf hats, cloth of all kinds, ready made clothes, gloves, cotton
bagging, shawls, Irish linen, silk hosiery, Negro cloth, blankets,
sheeting, cutlery, clocks, table silver, trunks, crockery, fine china,
chairs, violins, flutes, tuning forks, piano forte keys, a barouche,
21. Ibid., nos. 613, 727 (1838), 6329, 6388, 6389 (1846), 13508 (1852). An
American ship brought 3,277 anvils to Apalachicola in 1843, ibid., nos.
4288 (1843), 477 (1837), 3594 (1842), 4823 (1843), 5432 (1844), 23269
(1857). Foreign imports increased in variety during the earliest part
of the Civil War; Confederate customs records for Apalachicola District
list the sloop Octavia, schooner Retrieve, and steamer Florida entering
numerous items such as revolvers, cartridges, sabers, military shoes,
leather, soap, and large supplies of drugs and medicines. National
Archives, Record Group 365, Confederate Customs Records, Box 4,
Folders 3, 11.
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mattresses, stemware, carpets, rugs, candles, soaps, starch, patent
medicines, books, hams, shoulders, bacon, coffee, sugar, molasses,
tea, lard, prunes, fruits, spices, nuts, butter, cheese, fresh and
salted mackerel, bread, dried fruit, onions, garden seed, hay,
flour, meal, corn, wines, liquors, whiskeys, cranberries, rifles,
pistols, lead, shot, gunpowder, cotton gins, blacksmith tools,
sheet copper and tin, mill stones, steam engine, bar iron, and
ship supplies.
A few unusual “for sale” notices advertised a schooner, the
town of Liverpool located a few miles above the destroyed town
of Roanoke, and 2,000 pounds of goose feathers. Noticeably absent from Apalachicola were advertisements for slaves.
One notice, appearing in the Commercial Advertiser in 1843, informed the public that four slaves were to be auctioned to satisfy a mortgage foreclosure. There were very few other such
announcements. 22
New Orleans shippers supplied most of the food and whiskey
and a small amount of manufactured goods which were sold by
Apalachicola commercial houses. Shipping lists and advertisements indicate that pork, flour, corn, and whiskey were the major items imported from New Orleans. Samuel Spencer reported
in DeBow’s Review that Apalachicola merchants sold over
20,000 pounds of “western bacon” to upriver buyers. New
York, Boston, Baltimore, Providence, Rhode Island, and Mystic,
Connecticut, were Atlantic ports that supplied Apalachicola
with such goods as manufactured items, dried fruits, metal
products, books, clothing, ice, machinery, and building materials. 23
Mercantile firms dominated the economic activity of ApaA partial list of goods advertised in the Apalachicola Gazette, 1837-1839;
Apalachicola Courier, 1839; Apalachicolian, 1840; Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, 1843-1844.
23. Advertisements in the Apalachicola Gazette, 1837-1839; Apalachicola
Courier, 1839; Apalachicolian, 1840; Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, 1843-1844; The Commercial Review of the South and West, VI
(October-November 1848), 296. (The Commercial Review of the South
and West, originated in 1846 by J. B. D. DeBow, took the officia1 title
of DeBow’s Review beginning in 1850.) The shipping news in the
Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, January 8, 1844, offered a good
example: from New York - twenty-five tons marble, one pipe, six barrels
of gin, ten boxes soap, 2,300 boxes merchandise (not described); from
New Orleans - coffee, sugar, whiskey, flour, molasses, cheese, lard, cranberries, beef, bacon.
22.
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lachicola, but several smaller and related businesses complemented the trade of the larger concerns. Presses and warehouses
were essential parts of the cotton trade. The river traffic was
aided by chandlers and shipbuilding establishments, and during the summer months, ice became a major item in the port’s
trade. Banks were closely allied to the commercial interests.
Several locally owned banks and an out-of-state bank competed
with Florida’s “Big Three” - the Union Bank of Florida, the
Bank of Pensacola, and the Southern Life Insurance and Trust
Company. Twelve newspapers from 1833 to 1861 reported the
news, served as political organs, and offered merchants the opportunity to advertise their goods and services. All of the establishments shared an intense interest in the cotton trade. 24
Apalachicola, a river and seaport town, existed and prospered
on the cotton trade. Four quotations from Apalachicola newspapers offer an illustration and an insight into the attitudes and
activities of the town. That there was little activity during the
summer months was illustrated by the following:
The small amount of shipping in port - the absence of steamboats at the wharf - the scarcity of cotton - the unemployed
draymen to be seen in the shade, quietly waiting for a joband at night the unlighted counting rooms, all give indication that the “business season” is over. The recently departed
vessels have all carried away more or less all of our itinerate
population. The Viola left yesterday morning for Columbus,
taking off quite a number, and others are only waiting to
collect and wind up business, and they will have gone alsoleaving the city in the possession of its inhabitants proper. 25
As the fall season approached, the scene began to change.

2 4 . David Y. Thomas, “A History of Banking in Florida,” typed mss. in the
Robert Manning Strozier Library, 13. Information regarding the newspapers may be found in James O. Knauss, Territorial Florida Journalism
(DeLand, 1926) and William W. Rogers, “Newspaper Mottoes in
Ante-Bellum Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLII (October
1963), 154-58. The twelve newspapers, listed in order of their appearance, were, Apalachicola Advertiser (1833-1835); Apalachicola Gazette
(1836-1840); Apalachicola Gazette (daily 1839); Apalachicola Courier
(1839-1840); Apalachicolian (1840-1841); Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser (1840); Apalachicola Florida Journal (1840-1842); Apalachicola
Commercial Advertiser (1843-1860); Apalachicola Republican Herald
(1843); Apalachicola Watchman of the Gulf (1843); Apalachicola Star
of the West (1848); Apalachicola Times (1849).
25. Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, June 13, 1846.
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. . . Vessels are making their appearance in the bay, and
lighters are passing and repassing laden with their omnifarious freight. The ringing of the auction bell - the cries
of the auctioneer, and the puffing and blowing of the steamers as they traverse our waters, reminds us of the busy scenes
which will ensue when they come booming down the river
with their tall chimneys just peeping over the bales of cotton with which they are laden. Horses and drays are running hither and thither, as if anxious to hurry along the
time when they can get a load. And our citizens, particularly
the “Summer Boys,” as they style themselves, have become so
satiated with leisure, that they manifest great anxiety to
commence active operations. In a few weeks our wharves will
be covered with cotton - our streets filled with people, and
the places of business and amusement opened, and every inducement held out to those who wish to enter the field of
competition and struggle on for wealth. Again, and again,
will the latest news be sought for; and again will the speculator rub his hands, and laugh or look sad, and put them in
his breeches pocket, as his anticipations of gain are realized
or blasted. 26

Then suddenly, as the depth of the river increased with the
winter rains,
. . . steamboat follows steamboat - each wharf has its pile every merchant has his business - every clerk his duty - loafers are out of fashion - and it is all bustle, bustle, bustle exclusively masculine bustle. 27
As the business season got under way, the following scene could
have occurred:
The River is riz - the boat bells are ringing, ships are loading, draymen swearing, negroes singing, clerks marking, captains busy, merchants selling, packages rolling, boxes tumbling, wares rumbling, and every body appears to be up to
the eyes in business.
I took a walk up water street [sic] this morning, for the
purpose of taking a bird’s-eye view of the busy world, learning the news and so on. On one of the wharves I saw a
Steamboat Captain, and thought I would learn something
about the up country from him.
“What’s the news up the country, Captain?”
“Step aboard the boat, sir, - off in five minutes - loaded
26. I b i d . , September 30, 1844.
27. I b i d . , November 30, 1844.
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down to the guards - fare only twenty dollars to Columbus will you walk aboard?”
“Guess not, sir;” and walking on a short distance, I met
a dry goods dealer.
“Good morning, sir.”
“Twenty thousand.”
“Twenty thousand what, sir,” said I, astonished.
“Twenty thousand dollars worth of goods I’ve sold this
morning,” and away he went.
Well - thinks I, these are queer times, I can’t get a civil
answer from any one, it appears. Just then I saw a farmer
passing along. Guess I’ll get some news this time, that man
isn’t crazy, and walking up to him “What’s the news in your section, stranger?”
“Five hundred, at eleven and three-eights.”
“Five hundred thunders! what do you mean?”
“Why I’ve sold my five hundred bales of Cotton this
morning. But you need not be in such a passion about it, I
reckon you won’t have it to pay for.”
The fact is, Apalachicola is herself again. The bales,
boxes, packages, &c. with which the wharves are crowded,
with the cheerful hum of business is enough to make glad
the heart of any man who loves an air of prosperity. 28
Shipments from the upriver country to Apalachicola included small amounts of tobacco, corn, resin, hides, and timber,
but cotton was the major product shipped downriver. Some
times it reached Apalachicola in early August, but this was exceptional. The cotton was stored along the streets, on the
wharves, and in warehouses, and by September the marshal had
to stake off Water Street so that the bales would not block
traffic. Usually about one-fourth of the cotton crop reached
Apalachicola by the last of December. A majority of cotton came
to Apalachicola during January and February; in March, the
weekly receipts began to fluctuate, and by May, only a few
hundred bales arrived per week. The last of the crop usually
reached the wharves in late June. 29

Apalachicola Gazette, December 12, 1838.
Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, 1844; “Receipts from the Interior,”
W. R. Taylor to the secretary of the treasury, June 1, 1850, Record
Group 56, Series Group, Letters to and From Collectors of Small Ports,
9, National Archives. Taylor reported that large quantities of timber
were cut from the public domain and shipped to Columbus and
Apalachicola. The steamboat Augusta, on her maiden voyage to Apalachicola from Eufaula, unloaded five barrels turpentine, forty sheep,
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The period between 1843 and 1851 seems to have been the
most prosperous time for Apalachicola, but the absence of full
statistics for the 1850s precludes an accurate statement. 30 The
last two seasons (1859-1860) indicate that cotton receipts either
remained fairly consistent throughout the decade, or that busitwelve dozen chickens, twenty pounds butter, forty-six dozen eggs, one
bag peaches, one koon [sic] skin, one tom cat, and one sheep shank.
Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, July 7, 1846. The weekly receipts
for an average year showed the general trends; the following statistics
from the Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser’s shipping lists show
the number of bales of cotton for the day reported:
Before December 25, 1843, 31,956; January 4, 1844, 6,463; January 8,
1844, 7,719; January 15, 1844, 6,818; January 22, 1844, 3,018; January
29, 1844, 5,931; February 5, 1844, 5,113; February 12, 1844, 4,561; February 19, 1844, 5,773; February 26, 1844, 4,095; March 11, 1844, 6,725;
March 16, 1844, 2,286; March 23, 1844, 5,017; March 30, 1844, 3,555;
April 6, 1844, 2,056; April 13, 1844, 5,109; April 20, 1844, 2,783; April
27, 1844, 1,809; May 4, 1844, 1,766; May 11, 1844, 1,163; May 18, 1844,
1,756; May 25, 1844, 171; June 1, 1844, 1,588; June 8, 1844, 589; June
15, 1844, ......... .
30. The following indicates the amount of cotton received at Apalachicola
and the amount shipped to foreign ports:
Shipped to
Foreign Ports
Year
Total Received
9,055
1837
32,291
unknown
50,828
1838
unknown
1839
44,935
unknown
1840
72,232
unknown
1841
64,495
38,794
86,864
1842
57,934
1843
125,920
40,015
121,619
1844
61,285
1845
153,392
41,080
1846
110,480
1847
108,476
35,763
48,012
1848
120,458
29,103
1849
108,531
unknown
1850
[1?]30,240
unknown
135,142
1851
unknown
1852
unknown
unknown
1853
150,000
unknown
1854
unknown
unknown
1855
77,321
1856
77,281
37,541
1857
65,607
32,349
1858
67,941
30,745
1859
108,382
39,542
1860
133,079
59,090
These statistics were compiled from Apalachicola Gazette; Columbus
(Georgia) Enquirer; Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser; Mobile
(Alabama) Register; Tallahassee Floridian; Niles' Register; DeBow’s
Review; U.S. Coast Survey for 1853; U.S. Commerce and Navigation Reports for 1856, 1857, 1858; and Florida House Journal, 1860. Statistics
for 1855-1858 were for cotton received by mid-March. Later statistics
were unavailable.
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ness returned after a slump of several years. Throughout the
period 1837 to 1850, Apalachicola was the third largest cotton
port on the Gulf of Mexico, after New Orleans and Mobile.
Pensacola and St. Marks shipped little cotton. Pensacola exported a lot of timber, and St. Marks shipped some cotton and
tobacco, but neither offered any real competition for Apalachicola. Galveston, Texas, replaced Apalachicola as the third largest
port during the late fifties. 31
Three rivers - the Apalachicola, Flint, and Chattahoocheedrained a large area in Florida, Georgia, and Alabama, and provided transportation routes from Apalachicola to the interior.
More than 130 steamboats operated on the rivers from 1828,
when the first seamboat reached Apalachicola, to the outbreak
of the Civil War. Apalachicola was listed as the home port for
sixty-four of these boats. Many others, of course, visited Apalachicola or moved up the rivers while serving in the coasting
trade. Most of the boats which visited the Gulf port only once
or twice and which did not name Apalachicola as their home
port, listed New Orleans or some other Mississippi River port
as their home port. 32
Almost all of the boats were built in shipyards along the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers. Ninety-five were built on the Mississippi River or its tributaries; yards in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
constructed eighteen; fifteen were completed in Cincinnati, Ohio,
and eleven were constructed at Elizabeth, Pennsylvania. Steubenville, Ohio, and Louisville, Kentucky, each contributed six
vessels used on the Apalachicola River system. The remaining
thirty-nine were built in various yards between New Orleans and
Cincinnati. Twenty were constructed on the local rivers:
eight were built at Apalachicola, and twelve along the Chattahoochee River. 33
31. U. S. Commerce and Navigation Reports, 1856-1860, show that Pensacola only exported eighteen bales of cotton to foreign ports during
that period. DeBow’s Review, XXIX (December 1860), 529. Cotton
receipts at Galveston were: 1856 - 90,298; 1857 - 71,390; 1858 - 118,398;
1859 - 150,016; 1860 - 193,963.
32. William M. Lytle, Merchant Steam Vessels of the United States, 18071868 (Mystic, 1952), 1-294; Bert Neville, Directory of Steamboats with
Illustrations and List of Landings on the Chattahoochee-ApalachicolaFlint- Chipola Rivers (Selma, 1961), passim. Boats not listed in these
sources may be found in newspapers from Apalachicola, Columbus,
Eufaula, and Albany.
33. Ibid.
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The great majority of these vessels were side-wheelers; only
thirteen of 115 were stern-wheelers. The side-wheel was the most
efficient arrangement for the propulsion unit until the serious
p r o b l e m o f “h o g b a c k i n g ” w a s o v e r c o m e . T h e s t e a m e r s
varied in size from the thirty-one-ton Flint to the 372-ton
America. Tonnage statistics exist for sixty-one of the boats listing
Apalachicola as home port. Only six of these were less than 100
tons; thirty-one measured 100 to 150 tons; sixteen were between
150 and 200 tons, while seven where more than 200, and only
two measured more than 300 tons. Tonnage rates for 113 (including the sixty-one of Apalachicola) reveal that about twothirds of them were measured in the 100 to 200 ton class. One
authority on western steamboats found that steamboats of 100
to 200 tons, built during the 1840s, generally had a length slightly more than six times greater than the width, and a depth of
one foot for every thirty-three feet of length. A 120-ton boat,
built to the rule of thumb applied in shipyards along the
Mississippi, was about 140 feet long, twenty-three feet wide, and
slightly over four feet deep. A boat of this size carried its own
weight in cargo, and drew fourteen inches of water when empty,
and thirty inches when loaded. 34
Twenty steamboats were built along the river system. Two
locally built boats, the Edwin Forrest and Flint, were sternwheelers, and eighteen were side-wheelers. The thirty-one-ton
Flint was the smallest, while the H. S. Smith (243 tons) was one
of the largest. The H. S. Smith carried a cargo of 1,002 bales of
cotton on her maiden voyage from Columbus to Apalachicola.
The record for the largest number of bales of cotton probably
goes to the Peytonia, which carried 1,305 bales on one trip in
April 1846. 35
34. Ibid.; Louis C. Hunter, Steamboats on the Western Rivers: An Economic and Technological History (Cambridge, 1949), 86-96.
35. Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, April 18, 1846. The boats built
along the river system were:
Name
Albany
Apalachicola
Edwin Forrest
Eufaula
Flint

Tonnage Where built
168
148
......
131
31

Albany
Apalachicola
Old Agency
Eufaula
Apalachicola
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When
built

Ended
service

1846
1843
1836
1845
1846

1852
.......

.......

1854
1848
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The rivers served a hinterland containing in 1850 a population of almost 186,000 people, including 79,949 slaves. The
population almost doubled during the following decade to a free
population of 131,957 and 129,051 slaves. The number of farms
in the river area in 1860 gives an indication of extensive agricultural operations. 36

State
Florida
Alabama
Georgia
Total

0-99
acres
885
3,199
3,352
7,436

100-499
acres
362
1,123
2,639
4,124

500-999
acres
52
158
536
746

1,000 plus
acres
19
38
165
222

Apalachicola merchants tried to secure the trade of this rich
agricultural area by offering goods and services. They urged the
farmer to “bring your cotton to Apalachicola, sell it here, and
lay in your stocks of dry goods and groceries from our market.
Our merchants have any quantity on hand, and will dispose of
them on as good terms, and probably better, than you can procure them elsewhere. You will find no difficulty in transportation,
as our river is high, and we have now plying between this place
and Columbus, and Albany, fifteen or sixteen fine, substantial
Steamers, commanded by as skilful [sic], enterprising, and accommodating captains, as any waters can boast, - and last though

Florence
Gen. Harrison
Gen. Sumter
H. S. Smith
Henry Crowell
James Y. Smith
Lotus
Louisa
Mary A. Moore
Magnolia
Native Georgian
Notion
River Bride
Southerner
Wave

159
184
155
230
....
148
202
152
195
......
.......
145
72
180
243

Apalachicola
Columbus
Apalachicola
Columbus
Old Agency
Apalachicola
Apalachicola
Apalachicola
Eufaula
Old Woman’s Bluff
Fort Gaines
Columbus
Columbus
Apalachicola
Columbus

1841
1845
1841
1842
1842
1845
1848
1850
.......
1836
1841
1847
1848
1845
1839
1847
1845
1853
1844
.......
1834
.......
1844
1850
1859 1861-CSA
1847
1851
1857
1861-CSA

36. Seventh Census of the United States, 1850, 364-65, 400-01, 421; Eighth
Census of the United States, Population, 1860, 8, 54, 72-73; Eighth
Census of the United States, Agriculture, 1860, 193, 195-96.
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not least, freights are cheap.” 37 But freight rates were not always
considered cheap even though they varied from seventy-five
cents to $1.00 per barrel and $1.00 per bale of cotton. Occasionally upriver merchants complained about the freight rates and
charges. Eufaula merchants held a public meeting, and unavailingly accused the Apalachicola merchants of forming a “combination” which was unfavorable to the inland shipper. 38
But Apalachicola businessmen offered more than just goods
and services in an effort to secure trade. The Chamber of Commerce offered silver pitchers in 1842 for the best lots of cotton
shipped to the port, and the next year the prizes included a
silver coffee urn, silver tea service, silver coaster and trays, and a
$100 rifle for the best ten bale shipment. 39
Floridians living along or near the Apalachicola River used
it as a means of transportation. Marcus Stephens of Quincy suggested either St. Marks or Apalachicola to his sister who was
sending goods from North Carolina. C. M. Harris, also of Quincy,
ordered much of his goods, including flour and bacon, from
New Orleans. The steamboat Chipola brought them through
Apalachicola Bay to a landing on the Apalachicola and they
were then transported overland by wagons to Quincy. Chandler
C. Yonge of Marianna, also purchased his fancy goods and
fine clothes from New Orleans. Most of his foodstuffs came
through the Apalachicola merchants.
John F. Comer, farming near the Chattahoochee River in
Barbour County, Alabama, bought most of his supplies from
Eufaula merchants who had connections with Apalachicola
firms. James Abercrombie, in an adjoining Alabama county,
occasionally used steamboats to bring goods from Apalachicola
and St. Joseph, but most of his business was conducted in
Columbus with firms like Redd and Johnson. 40
37. Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, January 15, 1844.
38. Ibid., March 23, 1848, February 8, 1849.
39. Apalachicola Florida Journal, June 4, 1842; Columbus Enquirer, June
9, 1842; Apalachicola Watchman of the Gulf, August 12, 1843; Apalachicola Commercial Advertiser, April 12, 1843.
40. Marcus C. Stephens to Sarah G. Stephens, October 13, 1834, Marcus C.
Stephens Papers, No. 3402, Southern Historical Collection, University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; C. M. Harris to Isaac R. Harris,
December 13, 1848 and December 24, 1848, Wright-Harris Collection,
Duke University Libraries, Duke University, Durham. (C. M. Harris was
living in New Orleans and his brother Isaac lived in Quincy.) Chandler
C. Yonge Papers, 1853-1858, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
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Lands along the Flint River were opened for extensive cultivation during the 1840s. The river to Albany, Georgia, was a
narrow, shallow, twisting waterway, and rocks and shoals in the
Flint River presented a major problem to navigation, 41 but
steamboats were able to reach the town in the rainy season with
little difficulty. The Edwin Forrest towed a barge to Danville, a
few miles north of Albany, and the center of a large cotton producing area. Goods shipped from Apalachicola by the river route
were much cheaper than shipments from Savannah through
Macon and then overland to Danville. Molasses from New
Orleans through the Savannah markets sold for forty-three and
a half cents in Danville; the same article, shipped through the
Apalachicola trade, sold for twenty-four cents. 41
Portions of six Florida counties bordered the Apalachicola,
or were near enough so that farmers could use the river for
transportation. Four Alabama counties touched on the Chattahoochee which offered a transportation route either to Apalachicola or Columbus. The largest area drained by the river system
was in Georgia; the triangle formed by the Flint and Chattahoochee rivers contained nine counties in 1850, and twenty-one
ten years later. Thirty-one counties in three states were drained
by the rivers in 1860. Farmers in twenty-four of these counties
relied heavily on river transportation before the railroads came
In seven other borderline counties, farmers could transport cotton to the river by wagon, or, by covering an equal distance,
could use the rail heads in central Georgia. Florida counties
could use other ports and markets.
All of the counties, including those that may or may not have
used Apalachicola as a trade center, produced 142,973 bales of
cotton in 1850. That same year, Apalachicola merchants received
130,240 bales, about ninety-one per cent of all the cotton produced in the drainage area. Ten years later, that same area
produced 303,851 bales of cotton, but Apalachicola received

41.

University of Florida, Gainesville; John Fletcher Comer Papers, Farm
Journal, 1844-1847, No. 1714, Southern Historical Collection, University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Redd and Johnson Papers, Ledgers
and Day Books, 1845-1860, 25 vols., No. 2921, Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; James Abercrombie Papers, File G. I., Southern Historical Collection, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Unsigned letter from Danville to Apalachicola merchants, Apalachicola
Commercial Advertiser, March 30, 1848.
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only 133,079 bales, or slightly more than forty-three per
During this decade, cotton production increased consi
except for two or three bad crops, and Apalachicola co
to receive a considerable number of bales. Even though t
number received was relatively stable, the percentage
total crop received in Apalachicola dropped from abou
per cent to less than forty-five per cent. 42
Several factors affected the amount of cotton reaching
lachicola. Commerce between Apalachicola and Colu
ring the 1850s was reduced by conditions on the river. C
newspapers, as early as 1852, ceased to list steamboats tyin
their wharves. Only occasionally was there mention of the
and then it was sometimes in a sarcastic vein. Several A
cola businessmen were stranded in Columbus in 1854,
the river was so low; this occurred in December, quite
date for a rise in the river. Two years later, the rainy seas
a rise in the river did not occur before February. 43 Paris
hast, a Columbus businessman, reported in 1855 that th
b e e n “n o r i v e r h e r e f o r t h e l a s t 1 2 m o n t h s & a n d v e r y
navigation for three years past.” 44 A man signing hims
W.” wrote a lengthy article for the C o l u m b u s E n q u i r e r insist
that the river was not drying up, as some suspected, bu
two years of extremely low rainfall was responsible for th
of water. 45
The river channels were gradually filling with silt b
there was not enough rainfall to produce a swift current, a
same thing was happening to the harbor at Apalachicol
little was done about these obstacles to river transportati
1845, Congress granted 500,000 acres of land to Florid
five years later added the swamp lands to these holdin
be used for internal improvements, these lands were adm
by the trustees for the Internal Improvement Fund - wh
generally concerned with railroads and canals. The rag
railroads and connecting canals pushed Apalachicola
river system into the background 46
42. See fn. 30.
43. Columbus Enquirer, January 1852 - December 1856.
44. P. K. Tillinghast to W. S. W. Tillinghast, September 22, 1855, Tillinghast Papers, Duke University.
45. Columbus Enquirer, November 27, 1855.
46. Coast Survey for 1857, 35th Cong., 1st Sess., Executive Document No. 33,
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The report of the Internal Improvement Fund trustees barely
mentioned Apalachicola in 1854, while praising other ports:
“Upon the Gulf side we have the noble bays of Pensacola, St.
Andrews and Tampa; besides many others of sufficient capacity
for the accommodation of any amount of Gulf trade.” 47 Four
years later, the trustees were concentrating their attention almost
entirely on railroads. B. F. Whitner of Tallahassee wrote an
article for DeBow's Review extoling Florida’s railroad and port
facilities without mentioning Apalachicola, and Senator Yulee
also propagandized these facilities without emphasizing Apalachicola. 48 The merchants rightly accused the trustees of “grossly
and shamefully neglect [ing]. . .” their city. 49 During 1859, Floridians began to take a new look at Apalachicola. The Tallahassee Floridian and Journal seldom mentioned Apalachicola,
either in articles or in advertisements, but in 1859, the editors
visited Apalachicola and reported that they were “more than
ever impressed with the fact that something ought to be done
towards facilitating greater intercourse between it and middle
Florida.” D. P. Holland, Franklin County’s delegate to the
Florida House of Representatives, introduced several measures
to improve navigation for the bay and river. The house approved a bill to aid navigation on the Apalachicola River in
1861, but further action was interrupted by the Civil War. 50
In addition to the low water and increasing river obstructions, the direction of trade was also changing away from Apalachicola. As early as 1854, a Columbus newspaper commented,
“what has been deemed improbable and visionary . . . a few
years ago, when prophesized by some of our late citizens, that
‘in less than ten years the Chattahoochee will run upstream’pp. 89-92. In this report S. C. McCorkle reported that the river channel could ". . . be deepened without great cost, and when done it will
open in to the country one of the most valuable timber ports to be
found on the coast.” Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, XXXIX. (December
1858), 478-79, reported that a new channel had been found in East
Pass.
47. Florida House Journal, 1854, 137.
48. “Report of the Trustees of the Board of Internal Improvements, November 17, 1858,” 20-37, appendix to Florida House Journal, 1858; B. F.
Whitner, “Railroads and Railroad System of Florida,” DeBow’s Review,
XIX (September 1855), 316-23; Yulee, “Connexion of the Atlantic and
Gulf of Mexico: The Florida Railroad,” 492-514.
49. Florida House Journal, 1860, 16.
50. Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, April 30, 1859; Florida House Journal, 1860, 141, 143, 244, 337-48.
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alluding to the course of cotton up instead of down the river has already become history.” 51
When the river was low, farmers sent their cotton to Colum5 2
but by railroad or by wagons. The amount was never really
large when compared with the amount produced in the total
area. Columbus businessmen did not use all the cotton received,
but shipped the greatest portion of it by railroad to Macon and
Savannah or to Montgomery and Mobile. The local newspaper
claimed that nine-tenths of all cotton received was shipped by
railroad as soon as Columbus was connected by rail with Macon. 53 This rapid transportation which, in part, changed the
transportation route from the Gulf to the Atlantic, ironically was
accomplished with the aid of riverboats The steamer Jenkins
from Apalachicola brought 600 kegs of spikes for the last few
miles of the railroad. 54
Savannah businesses-warehouses, factories, and commission
merchants-began advertising in Columbus newspapers as soon
as the line neared completion. Advertisements from that port
took the place of those once used by Apalachicola merchants,
who ceased to advertise in Columbus papers during the early
1850s. Freight rates were advertised as being cheap, yet at
fifty cents per 100 pounds of cotton, railroad rates were higher
than steamboat rates. It was not long before shippers began
complaining about high freight costs on the rails as they had
previously complained about high steamer rates. Railroads so
occupied the position once held by riverboats that the Columbus paper reported railroad accidents as it once reported steamboat disasters. 55
Two railroads in Alabama siphoned off part of the crop
51.
52.

53.

54.
55.

Columbus Enquirer, November 14, 1854.
“Muskogee County,” File Box 106, J. R. Jones Papers, University of
Georgia, Athens; advertisements in the Columbus Enquirer, 1852-1854;
Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine, XXVI (February 1852), 257-58; Paris Tillinghast to W. S. W. Tillinghast, September 22, 1855, Tillinghast Papers;
DeBow’s Review, XIV (May 1853), 508.
The statistics for cotton received in Columbus are: 1850 - 59,835 bales,
Columbus Enquirer, May 28, 1850; 1852 - 43,816 bales, ibid., May 17,
1853; 1853 - 55,893 bales, ibid.; 1854 - 70,229 bales, ibid., May 9, 1854;
1855 - 62,438 bales, ibid., May 8, 1855; 1856 - 71,000 bales, ibid.,
September 23, 1856. Later years were not reported in sufficient detail
to warrant any tabulation.
Columbus Enquirer, September 21, 1852.
Ibid., January 1853 - December 1855.
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raised in Russell and Barbour counties which previously would
have gone to Apalachicola. The Montgomery and West Point
Railroad connected these two points, while a branch line from
Opelika covered the distance to Columbus. A second line, the
Mobile and Girard, was planned to run between Montgomery
and Girard, just across the river from Columbus. The line was
completed from Columbus to Union Springs, Alabama, before
the Civil War. 56
More important than these two lines was the Southwestern
which penetrated the Flint-Chattahoochee triangle south of Columbus. This line originated in Macon where it joined the Central system, and connected Macon with Fort Valley and Smithville. At the latter point, the line branched off to the south and
to the west. The western branch went to Cuthbert, and by 1860
it reached the Chattahoochee River at Georgetown, just across
the river from Eufaula, Alabama. This same line branched at
Cuthbert to penetrate the cotton area to Fort Gaines. The
branch extending southward from Smithville eventually reached
the Flint River at Albany. The Southwestern Railroad, which
traversed the Flint-Chattahoochee drainage area to Georgetown, Fort Gaines, and Albany, transported a great deal of cotton which at a previous date would have been shipped downriver to Apalachicola. 57
Statistics on the amount of cotton received in Apalachicola
between 1854 and 1858 are fragmentary and cannot be relied
upon to prove that railroads in Georgia and Alabama destroyed
the cotton port of Apalachicola. Figures for these years were
based on reports issued in March of each year, which was eight
or ten weeks before the end of the cotton season. Statistics for
1859 and 1860 are more reliable and show a trade equal to the
amount carried on during the 1840s, or that the cotton trade
did not seriously diminish because of the railroads. 58
The war department surveyed the Apalachicola-Chattahoo56.

57.
58.

Ibid., October 16, 1855, advertisements; Albert Burton Moore, History
of Alabama (Tuscaloosa, 1951), 314 and map opposite; Thomas D.
Clark, “The Montgomery and West Point Railroad,” Georgia Historical
Quarterly, XVII (December 1933), 293-99.
Dale H. Peeples, “Georgia Railroads: Civil War and Reconstruction,”
(unpublished Master’s thesis, University of Georgia, 1961), 1-5.
For figures on cotton received in Apalachicola during the 1850s see fn.
30. William L. Saunders stated that railroads were responsible for the
declining importance of Apalachicola, Apalachicola (n. p., n. d.), 3.
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chee River system in 1872 and made one of the most comprehensive reports ever submitted. Captain A. N. Damrell and a
Mr. C. Trill reported on the decline of Apalachicola and its
future. Captain Damrell said, “During the war the commerce
of Apalachicola was almost entirely destroyed, but the year
after (1864) [sic] I understand that the amount of business done
there equaled, if it did not exceed, that of 1860. The cotton receipts for 1864, I have heard stated as 129,000. Since that time
commerce of the place has steadily and rapidly declined.” 59
He blamed the decline on the railroads and the loss of a
channel in both the river and the bay.
Trill also made his report, which stated: “During the war
of course all business was more or less stopped. After the termination of the same, the few boats that had not been burned or
otherwise destroyed were old and rotten, and the most of them
not fit to run any longer; no money to build new ones was in
the hands of the ruined owners then; and if there was, the bad
conditions of the river . . . and the decay and the filling up of
the harbor at Apalachicola . . . did not let the undertaking appear promising enough, and so it came that nearly all the trade
changed over to the railroads. . . . How great this trade has once
already been, and how necessary an improvement of the river is,
is shown by nearly two hundred and fifty wrecks on the same.” 60
According to these two observers, the Civil War was equally
responsible for the decline of the port of Apalachicola. The war
and the fall of Apalachicola to Union forces brought commerce
to a standstill. 61 Apalachicola earned the distinction of being
the third largest cotton port on the Gulf of Mexico during the
1840s. New Orleans and Mobile were much larger, but no Gulf
port approached their size any closer than did Apalachicola.
During the decade of the fifties railroads connected the upriver
cotton areas with Savannah and Montgomery Between 1850 and
1860 cotton production increased in the river drainage area,
but Apalachicola did not receive a proportionate increase in cot-

59. A. N. Damrell to J. H. Simpson, April 20, 1872, Report of the Secretary of War on the Survey of the Apalachicola and Chattahoochee
Rivers, 42nd Cong., 2nd Sess., Executive Document No. 241, pp. 5-6.
60. Report of C. Trill, ibid., 21.
61. Joseph D. Cushman, Jr., “The Blockade and Fall of Apalachicola, 18611862,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLI (July 1962), 38-46.
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ton receipts. Nevertheless, at the beginning of the Civil War, the
port received as much cotton as it had during the 1840s. After
the war, the port experienced a short revival of trade, but the
rivers and harbor were in bad condition, and the steamboats had
almost all been destroyed by the war. Apalachicola never revived as a major cotton port.
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FLORIDA COURTS AND THE DISPUTED
ELECTION OF 1876
by JERRELL H. SHOFNER *

W

of November 7, 1876 failed to resolve the
presidential contest between Republican Rutherford B.
Hayes and Democrat Samuel J. Tilden because of uncertain results in Florida, Louisiana, and South Carolina, both national
parties sent prominent representatives to the three southern
capitals to observe and work for their partys’ interests. With
Tilden only one electoral vote short of victory, the Republicans
needed every one of the nineteen disputed votes. Because there
had been less violence and corruption in Florida and because
only a few votes separated the parties, many politicians believed
it to be the crucial state. Under Florida law, a state canvassing
board was empowered to exercise quasi-judicial authority in its
examination of returns from the thirty-nine county canvassing
boards. It could rule on the validity of those returns and decide
whether or not to exclude them from the count. On the board
there were two Republicans-Secretary of State Samuel B. McLin,
a Southerner and long-time resident of Florida, and Comptroller
Clayton A. Cowgill, an ex-Union army surgeon from Delawareand one Democrat, Attorney General William Archer Cocke, a
Virginian who came to Florida in 1863.
Under influence of the many “visiting statesmen” who
crowded into Tallahassee on behalf of the national parties, the
canvassing board decided to count the votes for presidential
electors first and take up the state elections afterward. The Republican majority of the board, over the protests of the Democratic member, threw out about 2,000 votes and declared a majority of about 924 for the Republican presidential electors. This
majority was large enough to assure a victory for the Republican
gubernatorial candidate, Marcellus Stearns, who had run several
hundred votes behind Hayes. In achieving this result the Republican majority on the canvassing board had acted so unfairly
HEN THE ELECTION

* Mr. Shofner is assistant professor of history at Florida State University.

[26]
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that the Democrats sought court action to correct what they
believed to be a demonstrable injustice. 1
The ensuing litigation pertained only to the gubernatorial
election, but the Republican presidential victory had been
achieved by the same canvassing board methods which the
Democrats were attacking. As a result the nation continued to
watch Florida developments for several weeks after the canvassing board adjourned and the electoral college met on December 6.
Before the canvassing board convened on November 27, the
Democrats had insisted that it should use quasi-judicial powers
and rule on the validity of returns. After losing the presidential
count by this procedure they found it necessary to change their
argument over the state count. George W. Biddle and David
W. Sellers, Democratic visiting statesmen from Philadelphia,
called on the board to hear evidence. Although the Northerners’
view was consistent with precedent, R. B. Hilton, a Democratic
elector, and George P. Raney, a Florida Democratic executive
committeeman, suggested that the Democrats offer no evidence
and refuse to participate in a quasi-judicial count before the
state canvassing board. They preferred to insist on a simple
ministerial count and seek redress in the courts if the board decided against them. 2 The Northerners were afraid the courts
might not act once the board decided and they would have lost
the election without a fight.
Samuel Pasco, Democratic state chairman, and other Florida
Democrats deferred to the northern attorneys, and the Democrats
demanded a full hearing before a quasi-judicial canvassing board.
Then, in his last argument before the board on December 5,
Sellers denied the board’s authority to accept or reject county
returns. At that time, his position was contradictory to everything the Democrats had done concerning the electoral count.
When the board decided against the Tilden electors, most of
the Northern Democrats left Tallahassee, believing that Florida
was lost and the case closed. 3 Former United States Senator
1. Jerrell H. Shofner, “Florida in the Balance: The Electoral Count of
1876,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLVII (October 1968), passim.
2. Robert B. Hilton to Manton Marble, January 7, 1877, Samuel Tilden
Papers, Box 13, New York Public Library.
3. S. G. Thompson to Marble, December 12, 1876, George W. Biddle to
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David L. Yulee, a Florida Democrat, and C. Gibson, a visitor
from Missouri, suggested that the Democratic electors meet and
cast their electoral votes for Tilden and apply for a quo warranto
action against the Hayes electors. This was done on December
6 while the Republican electors were assembling to cast their
votes for Hayes. Congress consequently received two electoral
certificates from Florida: one met all the legal requirements and
declared Florida’s four electoral votes for Hayes while the other
was signed by the attorney general instead of the governor and
gave Florida’s votes to Tilden. As the canvassing board began
considering the votes for state officials, Hilton and Raney took
the initiative in Democratic circles. In behalf of Democratic
gubernatorial candidate George F. Drew, they obtained an injunction from the circuit court forbidding the canvassing board
from counting the returns except by merely totalling the votes
shown on the county returns without any alterations. Such a
method would have meant a majority for Drew and the state
ticket. Gibson, who remained in Tallahassee after December
6, wrote Tilden that a circuit court decision for the Democratic
state candidates would benefit the Democratic presidential case
if Congress should later decide to investigate the electoral certificates before they were counted. 4 Neither Tilden nor his associates showed interest in the case, however.
Ignoring the circuit court injunction, the board continued
ruling on the validity of returns and excluding them when necessary. Its work was completed on December 8 with the results
favoring the Republican state candidates. Attorney General
Cocke refused to sign the resulting certificates and wrote a
lengthy protest against the entire canvassing board proceeding.
Circuit Judge Pleasant W. White cited the board for contempt
and ordered a hearing for December 11, but action on this case
was postponed at the request of the Democratic lawyers. 5

Marble, December 15, 1876, John R. Read to Marble, December 15,
1876, Manton Marble Papers, Library of Congress.
4. David L. Yulee to Hilton, November 27, 1876, Box 9, David L. Yulee
Papers, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida,
Gainesville; Charles Gibson to Samuel J. Tilden, December 9, 1876,
Tilden Papers, Box 13.
5. New York Herald, December 12, 1876; Augusta (Georgia) Chronicle and
Sentinel, December 12, 1876; Marcellus L. Stearns to William E. Chandler, December 9, 1876, William E. Chandler Papers, Library of Congress.
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The Republicans were not concerned about an adverse court
decision. They knew that Judge White was a pronounced Democratic partisan who would give every benefit of doubt to his
political cohorts, but they gave notice that any circuit court
decision would be appealed to the state supreme court which,
like the state canvassing board, was composed of two Republicans and one Democrat. The supreme court was recessed but
the justices agreed to hold a special session beginning December
12 because an early decision of the case was important to the
state and nation. 6 Chief Justice E. M. Randall was a Republican, originally from Wisconsin. He had been appointed by
Governor Harrison Reed in 1868, and he had often aided Reed
from the supreme bench during his hectic administration. In
1876 Randall was hoping to replace North Florida District
Judge Philip Fraser who had recently died. Randall and Governor Stearns, who was seeking reelection, were personal and
political enemies. Associate Justice R. B. Van Valkenberg, the
other Republican, was from New York, but he had been living in
Jacksonville since the beginning of Reconstruction. O. B. Hart
appointed him to the court in 1873. James D. Westcott, Jr., was
the Democratic member. He had been appointed by Reed in
1868 after a brief term as attorney general. He was politically
ambitious and had received significant Republican support for
the United States Senate in 1873. He was also interested in the
vacant federal judgeship, and it was believed that he had the
support of Republican Senator Simon B. Conover for the post. 7
At the urging of Judge White, R. L. Campbell, a Pensacola
lawyer who had joined Hilton and Raney on the Drew case,
agreed to drop the contempt case in the circuit court and enter
the supreme court for a writ of mandamus ordering Cowgill
and McLin to perform a ministerial count. 8 This method meant
that the board would have to accept the county returns as
certified from the counties without considering evidence or excluding votes. Board compliance with this court order would
mean a state victory for the Democrats. Believing their chances
6. Atlanta Daily Constitution, December 12, 1876.
7. Macon Georgia Weekly Telegraph and Journal and Messenger, December 11, 1876.
8 . Pleasant W. White to Francis P. Fleming, July 23, 1901, Box 28, Manuscript Collection, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History.
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before the court good, the Republican board members agreed
to abide by the court’s decision. The New York Times expressed
relief that the case had been transferred to the supreme court
whose “decision will be respected, for it is beyond a suspicion
of partisan action.” 9 The Times also pointed out that the
litigation pertained only to state officials and its result would
have no effect on the presidential election.
The nation continued to watch proceedings in Tallahassee.
William E. Chandler, who had managed the Republican case
before the state canvassing board, wrote Governor Stearns that
public opinion was favorable in the North and the Republicans
should fight boldly in Florida. In answer to Governor Stearns’
request, Chandler asked General Lew Wallace to return to
Florida and assist the Republican lawyers there. Wallace did
not arrive until December 17. In the interim J. P. C. Emmons of
Jacksonville represented the Republican board members.
Chandler sent funds to the now bankrupt Florida Republican
party, part of which was used to pay Emmons $500 a week.
Unlike Chandler and his national associates, neither Tilden nor
any of his supporters showed any concern with the Florida
proceedings until the local Democrats had won their case. As
late as November 24, Manton Marble, former editor of the
New York World and friend of Tilden, who had visited Tallahassee, advised the Democratic presidential candidate not to be
“zealous for appeal in the Supreme Court of Florida.” 10
The Congress which met in December 1876 had a Republican majority in the Senate and a Democratic majority in the
House of Representatives. The Democrats wanted information
which would strengthen their case when Congress met in February to count the disputed electoral votes and the Republicans
sought information to defend their position from attack. Both
houses sent investigating committees to Louisiana, South Carolina, and Florida. The majority party in each house dominated
its committee and both submitted majority and minority reports
depending on partisan interpretations of their work. The Senate
9 . New York Times, December 12, 1876.
10. Stearns to Chandler, December 11, 13, 1876, F. B. Sherwin to Chandler,
December 14, 1876, M. Martin to Chandler, December 21, 1876, Stearns
to Chandler, December 22, 1876, Chandler Papers; Atlanta Daily Constitution, December 19, 1876; Marble to Tilden, December 24, 1876,
Marble Papers.
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committee chairman, A. A. Sargent, later said that William E.
Chandler was the author of the majority report. A Florida Republican stated that Sargent was the best replacement for Chandler that the party could have sent to Florida. 11 Both Senate and
House committees were travelling in Florida taking sensational
testimony while the court case was being argued. The publicity
given the committees, together with the judicial proceedings,
created suspense and uncertainty about the Florida case during
December and January.
The writ of mandamus was issued by unanimous decision on
December 14. Drew, claiming 24,613 votes to 24,116 for Stearns,
argued that the board had usurped judicial functions and
powers by going behind the county returns and accepting evidence. It had erred in rejecting the Manatee County return and
in refusing to canvass Jackson, Monroe, and Hamilton counties
according to the face of the returns. On December 16 McLin
and Cowgill filed an answer. The Manatee return was so irregular that they were unable to determine the true vote. In Jackson,
Hamilton, and Monroe, evidence had demonstrated that their
returns were false and fraudulent. Cocke filed a separate answer
saying that the order did not apply to him since he had voted
to count the returns in question. The court refused to accept
the answer from McLin and Cowgill because it was “argumentive and evasive.” They were ordered to amend their answer
and include specific grounds for their actions by noon, December
18. 12
The Republican board members refused to answer the court
order, claiming that the court had no jurisdiction. The board
had met, performed its duty, and ceased to exist, they insisted.
Having ceased to exist, no court could reach the board or its
members. The Democratic attorneys answered that the board
had not completed its duties properly and therefore its life had
not ended. Counsel argued the case until December 22 when
Cowgill and McLin decided to file their amended answer to the
court. But on the following day they again declined to deliver
11. Leon Burr Richardson, William E. Chandler: Republican (New York,
1940), 197; Chandler to Rutherford B. Hayes, January 24, 1877, Sherwin
to Chandler, December 21, 1876, Chandler Papers.
12. 16 Florida Reports 19-20, 27, 29 (1876); Washington National Republican, December 18, 1876; New York Daily Tribune, December 18,
1876.
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their answer and the court issued a peremptory writ directing
them to count the votes as shown on the county returns and
declare the results. They were to complete the count by December 27. 13
The unanimous decision of the supreme court surprised the
Democrats and alarmed Republicans. Although it specifically
concerned only the gubernatorial election, a decision that the
board had no power to throw out returns would indirectly affect the presidential election which had been decided by that
procedure. The New York Times, which had praised the Florida
court for its impartiality, termed the decision a “judicial crime.”
The Democrats had been uncertain about Judge Van Valkenberg’s ruling, but they had expected Randall to support the
Republicans because of his interest in the North Florida federal
judgeship. 14
Senator Sargent, however, thought the decision would have
been the same no matter how the case was handled. He observed,
“There are rivalries and jealousies here that have too much
influence even on judicial minds . . . . The state is gone and
forever.” Governor Stearns declared, “This beats us in the
state but we shall try to save Hayes. The opinion is a surprise
to everyone here.” Secretary of State McLin, who was also an
aspirant for the vacant judgeship, wrote, “Randall was only
glad of an opportunity to sacrifice Stearns. The traitor would
have destroyed the electoral vote if necessary to make his spite
on Stearns and one or two others.” 15
Senator Sargent advised northern Republicans that the
principle of the decision left enough discretion for the board to
save the electoral votes, but that the court proceedings would
have to be watched closely. The local Republicans were without
funds for lawyers and were no longer interested after having
lost the local election. Worried about the quo warranto pending
before Judge White against the Hayes electors, Sargent suggested
providing a good lawyer with funds to try the case if it came up,
13. 16 Florida Reports 52 (1876); New York Times, December 24, 1876;
Atlanta Daily Constitution, December 23, 1876; C. E. Dyke to C. W.
Jones, New York World, December 23, 1876.
14. New York Times, December 29, 1876; Hilton to Marble, December 23,
1876, Marble Papers.
15. Aaron A. Sargent to Oliver P. Morton, December 22, 1876, Stearns to
Chandler, Samuel B. McLin to Chandler, December 24, 1876, Chandler
Papers.
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because “a judgment against our electors during the next month
might ruin the nation.” 16
McLin and Cowgill first decided to resist the court’s order
and apply to the United States courts for relief if state authorities arrested them. The Democrats had been careful to avoid
any reference to the presidential electors which might bring the
federal courts into the affair. But McLin and Cowgill had observed a similar controversy in South Carolina in late November.
Federal Judge Hugh L. Bond ordered the release of South
Carolina canvassing board members who had been arrested for
disobeying a state court order. Bond reasoned that a federal
issue was involved because part of the board’s duties were to
count votes for federal officers according to a federal law, and
they had been arrested for acts committed in performing these
duties. 17 The Florida canvassing board members believed they
could invoke this precedent if necessary.
Governor Stearns announced that the court decision settled
the state election and advised the board to comply with it. Cowgill agreed with Stearns and the matter seemed to be settled
without anyone going to jail. McLin notified Cocke and Cowgill to meet with him on December 27 and carry out the court
order. Meanwhile, Senators Chandler, Oliver P. Morton of Indiana, and John Sherman of Ohio had considered the Florida
court activities in light of national public opinion. They decided
that even though the court was not dealing with presidential
electors, the state and national Republican majorities both depended on the canvassing board’s power to exclude returns. An
adverse decision against the state Republican candidates would
reflect on the national election. Chandler wrote Lew Wallace
that the country would stand for a total disregard of the court
order, but if the board once admitted that the court could direct
its actions there was nothing to prevent a similar decision pertaining to the presidential election. 18
16. Sargent to Morton, December 22, 1876, Chandler Papers.
17. Washington National Republican, December 23, 1876; Hilton to Marble,
December 31, 1876, Tilden Papers, Box 14; Francis Butler Simkins and
Robert H. Woody, South Carolina During Reconstruction (Chapel Hill,
1932), 521-22.
18. Atlanta Daily Constitution, December 27, 1876; New York Daily Tribune, December 27, 1876; Cincinnati Commercial, December 27, 1876;
Washington National Republican, December 27, 1876; New York World,
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On December 26, Chandler and his fellow Republicans took
measures to prevent the court order from being obeyed. Wallace and Governor Stearns were instructed to disregard the
Florida Supreme Court’s order. It is not clear whether Stearns
acquiesced in this move, but Secretary McLin notified the canvassing board members not to meet according to his earlier
notice because he and Cowgill were filing a motion to set the
mandamus aside. George H. Williams, former attorney general
under President Grant, arrived in Tallahassee on December
28 to assist in legal matters and also to assure Florida Republicans of administration support. Senator Sherman telegraphed
Federal Judge William B. Woods at Montgomery, Alabama,
that the presence of a federal judge at Tallahassee might be
necessary to secure justice. He asked if Woods would go to Tallahassee since there was no federal judge in that district. Woods
replied that he would go wherever duty required. 19
The Democrats attempted to create public opinion against
this new maneuver and destroy the canvassing board members’
confidence in national support. Democratic newspapers printed
a report that Judge Woods would refuse to go to Tallahassee and
intervene if McLin and Cowgill were arrested for contempt of
court. Woods denied the report, but only after the crisis had
passed. Attorney General Cocke disregarded McLin’s notice
that the board would not convene and reported to the secretary of state’s office at the appointed time. He obtained McLin’s
permission to count the votes alone and announced the results
showing a 497 majority for Drew and a ninety-four majority for
the Tilden electors. 20
December 21, 1876; Savannah Morning News, January 1, 1877, quoting
Tallahassee Floridian; Chicago Times, December 27, 1876; 16 Florida
Reports 52-54 (1876); Chandler to Lew Wallace, December 25, 1876,
Chandler Papers.
19. New York Daily Tribune, December 27, 1876; Cincinnati Commercial,
December 28, 1876; New York Herald, December 26, 1876; New Orleans
Daily Picayune, January 4, 1877, quoting Chicago Times; Washington
Sentinel, December 30, 1876; Augusta Chronicle and Sentinel, December
28, 1876; Atlanta Daily Constitution, December 28, 1876; William B.
Woods to John Sherman, January 1, 1877, Sherman Papers, Library of
Congress.
20. Tallahassee Weekly Floridian, January 2, 1877; Augusta Chronicle and
Sentinel, December 29, 1876; Macon Georgia Weekly Telegraph and
Journal and Messenger, December 26, 1876; Cincinnati Commercial, December 28, 1876; New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 4, 1877; Savannah Morning News, January 1, 1877; Tallahassee Weekly Floridian,
January 2, 1877: Woods to Sherman, January 8, 1877, Sherman Papers.
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The two Republican board members then decided to obey
the court order under protest and gratuitously to include a recount of the electoral votes showing a Hayes majority according
to the method prescribed by the court. At four o’clock, December 28, McLin and Cowgill answered the writ, protesting
that the board had ceased to exist and that the court could not
revive it. The protest was accompanied by a certificate showing
a majority for Drew and Noble A. Hull. The vote was 24,179
to 23,984. The certificate also showed a 208 majority for Hayes
over Tilden. This had been accomplished by counting the Republican version of the Baker County return, which the board
had unanimously thrown out during the original count, and
excluding the entire Clay County return on the ground that it
was irregular on its face. 21 Judge Cocke refused to join in the
board action pertaining to the presidential count.
On January 1, 1877, Supreme Court Justice Westcott,, speaking for a unanimous court, refused to accept the canvassing
board’s answer and directed a strict compliance with the peemptory writ by five-thirty that same afternoon. 22 When the
board corrected its answer, the court accepted it. This response
to the court order elected Drew and Hull as governor and lieutenant governor. R. H. M. Davidson, Democratic candidate for
the first congressional district, won over W. J. Purman. The
Republican candidate for the second district, Horatio Bisbee, Jr.,
retained a majority over J. J. Finley, but Finley contested and
was later seated by the House committee on privileges and elections. Both houses of the legislature had Democratic majorities.
There was no reference to the presidential electors. 23
All federal troops had been withdrawn from Tallahassee on
21. 16 Florida Reports 63 (1876); Macon Georgia Weekly Telegraph and
Journal and Messenger, December 26, 1876; New York Daily Tribune,
December 28, 1876; Thomasville (Georgia) Times, December 30, 1876;
Atlanta Daily Constitution, December 29, 1876; New York World, January 18, 1877.
22. 16 Florida Reports 63 (1876).
23. A Historical and Legal Digest of All the Contested Election Cases in
the House of Representatives of the United States from the First to
the Fifty-Sixth Congress, 1789-1901, 56th Cong., 2nd Sess., House Document No. 510, Serial No. 4172, p. 326; A. B. Hawkins to Matt W.
Ransom, February 21, 1877, Ransom Papers, Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; E. I. Alexander to
Patterson Sanders, February 13, 1877, W. Carlton Smith Collection,
Madison, Florida; Wallace to Chandler, January 1, 1877, Chandler
Papers.
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December 9, except one infantry company which remained until
January 18, 1877. 24 General Thomas H. Ruger watched the Florida situation from his South Carolina headquarters, but instructed the company commander in Tallahassee not to interfere unless the civil authorities were unable to preserve order and then
only on request from local officials. Governor-elect Drew asked
Stearns to have some federal troops present on the capitol
grounds during the inauguration. 25 Governor Stearns made no
attempt to carry on a government in conflict with the new
Democratic administration as had been rumored. Despite the
assembly of a large crowd of Negro and white citizens, Drew and
Hull were inaugurated peacefully on January 2, 1877. 26 President Hayes’ subsequent removal of troops from Louisiana and
South Carolina in April, long regarded as part of the “compromise of 1877” and the “end of Reconstruction in the South,”
had nothing to do with Democratic accession to power in Florida.
Some of the legends which still circulate in Tallahassee and
elsewhere in Florida about the dramatic inauguration are embellishments of the actual events.
Newspapers in neighboring states hailed a great Democratic
victory in Florida. 27 Drew’s inauguration satisfied many members of both parties. Wilkinson Call, a Tilden elector, denounced
some of his fellow Florida Democrats as unwilling to work for
Tilden’s election once they had won the state offices. This was
one reason the Democratic lawyers had not insisted on a recount
of the electoral votes under the court order. 28 Hilton, Raney,
Campbell, and probably Samuel Pasco were satisfied with the
state victory regardless of the outcome of the presidential con24.

25.

26.
27.
28.

New York Herald, December 9, 1876; Jacksonville Daily Florida Union,
January 20, 1877; Edward C. Williamson, “The Era of the Democratic
County Leader: Florida Politics, 1877-1893” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1954), 43.
Adjutant General to Captain Mills, December 20, 1876, Thomas H.
Ruger to Stearns, December 22, 1876, adjutant general to Captain
Mills, December 30, 1876, Ruger to Mills, January 2, 1877, Telegrams
Sent, Records of U. S. Army Commands, Department of the South,
Record Group 98, National Archives; Washington National Republican,
January 3, 1877.
St. Louis Dispatch, January 3, 1877; New York Times, January 4, 1877;
Chicago Daily Tribune, January 4, 1877; James E. Yonge to Tilden,
January 2, 1877, Tilden Papers, Box 13.
Savannah Morning News, January 3, 1877; Atlanta Daily Constitution,
January 5, 1877.
Wilkinson Call to Marble, January 5, 7, 1877, Tilden Papers, Box 13.
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troversy. Jesse T. Bernard, a Democratic lawyer just elected
mayor of Tallahassee, wrote a Republican friend in Philadelphia expressing his satisfaction with Drew as governor and
Hayes as president. The recipient of this news forwarded it to
Hayes, noting his amazement at the speed with which Bernard
and other southern democrats were dropping Tilden in lieu of
2 9
Governor Stearns’ secretary wrote Senator
the governorship.
Chandler, “I believe it possible to have this incoming State
administration thoroughly in accord with the Hayes government.” 30 The Republican Jacksonville Florida Union editorialized: “If we have got to have a Democratic State government, we
rejoice that there is so little of the old Democracy in it.” 31
The election of Drew, who had been defeated initially by the
same count which defeated Tilden, encouraged the national
Democrats but it did nothing for their legal position. When the
Republican-controlled supreme court decided for the Democratic state candidates, Manton Marble and some of his northern
associates became once more interested in Florida affairs. Some
of them misunderstood and thought the court was ordering a
recount of the entire election. R. B. Hilton cautioned that the
mandamus related to the state election only. The arguments
which he and the Florida Democrats were pursuing for a ministerial count were contradictory to the position taken by northern
Democratic counsel when Tilden’s case was lost before the canvassing board. Hilton explained that he had not insisted on correcting the final action of the board because Judge Westcott
advised him that nothing could be done about it. He reminded
Marble that the other two judges were Hayes supporters and
inferred strongly that the indirect benefit for Tilden was much
more than the northern lawyers had been able to achieve. “I
remind you,” Hilton concluded, “we are before an unfriendly
court none of whom are men of the highest character. Our
northern friends did not send us an ex-United States Attorney
General to advise with.” 32

29.
30.
31.
32.

Thomas Donaldson to Hayes, December 18, 1876, microfilm of Hayes
Papers relating to the election of 1876, Library of Congress.
Sherwin to Chandler, January 3, 1877, Chandler Papers.
Jacksonville Daily Florida Union, January 5, 1877.
Hilton to Marble, December 27, 31, 1876, January 4, 7, 1877, Tilden
Papers, Box 13.
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Wilkinson Call, Edward A. Perry of Pensacola, and Edward
M. L’Engle of Jacksonville disagreed with Hilton, Raney, and
Pasco. They thought the mandamus decision for Drew should
be applied to the case of the Tilden electors. They announced
on January 2 that they would take the matter to the supreme
court. 33 This suit was quickly abandoned though, because the
board members went out of office when Drew was inaugurated.
Everyone agreed that a court order carried out by the Democratic officials who replaced McLin and Cowgill would be of
little value. After lengthy correspondence with Marble in New
York, Call abandoned plans for a writ of quo warranto from
the supreme court because that body refused to consider it
until the regular session beginning January 9, and there seemed
little chance that it would accept original jurisdiction even
then. 34 Call and other Democrats interested in Tilden’s election
decided to proceed with the quo warranto action in Judge
White’s court and at the same time have the state legislature,
a majority of which was sympathetic toward Tilden, enact legislation providing for a new canvass of the presidential votes. 35
Charles Gibson of Missouri had suggested in late November 1876
that the legislature be induced to memorialize Congress asking
that Florida’s electoral vote be disregarded as a fraud. Charles P.
Thompson, chairman of the House of Representatives’ investigating committee in Florida, advised that nothing more could be
gained in the courts. He suggested that the state legislature call
for a new canvass for presidential electors. R. B. Hilton also suggested that the Democrats rely on Governor Drew and the new
legislature. 36
While the Democrats worked through the legislature on the
main floor of the capitol building and in Judge White’s court
in the basement, the Republicans were still concerned about the
33. New York Times, January 4, 1877, Call to Marble and Marble to Call,
January 5, 1877, Call to Marble, January 6, 1877, Marble to Call, January 7, 1877, Tilden Papers, Box 13.
34. Call to Marble, January 7, 1877, Hilton to Marble, January 4, 1877,
Tilden Papers
35. Call to Marble, January 8, 1877, Samuel Pasco to Marble, January 8,
1877, Edward A. Perry to Clarkson N. Potter, January 22, 1877, Tilden
Papers; New York Daily Tribune, January 12, 1877.
36. C. Gibson to Tilden, November 28, 1876, Charles P. Thompson to
Tilden, January 4, 1877, Hilton to Marble, December 31, 1876, Tilden
Papers.
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supreme court justices and the vacant federal judge’s office.
Secretary of State McLin was seeking the appointment and had
obtained recommendations from numerous Florida Republicans. 37 The Republican party was indebted to McLin whose
political future had been destroyed by the Democratic state victory. Democratic officials were already preparing embezzlement
charges against him for alleged acts committed as secretary of
state. 38
Judge Westcott proclaimed his satisfaction with the canvassing board’s decision for the Democratic state officials and
the Republican presidential electors. This position kept Westcott in Senator Conover’s favor for the judgeship. Conover, opposed to Governor Stearns and favoring the Republican national
administration, was expected to have an influential voice in
filling the vacancy. Chief Justice Randall, who also disliked
Stearns, said he thought the presidential electors’ vote was a
matter beyond the court’s jurisdiction. 39
As long as these men had hopes of receiving the appointment,
they were not expected to desert the Republican electors. Early
in December Governor Stearns, for this reason, had advised
United States Attorney General Alphonso Taft that no appointment should be made until the election excitement had passed.
In early January Taft was again cautioned against filling the
office for a few weeks. Thomas Settle of North Carolina, to whom
the party was indebted for recent election activities, was actually
appointed in late December, but his name was quickly withdrawn from consideration. 40
Lew Wallace, back in Florida for the third time to defend
the Republican electoral vote, was relieved when the appointment was withdrawn. He warned, “in all earnestness, if that
vacancy is filled I am broken down here completely. . . . Keep
McLin to Chandler, December 24, 1876, January 2, 5, 1877, Charles H.
Pearce to Chandler, January 11, 1877, W. W. Hicks to Chandler, January
25, 1877, Chandler Papers.
38. Indictment, State v. Samuel B. McLin, Fall Term 1877, Circuit Court
Records, Leon County, Florida.
39. Wallace to Chandler, January 15, 1877, Chandler Papers.
40. Stearns to Alphonso Taft, December 3, 1876, Horatio Bisbee to Taft,
January 4, 1877, Letters Received, Attorney General’s Papers, Records
of Department of Justice, Record Group 60, National Archives; McLin
to Chandler, January 2, 1877, Wallace to Chandler, January 15, 1877,
Chandler Papers.
37.
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that vacancy open, and the vote of Florida for Hayes is under
good protection so far as the courts of the state are concerned.” 41
Meanwhile, Wallace promised McLin his support for the office,
but explained that nothing could be said until the electoral vote
was beyond recall by the supreme court. 42
There was never much chance that any Florida Republican
could obtain the appointment. Settle was a prominent Republican who was being considered for a possible cabinet position if
Hayes was seated as President, but he preferred the certain
judgeship to the uncertain Washington post. 43 He was acceptable
to Conover, and Democratic Senator Charles W. Jones was opposed to any Florida Republican for the position. 44 Settle’s
nomination was sent to the Senate on January 26 after it was too
late for adverse court action. McLin was promised a judgeship
in New Mexico territory, but the Senate ultimately denied confirmation because of Conover’s opposition.
In early January a joint congressional committee was still
working out details of an electoral commission to count the disputed electoral votes, but the general principles of the bill were
decided. It appeared that the electoral commission would consider evidence concerning electoral certificates which were referred to it. For the first time Abram S. Hewitt of New York,
Tilden’s campaign manager, showed concern for the Florida
controversy. He recommended that Marble and other Tilden
men draft suitable legislation for passage by the Florida legislature. He also wanted D. W. Sellers and G. W. Biddle sent back
to assist the Florida lawyers in their quo warrunto suit before
Judge White. 45 Marble was already preparing two draft bills
which were subsequently enacted by the Florida legislature. The
first was passed and signed by Governor Drew on January 18,
directing a “legal canvass of the electoral vote of Florida as cast
at the November 7 election.” 46 The new canvassing board, com41. Wallace to Chandler, January 15, 1877, Chandler Papers.
42. McLin to Chandler, January 16, 1877, Chandler Papers.
43. Thomas Settle letter, January 27, 1877, Settle Papers, Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
44. Jones to Edward M. L’Engle, January 17, 1877, L’Engle Papers, Southern
Historical Collection, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
45. Abram S. Hewitt to Tilden, January 8, 1877, Tilden Papers, Box 13.
46. Marble to Call, January 12, 1877, Tilden Papers; Governor Drew Letter
Book, January 18, 1877, Florida State Library, Tallahassee; Tallahassee
Weekly Floridian, January 23, 1877.
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posed of Secretary of State William D. Bloxham, Attorney General Columbus Drew, and Comptroller Walter Gwynn, all
Democrats, reported a Tilden majority of about ninety-four for
each elector. 47 The legislature then passed the second bill declaring them duly elected and authorizing the governor to issue
certificates of election. 48 They met on January 26, cast their
votes for Tilden and Hendricks, and forwarded a third certificate of Florida’s electoral votes to the United States Senate. 49
Marble and his New York associates considered the quo
warranto case important, but they did not send the Philadelphia lawyers as Hewitt had suggested. Neither Samuel Pasco nor
R. L. Campbell, who had assisted in Drew’s earlier litigation,
was present during the case of the electors, but Wilkinson Call
assured Marble that Edward Perry and Augustus E. Maxwell of
Pensacola were well equipped to handle the Democratic case. 50
The case was argued from January 8 to the twenty-fifth. Lew
Wallace argued that the Republican electors had performed
their duties and ceased to be electors and that the court could
not reach them. Meanwhile, he tried to get the case transferred
to the United States Circuit Court and out of Judge White’s
jurisdiction. 51 White refused to consider the transfer, and the
case proceeded in the state circuit court. On January 25 Judge
White declared that the Republican electors were mere usurpers
of the offices to which the Democratic electors had been duly
elected. 52
Wallace filed an appeal of the decision but the supreme court
refused to hear it until the regular session in June. Before that
47. Florida Assembly Journal, 1877, 123; Call to Marble, January 19, 1877,
Tilden Papers, Box 13; Jacksonville Florida Sun, January 20, 1877.
48. “An Act to Declare and Establish the Appointment by the State of
Florida of Electors of President and Vice President,” Official Documents Pertaining to Election of 1876 in Florida, Box 1, Manuscript
Collection, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History; New Orleans Daily
Picayune, January 21, 1877.
49. “Certificate of Florida’s Four Electoral Votes for Tilden and Hendricks,
January 26, 1877,” Official Documents Pertaining to Election of 1876 in
Florida.
50. Call to Marble, January 12, 18, 1877, Tilden Papers, Box 13.
51. Call to Marble and Marble to Call, January 10, 1877, Tilden Papers;
Wallace to Chandler, January 15, 1877, Chandler Papers.
52. “State of Florida ex rel Call, Bullock, Hilton, Yonge v. Pearce, Humphries, Holden, Long,” Official Documents Pertaining to Election of
1876 in Florida; Potter to Tilden, January 26, 1877, Tilden Papers,
Box 13.
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time the case ceased to be important and the national Republican party asked the Florida Republican electors to abandon the
53
case. Governor Stearns accepted the reality of a Republican
presidential victory while the state was being turned over to
the Democrats, but some of his Republican associates thought
he should now apply for his own quo warranto action against
Drew. When he did not, David Montgomery accused Stearns of
selling out for a federal appointment. “If Hayes is President
then Stearns is governor,” he wrote after Hayes was inaugurated. 54 Others agreed with Montgomery that Steams should try
and oust Drew.
In reference to this sentiment, Stearns wrote Thomas W.
Osborn, former United States Senator from Florida, that he was
willing to file a quo warranto suit and would even furnish the
money, but he would first have to have assurance that Judge
Randall would uphold him. Since they were not friends, Stearns
refused to go before Randall’s court without prior guarantees
that the judge would act favorably. Stearns prophetically warned
Osborn that Hayes might withdraw support from the existing
Republican governments in the South rather than try to establish new ones. He concluded, “we may look for the warm
loving embrace of southern whites by the next administration.” 55
With the electoral count scheduled to begin on February 1
and with Florida the first disputed state to be reached because
of its alphabetical position, Democrats hurriedly assembled their
documentary evidence in Washington. There were three certificates before Congress purporting to be the electoral vote of
Florida. Only the one signed by the Republican electors and
Governor Stearns on December 6 met all the legal requirements.
The second one was signed by the Democratic electors on December 6, but bore the attorney general’s signature rather than
that of the governor. The third certificate was signed on January
25, 1877, after the proper date for the electoral college, by the
Democratic electors and Governor Drew, who had not been in
office when the electoral college met. To support their certificates,
53. Call to Marble, January 18, 1877, Tilden Papers, Box 13; Stearns to
Chandler, May 4, 1877, Chandler to Bisbee, May 29, 1877, Chandler
Papers; Augusta Chronicle and Sentinel, January 19, 1877.
54. David Montgomery to Chandler, March 25, 1877, Chandler Papers.
55. Stearns to Thomas W. Osborn, February 21, 1877, Chandler Papers.
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the Democrats had Judge White’s decision against the Hayes
electors, as well as the administrative and legislative records
pertaining to the second canvass which resulted in the third
electoral certificate.
Call and Pasco went to Washington with printed copies of
court records, legislative acts, and records of the new canvassing
board. William D. Bloxham and Attorney General Cocke followed after the Florida case was turned over to the electoral
commission, bringing with them the original returns and all
related papers. 5 0 The Democrats were prepared to present overwhelming evidence supporting their claims to Florida’s electoral
votes if the commission agreed to go behind the certificates and
determine which was the correct one.
Congress assembled on February 1, and the electoral count
began. There were no objections until Florida’s three certificates
were reached. All three and accompanying documents were referred to the electoral commission. Both parties had excellent
legal counsel, but little new information was introduced. The
arguments of both sides had become public knowledge during
the weeks following the election. The crucial question was
whether the commission itself was a canvassing board with power
to review evidence behind the certificates, one signed by Governor Stearns and another by Governor Drew.
The Democrats argued that Tilden had received a majority
in Florida which had been changed by a dishonest canvassing
board. They emphasized the quo warranto decision and pointed
out that every branch of Florida’s government supported the
Tilden electors; they asked the commission to accept evidence
which would prove their contention. The Republicans based
their argument on the finality of the certificate signed by Stearns
and the doctrine of necessity. According to them, the commission had no power to go behind a state’s electoral certificate
as certified by its chief executive. Furthermore, if the commission did go behind the returns it would be necessary to investigate the whole record. Since there was insufficient time for
such an investigation, the commission was compelled to accept
the certificate, which met the legal requirements, as final. Ac56. Atlanta Daily Constitution, February 1, 1877; William D. Bloxham to
Marble and Pasco, February 5, 1877, Call to Marble, February 12, 1877,
Tilden Papers, Box 14.
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cording to the Republicans, the framers of the Constitution had
not intended the judiciary to have power over the election process. The court could not even correct mathematical errors or
results of bribery if discovered after the electors had been certified by the governor. 57
Argument of the Florida case ended on February 6, and on
February 9 the fifteen-member commission, composed of eight
Republicans and seven Democrats, awarded Florida’s four electoral votes to Rutherford B. Hayes on the ground that it had no
power to go behind the returns of a state as certified by its
governor. Since the most important factor seemed to be the
Republican majority on the commission, many observers believed that the Florida decision settled the election. The New
York Tribune commented that “the decision of the Tripartite
Commission in the Florida case is a great victory for . . . Governor Hayes, masked however in such a way that the Democrats
. . . regard it as not quite a crushing defeat of Mr. Tilden.” 58
The Democratic New Orleans Daily Picayune agreed. 59 James
G. Blaine wrote that the Florida decision virtually settled the
contest, and William Chandler advised Hayes to choose his
cabinet and prepare his inaugural address. 60 The Louisiana and
South Carolina cases were ultimately decided according to the
Florida precedent by the same eight to seven vote. On March 2
the count was completed and Hayes was declared elected.
Democrats were incensed because the Republicans had won
in Florida by advocating the canvassing board’s power to accept
evidence proving fraud, then won before the electoral commission by upholding the principle that state returns could not be
investigated. The Democrats had built a strong case in the
Florida courts if they had been able to get that case before the
commission. But the Republicans also had a good case. They
had met all the forms of law and were able to prevent the Demo57. Chester L. Barrows, William M. Evarts (Chapel Hill, 1941), 303; J. P.
Root to W. M. Evarts, January n.d., 1877, Evarts Papers, Library of
Congress; Frederick T. Hill, “Decisive Battles of the Law,” Harper’s
Monthly Magazine, CXIV (March 1907), 563.
58. New York Daily Tribune, February 8, 1877.
59. New Orleans Daily Picayune, February 10, 1877.
60. James G. Blaine to Hayes, February 14, 1877, Hayes Papers; Charles C.
Tansill, The Congressional Career of Thomas F. Bayard, 1869-1885
(Washington, 1946), 179.
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crats from showing the circumstances by which that was accomplished. Chandler’s shrewd management of Republican activities in Florida had managed to convey the impression to the
nation that the Florida canvassing board’s original count showed
a Hayes victory. Building on that tactical victory, he obtained
the properly prepared certificate of the electoral vote and got it
into the proper channels in Congress. 61 Although the Democrats won their arguments in the Florida courts, they were unable to present a duly executed electoral certificate. Each side
realized that the public would not accept a decision which
flagrantly violated the forms of traditional democratic practice,
and used every available method to legitimize their arguments.
While the Democrats succeeded in the courts, the Republicans
were more successful in the administrative and legislative channels.
The returns sent from the Florida counties, questionable
though some of them were, probably were not far from an accurate measure of the parties’ relative strengths. The presidential
election would have hinged on a mere handful of votes in 1876
regardless of the irregularities during the election or the canvassing activities which followed it. On the face of the returns
the Democrats won the state election by several hundred votes
while the difference between the presidential tickets was less than
100. The disparity was due to split-ticket voting by some East
Florida Republicans. Had the state canvassing board excluded
the more obviously irregular returns, counted a small Hayes
majority, and left the Democrats a state victory, it is unlikely
that the Florida Supreme Court would have entertained the case
against the canvassing board members. The two Republican
justices were Hayes supporters and believed he had been elected.
They did not believe the Republicans had won the state election.
Neither was friendly with Governor Stearns, a fact which made
it easier to order the canvassing board to correct an obviously
unfair decision. At the same time, the two Republicans were
joined by Democratic Judge Westcott in limiting their court
order so that the Hayes electors would retain a majority. Westcott and Randall had personal reasons for this decision, but in

61. Shofner, “Florida in the Balance: The Electoral Count of 1876,” passim.
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such a close election, the judges were also reluctant to substitute
a court order for the canvassing board decision.
Drew and Hull received a clear majority in the election and
earned the offices which they assumed in January 1877. The outcome of the presidential election is not as clear as that of the
state contest. It is unfortunate that the Republican canvassing
board members furnished such overwhelming evidence against
the Republican presidential electors by their arbitrary efforts
to count in the Republican state ticket. Their action is the basis
for the long standing Democratic claim to the Florida electoral
votes, but this contention glosses over the question of fraud and
intimidation upon which the county returns were based. The
election machinery was not accurate enough to resolve beyond
a doubt an election as close as that between Hayes and Tilden.
After both sides had exhausted all possible remedies and the
inaugurations were held in Tallahassee and Washington, it is
possible but not conclusive that an equitable resolution of the
dispute had been obtained.
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FLORIDA AND RUMRUNNING DURING
NATIONAL PROHIBITION
by JAMES A. CARTER, III *

F

E W PERIODS IN FLORIDA ’S long, colorful history equal the excitement and turbulence of those years when national prohibition was in effect. From the outset of the “Noble Experiment” in 1920 it was apparent to even the most casual observer
of events that the state was destined to play a starring role in
the drama of that era. The proximity of the Bahamas and the
Caribbean islands, coupled with an extensive coastline indented
with innumerable bays and inlets, was a boon to liquor smuggling and rumrunning as enforcement agents quickly discovered.
Most of the liquid contraband entered Florida via the Bahama islands. The sale of liquor remained legal there, and rumrunners pursued their sordid vocation with virtual impunity.
The good citizens of the Bahamas, although outwardly professing alarm at the influx of such evil men into their midst,
were all too willing to share in the proceeds of the lucrative
trade. 1 Nassau, on New Providence Island, boasting a history of
piracy and blockade running, became the mecca for the bootleggers. Some 300 years earlier the port had flourished as a refuge for English buccaneers who plundered Spanish treasure ships
bound for the mother country. During the 1920s the city served
as a depot for alcohol shipped in from all over the world. From
there liquor was dispatched to notorious “Rum Row,” 2 concealed on ships and sent directly to Florida, or it was transferred
to Bimini, Grand Bahama, or to some of the smaller cays where

*

Mr. Carter is a doctoral student in the Department of Higher Education, Florida State University.

1. David Gray, “Bootlegging from the Bahamas,” Collier’s (June 24, 1922),
94.
2. Refers to a stretch of ocean just beyond territorial limits from New
Jersey to Montauk Point, Long Island. Out there, inviolate to prohibition legislation, a variety of vessels from aged steamers and fishing
trawlers to luxurious yachts supplied liquor for the contact boats whose
task it was to run the coast guard gauntlet and deliver their goods to
accomplices on the mainland.

[47]
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it was stored and peddled off to those who dared ply the treacherous Gulf Stream. 3
West End, the largest settlement on Grand Bahama Island, lay
sixty miles due east of West Palm Beach. There were nine liquor
warehouses there in 1921, and in the harbor forty to fifty power
boats awaited orders and favorable weather to make their stealthy visits to the Florida coast. 4 As the smugglers lay around
swapping tales and frequently sampling their cargoes, burly
Negroes loaded the craft while chanting in sonorous tones:
Ole man he go in the schooner at night,
Boss man he campin’ down.
Mammy’s boy he countin’ gold.
All right.
All right. 5
This sunbaked isle has never been blessed with an abundance of trees, and almost all lumber used to build residences and
other structures has to be imported. In prohibition days wooden
liquor cases were often utilized to repair hurricane damaged
buildings. As the Sunday morning worshippers at St. Mary’s
Anglican Church looked up from their hymnbooks, they could
read the labels of the products responsible for their smug wellbeing - “Johnny Walker,” “Mumm’s Extra Dry,” and “Old
Monarch Scotch Whiskey,” among others. 6 Rumrunning was not
confined to just seagoing craft. West End was also base for a
fleet of airplanes that regularly contributed in assuaging the
thirst of many an anxious Floridian. Although the planes were
small, necessarily limiting cargo space, there was virtually no
resistance to aeronautical smuggling. The pilots were swashbucklers of the first order, men who lived dangerously and enjoyed it. Perhaps the only consolation to one unfortunate enough
to ditch his plane was that he was assured of going down in
good spirits. 7
South of Grand Bahama, forty-five miles east of Miami, was
Bimini - another major cog in the liquor chain. Here the contra3. Frederic F. Van de Water, The Real McCoy (New York, 1931), 9.
4. “A Bootleggers’ Paradise in the Bahamas,” Literary Digest, LXX (September 10, 1921), 36, 38.
5. Ibid., 41.
6. Quentin Reynolds, “Whisky Ships,” Collier’s (May 12, 1934), 10.
7. Ibid., 10, 11, 36, 38-39.
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band was stored on barges. Typically these were about thirty
by fifty feet with a house on each end, one serving as sleeping
quarters and the other as dining room and kitchen. There was
ample space on these commodious craft to accommodate several
thousand cases. 8 Dotting the Bimini harbor was an odd assortment of vessels engaged in the trade. Chief among them were
the speedy “Bimini boats,” some of which were capable of
reaching the Florida coast in about two hours. 9 Ironically, some
of these craft, displaying the latest hull designs and powered
by Liberty aircraft engines, were built in South Florida boatyards almost under the noses of government enforcement agents.
Owned by Miami bootleggers, they made their crossings on the
darkest evenings. Half-a-dozen or more would leave Bimini at
sunset, each heading for a different rendezvous-Tahiti Beach,
Matheson Hammock, Snapper Creek, and the Coral Gables
Waterway 10 were popular debarkation points.
Aided by fishermen who supplemented their incomes by acting as lookouts for the bootleggers, landings were effected, the
cargoes were quickly transferred to waiting vehicles, and the
boats would return to Bimini where sunrise found them riding
quietly and lazily at anchor. Meanwhile much of the liquor was
already on its way out of Florida. The citizenry of the state
consumed its fair share of the liquid, but most of it was destined
for northern cities. Often it was camouflaged as fish, citrus fruit,
or vegetables. Such traffic was difficult to suppress; it was impossible to search every car and truck on the highways. 11
Engaged in a continual war of wits with officials, the rumrunners devised an ingenious bag of tricks. Sometimes liquor
was concealed in ships, falsely labeled, and mixed with legitimate
goods. It was difficult for customs officers to deal with the latter,
because lack of space at crowded docks made strict examination
almost impossible. 12 A popular smuggling innovation was the
8. “The Wet Way from Bimini to Florida,” Literary Digest, CIV (February 15, 1930), 17.
9 . Ibid. In a telephone conversation with the writer, Palmer Niles, a retired United States Coast Guard captain, maintained that these craft
were forerunners of the World War II PT boats.
10. “The Wet Way from Bimini to Florida,” 17.
11. Alfred J. and Kathryn A. Hanna, Florida’s Golden Sands (New York,
1950), 355; Philip J. Weidling and August Burghard, Checkered Sunshine: The Story of Fort Lauderdale, 1793-1955 (Gainesville, 1966), 97.
12. National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report on
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submersion tank, a long, cigar-shaped metal container which was
keel-hauled and chained underneath an otherwise innocent appearing vessel. At night the tank would be cut loose and towed
ashore by a small boat. In case of detection it was cast adrift
and sunk. 13 Another common device used by rumrunners was
the double or false bottom, which permitted storage of liquor
beneath a lawful cargo. 14 The most widely accepted form of
packaging was a contrivance known as the “burlock” or “ham.”
Almost completely replacing the conventional wooden case, this
burlap receptacle comprised six bottles packed in a straw jacket
and sewed up in the shape of a triangle. Each unit weighed less
than twenty pounds, took up one-third less space than the case,
and could withstand rough handling. 15
Doubtless these deceptions were in large measure responsible
for the success of the contrabandists. However, it was apparent
even before the eighteenth amendment became law that foreign
powers would not be too sympathetic to the enforcement of prohibition. Most of the controversy involved Great Britain; her
officials generally refused to suppress their colonials in the
islands who were involved, either directly or indirectly, in smuggling activities. 16 Increasing evidence of British complacency
caused tempers in Washington to fray. The New York Times
reported that a Senator (unnamed) broached the possibility of
war over the matter, judiciously pointing out that Britain could
place batteries on Bimini and bombard Miami. 17 In response, a
waggish columnist suggested that since the island was owned in
large part and visited almost exclusively by Americans, “. . . it
should be easy for the American tourists on the spot to seize
and hold the island until help can arrive.” 18 He continued,
tongue-in-cheek, by discussing the strategy of such a war. “The
coast of Florida would be bombarded from Bimini with popping
corks. In due time a British army would land on the most eligible bathing beach, accompanied by American exiles; just as the

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

the Enforcement of the Prohibition Laws of the United States, 71st
Cong., 3rd Sess., House Document No. 722, p. 8.
Walton Green, “Loose Islands and Lax Courts,” Saturday Evening Post
(October 2, 1926), 34.
Interview with T. C. Curry, a Miami boatyard operator, March 6, 1965.
Gray, “Bootlegging from the Bahamas,” 18.
New York Times, July 23, 1923.
Ibid., April 17, 1921.
Ibid.
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Russian Bolshevist armies that conquered Armenia were accompanied by Armenian exiles. Earl HAIG assuming that he is in
command of the invaders, will offer to every deserter from the
American armies a bottle of the stuff with which his name is
inextinguishably associated, and there will be a triumphal procession to Washington, while the patriot forces fall back to a last
ditch-and a dry ditch at that-in front of Westerville, Ohio.” 19
Park Trammell, United States Senator from Florida, indicated his concern about liquor smuggling into the state in a
letter to Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes. “To increase the effectiveness of prohibition enforcement,” he called
for “a treaty with Great Britain under which that nation would
prohibit its ships from transporting intoxicating liquors into
the United States.” 20 In June 1922, Secretary Hughes initiated
an exchange of letters with the British government in which he
called attention to the irregularities in the Bahamas. 21 Finally,
in January 1924, an Anglo-American Rumrunning Convention
was held in Washington which was consummated by a treaty
signed by the two nations on January 23, 1924. Under terms
of this treaty, Britain agreed to allow the boarding of private
vessels flying the British flag and within one hour’s traveling
time of the American coast, for the purposes of questioning those
on board and examining the ship’s papers. If reasonable ground
for suspicion of smuggling existed after such enquiry, then the
United States officials could search the vessel, and if “reasonable
cause for belief” that the ship was violating the prohibition laws
remained, then the ship could be seized and taken into port for
adjudication under United States law. For its part, the United
States agreed that liquor being carried as cargo on British ships
destined for foreign ports, but stopping at American ports enroute, would not be disturbed as long as it remained under
seal while in the United States and as long as it was not unloaded. The treaty was to remain in effect one year, but it was renewable. 22 Similar treaties, with the same provisions for inquiry,
19. Ibid.
20. Park Trammell to Charles Evans Hughes, April 3, 1922, U. S. State
Department, Decimal File, 811.114.
21. Philip C. Jessup, The Law of Territorial Waters and Maritime Jurisdiction (New York, 1927), 280.
22. Miami Herald, January 24, 1924; Great Britain, Foreign Office, British
and Foreign State Papers, 1924, Part I, Vol. CXIX (London, 1927),
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search, and seizure, were soon arranged with Germany (May 19,
1924), Sweden (May 22, 1924), Norway (May 24, 1924), Denmark (May 29, 1924), Italy (June 3, 1924), Canada (June 6,
1924), Panama (June 6, 1924), France (June 30, 1924), and the
Netherlands (August 21, 1924). The treaty with Britain was
ratified by the two countries on May 22, 1924, and ratification
with all the nations was accomplished by April 1925. 23
Prohibition officials predicted that Rum Row’s days were
numbered because of these treaties. The smuggling did dwindle
to a trickle off the northeast coast in the late 1920s, but the
eventual collapse of the Row was essentially the result of three
factors: (1) a sizeable appropriation for the coast guard (2)
substantial shipping information regarding the movement of
foreign vessels, and (3) increased coordination among the three
services principally involved in prohibition enforcement-the
coast guard, the Bureau of Prohibition, and the Bureau of Customs. 24 The treaties themselves were dismissed by one coast
guard admiral as being of “no value whatsoever.” 25
President Coolidge, in his first State of the Union message to
Congress, December 6, 1923, and in his supplemental appropriations requests of February 1, 1924, recommended that the coast
guard be substantially strengthened in order to enforce prohibition laws. Coolidge asked for $13,853,989; $12,194,900 to be
used for conditioning and equipping twenty torpedo boat destroyers and two mine sweepers (to be transferred from the
navy), plus the building or purchasing of 223 cabin cruisers and
100 smaller motor boats, and $1,659,089 to be allocated for additional operating expenses. Congress responded by passing two
laws. The first, passed April 2, 1924, appropriated the money; the

23.

24.
25.

467-69; Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States,
1924, 2 vols. (Washington, 1939), I, 157-61. Hereinafter referred to as
Foreign Relations.
Annual Report of the Attorney General of the United States for the
Fiscal Year 1925 (Washington, 1925), 42; Foreign Relations, 1924, 161211. The treaty with Canada was signed by Great Britain in respect of
Canada. The differences in the treaties lay in the clauses dealing with
claims and methods of settling them. The dates in parenthesis represent
the dates the respective treaties were signed.
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the
Finances for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1927 (Washington, 1928),
117.
Interview with Rear Admiral G. E. McCabe, United States Coast
Guard (ret.), May 12, 1965.
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second, passed on April 6 and signed into law April 21, authorized the transfer of the necessary vessels from the navy and the
appointment of temporary officers, warrant officers, and enlisted
men to man the extra vessels. 26
This aid was long overdue. A lack of vessels and the antiquated condition of those in operation had seriously handicapped the service since the beginning of prohibition. Some
were twenty-eight years old and could hardly top twelve knots
per hour-much too slow to cope with the speedy bootleggers
boats. 27 With better and faster vessels, the coast guard was
able to put Rum Row out of business. The secretary of the
treasury reported in 1927 that “the law-enforcement work of
the service has continued to bring excellent results. The Coast
Guard has entirely eliminated the once notorious rum row.” 28
With the cleanup of the Row in 1927 and 1928 and the
subsequent transfer of many service vessels to Florida, the coast
guard prepared for an all-out war on the Florida smugglers. One
official at the time commented: “This move means a real liquor
war and what I mean is war. . . . The rum runners are organized.
They have a fund to provide for the defense of any of their
men who are captured. And they have placed a price on the
heads of any of our most active coast guardsmen.” 29 In conjunction with this all-out push to curb Florida rumrunning, two
additional coast guard bases were established, one at Fernandina
and one at St. Petersburg, to supplement the operations at
Fort Lauderdale, Miami, and Key West. A squadron of six
cutters was ordered to patrol the Atlantic and Gulf coast from
Miami to St. Petersburg. 3 0 In spite of the coast guard’s most
valiant efforts, however, Florida smuggling was never curtailed
26. Congressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess., 1923-1924, LXV, Part 1, 98;
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the
Finances for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1924 (Washington, 1925),
64; U.S., Statutes at Large, XLIII, Part I, 50-51, 105-06; Congressional
Digest, III (October 1923-September 1924), 78, 184, 242, 292. The total
appropriation for the coast guard was slightly different than requested,
but the amount asked for the new vessels was approved exactly as
requested. See also Wayne Bidwell Wheeler, “Coast Guard to the
Rescue,” Forum, LXXIII (January 1925), 101.
27. Ibid.
28. Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the
Finances for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1927, 117.
29. Miami Herald, August 5, 1927.
30. Ibid.
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to the extent that it was in the North. The geography of the
state, the proximity of the Bahamas, the large tourist population,
and, above all, public apathy toward prohibition enforcement
were all detrimental to the success of the service.
While many local officials supported prohibition enforcement
and cooperated with federal agents, in some cases such cooperation was half-hearted or completely non-existent. In a federal
“Prohibition Survey of Florida,” a report by Frank Buckley of
the Bureau of Prohibition, it was noted that “Numerous
sheriffs, mayors, and other public officials . . . espouse the cause
of prohibition and believe in vigorous enforcement thereof - at
lease during the drowsy summer months when the tourist army
has departed.” 31 The tourist revenue was important to most of
these communities, “. . . many of which heavily obligated themselves for public improvements during the real estate boom.”
The local officials felt that “truckling to that element [was] apparently paramount.” “City fathers,” Buckley stated, “quite
naturally, do not always look with favor upon crusades or lawenforcements that tend to divert revenues therefrom to other
channels.” 32
Dade, Duval, Hillsborough, and Palm Beach counties presented the greatest enforcement problems. Although local officials
generally resented interference and direction from Washington
in the matter of restricting bootlegging activities, they seemed to
prefer “to have the actual work done by Federal men, so as to
avoid incurring political animosities.” 33 The most unreliable
city officials, according to Buckley, were those of Tampa, whose
police were “wholy unsympathetic with prohibition enforcement activities,” and West Palm Beach, whose sheriff was regarded as totally unreliable. 34
The public tended to regard coast guard enforcement with
apathy and sometimes with outright hostility. As one former
coast guard officer remembered it, “We were on trial rather than
the rumrunners.” 35 This attitude was reflected in the courts in
31. Official Records of the National Commission on Law Observance and
Enforcement, 71st Cong., 1st Sess., Senate Document No. 307, 5 vols.
(Washington, 1931), IV, 107.
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid., 115.
34. Ibid., 121, 125.
35. McCabe interview, May 12, 1965.
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Florida and throughout the country. Government Officials continually bewailed the laxity of prosecution. For the coast guard
this often meant frustration and disillusionment. According to
one report, the service knew what it was “to be on patrol at sea
for days at a time in all kinds of weather, to seize a vessel running liquor and take her into port, to leave their station and
travel miles at great inconvenience to attend the hearing, to be
there subjected to exasperating cross examinations by bootleg
lawyers, to see the vessel they have caught red handed possibly
released on some technicality or condemned, sold and bought
back by her same owners for a nominal sum, and, upon returning to their wearisome patrol, to find that very same vessel
back again in the rum running game having sustained through
her seizure a financial loss that can be recouped by running a
few cases of whiskey ashore any dark night.” 36
The often meager sentences meted out to those who were
convicted under the prohibition legislation could only have
added to the frustration of agents. Commissioner of Prohibition
Roy Haynes contended that: “Nominal fines are simply an extra
legal form of license that is cheaper than the old saloon
license.” 37 The United States Attorney General in 1925, argued:
“The small penalties provided by the national prohibition act
are increasingly deplored by United States attorneys, judges, and
other officials charged with duties and conversant with conditions relating to law enforcement. They are disproportionate
to the penalties imposed for violations of other Federal laws. . . .”
He concluded that, “at least for illegal manufacture, sale, transportation and importation, acts receiving particular constitutional condemnation, the penalties should be much higher.” 38
The increasing number of cases led to congested dockets and
overworked courts. The fact that government attorneys despised
and tried to dodge prohibition cases frequently prevented offenders from being brought to trial with reasonable prompt-

36. Frederick C. Billard, “T h e U. S. Coast Guard - Its Task In Enforcing
the Eighteenth Amendment,” Congressional Digest, IV (October 1924),
31.
37. R. A. Haynes, “An Analysis of Present Problems of Prohibition Enforcement,” ibid., 13.
38. Annual Report of the Attorney General of the United States for the
Fiscal Year 1925, 39.
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ness. 39 The above report alluded to this problem: “It is quite apparent that the Federal judicial machinery has reached its peak
in the disposition of cases. . . . United States attorneys throughout the country are handicapped by insufficient legal and clerical assistance, and in many districts are prevented from promptly
disposing of criminal prosecutions by the inability of the courts
to give sufficient time to the holding of criminal sessions.” 40
The breakdown of enforcement processes and the impossibility of imposing aridity on a determined minority were made
apparent in the Wickersham Report 41 which was ordered by
President Hoover in 1931. Rising opposition to prohibition
finally culminated in the twenty-first amendment in 1933, and
with it an end to fourteen years of untold profits for those who
risked the elements and apprehension by the coast guard and
enforcement officials.
Despite all the advantages favoring Florida smugglers, they
would have met with little success in the absence of a public
attitude conducive to their efforts. According to one British
traveler of the twenties, “Florida, from my personal experience
in it, was the wettest country I have ever known. . . . There was
not even an ‘attitude’ towards prohibition-people had simply
forgotten about it altogether. . . . I should say that during the
boom there must have been more alcohol per head consumed in
Florida than in any other country in the world.” 42
39. Green, “Loose Islands and Lax Courts,” 109.
40. Annual Report of the Attorney General of the United States for the
Fiscal Year 1925, 39,
41. In May 1929, President Hoover appointed a Law Observance and Enforcement Commission headed by former Attorney General George W.
Wickersham to conduct a survey to serve as a basis for formulating
public policy on the eighteenth amendment.
42. Hanna and Hanna, Florida’s Golden Sands, 356.
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ACCOUNTS OF THE REAL HACIENDA,
FLORIDA, 1565 TO 1602
by PAUL E. HOFFMAN *

T

AND

EUGENE LYON **

P. K. YONGE LIBRARY OF FLORIDA HISTORY at the University of Florida has recently acquired from the Archive of the
Indies five reels of microfilm containing all photographable documents from legajos number 941 to 949 inclusive of Contaduria
(see Table I, for contents). These documents are the accounts
of the royal officials for the provinces of Florida from 1565 to
1602. They consist of audited copies of three basic sets of books:
the accounts of agents sent to collect the subsidy (situado) in
Havana or Vera Cruz, the accounts of the treasurers, and the
accounts of the factors and other persons charged with the care
and distribution of food, munitions, and other supplies purchased for the Florida garrisons. Through the use of these sources
it is possible to learn a variety of socio-economic facts about life
in Florida during the second half of the sixteenth century. 1
The legajos consist of the copies of the original, now lost,
ledgers and receipts kept by the officials in question. Copies were
made by auditors who forwarded them to Spain. They are uniform in size and are slightly larger than an eight-and-a-half by
eleven-inch page. All have the familiar one-and-three-quartersinch hole punched or cut into the upper left hand quarter of
the bundle. 2 The text of most of the documents is suitably indented and otherwise written around the hole, indicating its
existence before the accounts were copied on the sheets. Without
exception the edges are burned, charred, or otherwise brittle
due to the effects of the fire which occurred in the part of the
HE

* Mr. Hoffman is a member of the history faculty of the University
of Wyoming.
** Mr. Lyon is a doctoral student in Latin American history at the
University of Florida.
1. For a discussion of the information which can be found in the Spanish
treasury accounts, together with notes on recent writings on this subject see Maria Encarnacion Rodriguez Vicente, “La contabilidad virreinal como fuente historica,” Anuario de estudios Americanos, XXV
(Sevilla, 1967), 1523-42.
2. This was done to allow the pages to be tied together with red (linen
or woolen) tape. Many of the accounts still are bound in this way.
The size and circularity of the holes vary.
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Archive of the Indies in which they were kept in 1924. 3 Fortunately, few of the Florida papers were completely destroyed,
but there was severe damage to some, with only hand-sized fragments from the center of the page remaining.
TABLE I. O UTLINE L IST OF C ONTENTS OF C ONTADURIA 941-949
P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History
University of Florida
A. Short Titles
Legajo 941 Accounts of de Province, 1565-1569.
942 Expenses of Supplies and Subsidies, 1570-1583.
943 Accounts of Factor Junco, 1586-1588.
944 Accounts of the Subsidy, 1585-1590.
945 Foodstuffs, etc., of Factors, 1587-1591.
946 Foods and Supplies, 1591-1594.
947 Foods and Supplies, 1595-1597.
948 Accounts of Royal Officials, 1585-1602.
949 Account of the Subsidy, 1591-1599.
B. Accounts of Various Officials
Name and
Title

Date of
Accounts

Juan Cevadilla
Treasurer*

1585-1591

942
948

Bartolome de Arguelles
Lt. Treasurer
Contador*

1595
1595

942
949

2
8

20.
59-72.

1568

941

1

34.

1567

941
941
947
949

1
1
5
8

85.
50.
1.
38.

Juan de la Bandera
Tenedor de bastimentos,
Ft. San Felipe
Alonso de las Alas
Municionero, Ft. San Felipe
Factor*
Miguel Delgado
Treasurer*

1592-1594

1574-1576

Miguel Moreno del Segovia
Contador

Legajo

944

1574
Juan Gomez Fialo
Tendor de bastimentos
1587
San Marcos (at Santa Elena)

945
945

Alonso Garcia
Alcaide, Ft. San Felipe

941

1568

944

Location
Reel (in feet)

8, 17, 28, 42.
73.

74, 75, 84.
84.
71.
Page 105.
25.

3 . E. J. Burrus, S. J., “An Introduction to Bibliographical Tools in Spanish
Archives and Manuscript Collections relating to Hispanic America,”
Hispanic American Historical Review, XXXV (November 1955), 449.
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Legajo

TO

1602
Reel

59
Location
(in feet)

Juan de Junco
Tenedor de bastimentos
Lt. Factor *

1565-1566
1595

941
949

1
8

1-15.
34.

Rodrigo de Junco
Factor

1581-1589

942
943
945

2
2
4

5, 50.
58, 70.
4, 11.

Diego Londono
Factor

1574

944

2

84.

Juan Menendez Marques
Treasurer*

1595-1602

948
949
949

7
7
8

16.
79.
1.
32.

Bartolome Martin
Tenedor de bastimentos y
municiones
Contador

1577

944

3

1576

944

2

Page 101.

Pedro Menendez de Aviles the
Younger, Treasurer*

1573

944

2

81-84.

Gaspar Fernandez Perete
Factor and Tenedor de
bastimentos

1591-1594

945

3

40, 50.

948

7

46.

*Audit resulted in litigation.

The documents are written in a mixture of styles. Prior to
1586, a combination of humanist and gothic letters was most
often utilized, with the first predominating in the semi-cursive
script. After that date the writing is generally a cursive italic
script, although it is not uncommon to find gothic final letters
and abbreviations. Supporting documents are in the first,
semi-humanist style or in a variety of procesal. Numbers are
given in roman form until ca. 1580, when arabic numerals
appear, although they do not completely replace the roman
until after 1600. 4 The chief difficulty in using these documents

4. A commentator on the history of double-entry bookkeeping has observed that the continued use of roman numerals not only indicates
that merchants did not grasp the full convenience of the arabic system,
but also that they were retained as security against fraudulent changes
in postings. J. Row Fogo, “A History of Bookkeeping,” A History of
Accounting and Accountants, Richard Brown, ed. (Edinburgh, 1905).
107.
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is deciphering the lines or words which have faded or been
5
broken by the fire damage. Neither style nor fire damage should
hinder a reader equipped with a command of modern Spanish
and some patience and imagination.
By 1565, when Adelantado Pedro Menendez de Aviles established the Spanish garrisons of Florida, the basic imperial system
of double-entry bookkeeping had reached the form it retained
until the eighteenth century. The books had evolved from the
general ledger specified in 1503 for the accounts of the Casa de
Contratacion into a complex set of interrelated ledgers and account books. 6 Well-defined rules governed the arrangement and
regular auditing of the books. 7 The imperial system of bookkeeping formed a sort of giant triangle at whose base were the
accounts kept at treasuries such as Florida, Havana, Mexico City,
and Panama. The apex was the treasurer’s current-income account kept at the Casa de Contracion in Seville. Surplus revenues generated in the Indies flowed, by way of the ships’ registers of the Atlantic trade, into the accounts of the Casa, from
whence they were expended all over Europe.
At each level in the triangle, two basic sets of books were
kept: the treasurer’s record of all money and credit received and
5. The authors hope that funds will eventually be available to pay for
manual copying of these documents under ultra-violet light. At the moment this service is not available at the Archive of the Indies.
6. The system is being classified as double-entry. Individually considered,
the surviving ledgers and the audit copies are usually classified as
“single-entry” books - which is by definition “incomplete double-entry.”
This classification is made in ignorance of “true” (i.e., 18th-20th
century types) multiple-account, double-entry ledgers by the Spanish of
the sixteenth century. For example: Contratacion (Ct.) 4685, No. 2,
is such a ledger; by inference so too were the book of salaries and
wages and the book of accounts of persons sent for the subsidy, to be
mentioned below. For a variety of reasons. such a multiple-account,
double-entry ledger was not used for the revenue account until the
18th century; this has led persons familiar only with the revenue accounts to state that true double-entry is unknown until then. See Pedro
Santos Martinez, “Reforma de la contabilidad colonial en el siglo
XVIII (el metodo de partida doble),” Anuario de estudios Americanos,
XVIII (Sevilla, 1960), 525-36. The interpretation advanced here is that
of the authors.
7. Ordenanzas Primeras de la Casa de la Contratacion, January 30, 1503,
Indiferente General (Indif, Gral.) 418, in Coleccion de documentos
ineditos . . . de ultramar, ed. by Joaquin F. Pacheco, et al., 25
vols. (Madrid, 1885-1932), V, 31. Hereinafter referred to as DIU. Diego
de Encinas, Cedulario Indiano (1596), 4 vols. (facsimile edition, Madrid, 1945-1946), III, 243-81, lists the laws in force during the late
sixteenth century.
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spent and the factor’s record of all goods purchased, disbursed,
or otherwise used. 8 In surviving examples, the treasurer’s book is
divided into sections for credits (cargo) and debits (data). The
factor’s books tend to follow conventional ledger form with a
page or more for each type of item in the stores. Charges to the
account are put at the top of the page and withdrawals at the
bottom, with a real or imaginary horizontal line between. 9
Additional books included the ledger for the royal strong box.
This was kept in the box and recorded all items put into or removed from it. A book of agreements (acuerdos) was used to
record the minutes and resolutions of meetings of the royal
officials and other persons who were allowed to expend royal
funds, usually for restricted purposes. 10 When needed, secondary
accounts were opened in ledgers kept for that purpose. Commonly, these were for expenditures made over a long period
of time whose entry into the treasurer’s book as they occurred
might have resulted in confusion. 11
In Florida, this basic system was followed except that the
credit and debit sections of each of these accounts were kept
separately, as is shown in the following list of books kept by
the royal officials in 1578:
1. Book of salaries and wages, where all agreements (asientos)
with those in His Majesty’s service were noted with details
of their entrance into and discharge from the service, and
any payments they received (books with accounts for each
employee of the Crown or each contractor of supplies).
The factor’s responsibility for the Crown’s inventory of goods dates
from 1549. Los Reyes de Bohemia a la Casa de Contratacion, Valladolid,
December 21, 1549. Ct. 5010, sin folio. Schafer notes that toward the
end of the sixteenth century the office was suppressed at all the major
treasuries for lack of business. Ernesto Schafer, El consejo real y supremo do las Indias, 2 vols. (Sevilla, 1935-1947), II, 169. In Florida the
factor also served as inspector (veedor) and keeper of foods (tenedor
de bastimentos).
9 . E.g.: Contadurla (Cd.) 287, and Cd. 301, accounts for the factor of
the Casa, 1557-1571. For examples of a treasurer’s book see Ct. 4678, 4680.
10. In general all payments not authorized by a specific cedula were prohibited. However, the Ordinances of the Audiencias of 1563 and a
cedula of September 11, 1569 permitted Audiencias, with the approval
of the royal officials, to expend monies in cases where the delays of
seeking prior royal approval might work irreparable harm. Encinas,
Cedulario Indiano, III, 337, 339.
11. Ordinances of the Casa de Contratacion, June 15, 1510, AGI 2-5-1/6,
Patronato (Pat.) 253, DIU, V, 214-15.
8.
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2. Book for the cash which entered or left the royal strong
box of four keys (one for each of the royal officials and for
the governor).
3. Treasurer’s general book of credits (cargos).
4. Factor’s credit book (cargos).
5. Book of verifications (averiguaciones) of soldiers’ rations
(the factor’s debit, data, book.) 12
6. Book of muster lists for the garrisons.
7. Book of the agreements (acuerdos) of the governor and
the royal officials about matters of the Real Hacienda.
8. Book of maravedi 13 debits, in which account was kept
(razon) of the drafts (libranzas) on the treasurer (debit portion of his account).
9. Book of the deceased and their property.
10. Book of registers (registros) and evaluations (copies of
ship registers and the evaluations of goods for customs and
sales tax assessment).
11. Book of accounts of those persons sent to collect the subsidy or those who had charge of any other item of His Majesty’s funds or goods. 14

The treasurer’s accounts were kept in books number three
and eight; the factor’s in numbers four and five.
Ideally, these books were kept up to date by the contador
and carefully preserved, together with the notarized receipts,
until the next audit. Between audits, he would prepare an
annual summary (tanteo) to be transmitted to Spain. Practice
was, however, far from the ideal, as can be gleaned from the
following random comments:

12. The term “verification” refers to the system of giving rations, with the
presentation of a monthly, certified list of what had been given out
during the preceding month. See Jeannette T. Connor, ed. and trans.,
Colonial Records of Spanish Florida, 2 vols. (Deland, 1925-1930), II,
202-09, and II, 264, 281, for contemporary descriptions.
13. A unit of account. 375 maravedi (mrs.) were one ducat; 450 mrs., one
peso de oro fino (prior to 1578) or one peso de plata ensayada.
14. Relacion de la orden que . . . se tiene en cobrar el situado . . . y en la
distribuzion del y en tomar quenta . . . y los libros y papeles que ay de
la Real azienda. Contador Niculas de Aguirre, by order of Gral. Pedro
Menendez Marques. St. Augustine, November 30, 1578, Pat. 255. Text
and translation in Connor, Colonial Records, II, 208-09. The Connor
translation is faulty in many places.
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1570: Andres de Espinosa, by order of the Adelantado Pedro
Menendez de Aviles, investigating the handling of supplies to 1569: “From the accounts and other investigations
and verifications which I made, so many things prejudicial to your Royal Estate have resulted that a long
processo would be needed to relate them, but even that
would not complete some of them; others cannot even be
begun.” The latter cases arose from a dispute over whether
rations itemized by the pound (bread, meat, fish, etc.)
had been distributed as fourteen ounces, as the soldiers
claimed, or as a full sixteen as the books showed. 15
1577: Visitador Baltasar del Castillo y Ahedo to the king, regarding the accounts of 1565 to 1570: “nothing can be
proved as to the old accounts because the principal in
whom centered all the machinery of supplies and munitions is Juan de Junco whose accounts are very brief,”
and who claimed that all his receipts and books were lost
in the fires and mutinies of the early years. 16
1600: Auditor Pedro de Redondo Villegas complained to the
Crown that all the papers for the period before the Drake
raid had been destroyed and when he asked for papers and
securities (recaudos) concerning the salary which was paid
the soldiers “none was found and it is understood that
those which they had were burned.” Hence he had no
sure way of checking the legality of the salary and ration
payments. 17
Not only did efficient operation of this system depend on the
diligence and fidelity of the royal officials in keeping accounts
up-to-date, it also depended on the completion of the secondary
accounts (kept in book eleven) so that entries could be made in
the principal books. On the imperial level, the books at the

15. Ordinances of Casa de Contratacion, June 15, 1510, DIU, V, 221-22.
16. Andres de Espinosa a Su Magestad, Havana, March 9, 1570, Santo
Domingo 115, Stetson Collection, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
University of Florida, Gainesville. Note the contradiction of the next
statement’s claim by Juan de Junco. Italics added.
17. Baltasar del Castillo y Ahedo a Su Magestad, Havana, December 10,
1577, Santo Domingo 125, Stetson Collection; Connor, Colonial Records,
I, 20-21. Italics added.
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center (the Casa’s) were in turn dependent upon the completion of the local books, with forwarding of surplus funds thereafter. The possibilities for delay in such a system are obvious. 18
To ensure that the surpluses were identified and forwarded
to Spain, the Crown, by 1564, had formulated and had finally
enforced the taking of yearly audits. These began at the first
of the following year with an inspection and counting of the
contents of the royal chest. The audit was to be completed and
any funds owed the Crown collected by the end of February.
The surpluses and the audit copy of the accounts were then
sent to Spain for review by the Contadores Mayores of the
Council of the Indies and the granting of quittance (finiquito)
by that body. 19
In Florida, yearly audits were not enforced for a variety of
reasons. First, the Florida accounts were dependent upon the
subsidy, which was collected annually for the year preceding.
Hence a year-by-year audit often would have shown the indebtedness of the Crown for supplies purchased on credit. A second
difficulty arose because the isolated, non-productive nature of
Florida necessitated ordering of supplies from New Spain, Cuba,
Santo Domingo, and as far afield as the Canary Islands and
Spain. Bills for these goods usually required some time to reach
Florida, which delayed dosing the accounts of the purchasing
agents. Accounts of the agent sent to collect the subsidy were
the slowest because of the numerous supply purchases he usually
made. Finally, although Florida had a governor, it lacked a
cabildo at either St. Augustine or Santa Elena. The governor
could not, therefore, avail himself of the laws which allowed
him to audit the royal books with the aid of two regidores and
18. Pedro de Redondo Villegas a Su Magestad, St. Augustine, June 30,
1600, Santo Domingo 231, Stetson Collection. Villegas audited at least
six sets of accounts, including a re-audit of accounts to 1586 upon discovery of a mistake against the royal treasury in the amount of 612,906
mrs. He labored from April 1, 1600 until March 31, 1601 in St. Augustine and sporadically until April 16, 1603 at Havana, where he was
the accountant for the royal cannon foundry. His initial review concluded with Treasurer Juan Menendez Marques’ accounts for 1599.
19. Sobrecedula del Rey a Audiencia de Tierra Firme (Panama), Madrid,
July 9, 1564, including the text of a cedula of May 10, 1554. Encinas,
Cedulario Indiano, III, 248-51. This procedure was changed by the
creation of the Tribunales de Cuentas in 1605. Juan de Solorzano y
Pereyra, Politica Indiana (1647), six books in five vols. (Madrid-Buenos
Aires, 1930), Libro VI, chapter 16, points 8-10 (Vol. V, 95-96).
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a notary. 20 It thus became necessary to bring in an auditor with
the necessary authority; this could not be done on a yearly
basis.
Auditing was done when the Crown, moved by charges of
corruption or by the death or replacement of one or more of
the royal officials, dispatched a visitador or contador de cuentas.
Because of the absence of annual audits by outside authorities,
abuses frequently accumulated and were not discovered until
years later, often after death or poverty of the official concerned
has deprived the Crown of any chance to recoup its losses.
Further, the accounts were often in such a confused state as to
make complete determination of the extent of loss next to impossible, as Visitator Baltasar del Castillo y Ahedo had pointed
out in 1577. Yet, despite the many difficulties of the auditor’s
labors and the all too often poor state of the accounts, the
modern scholar may use the final, audited copies with some assurance that whatever is recorded therein was a real, legitimate
credit or debit of the account in question. The entries provide
a minimum picture of what actually transpired; used on the level
of individual entries, the accounts are excellent sources for breadand-butter as well as drum-and-trumpet history. For obvious
reasons they are less satisfactory sources for determining the
total cost of the Florida garrisons or the supplies for them. 21
The following are examples of scandals connected with the
accounts, together with descriptions of the kind of information
contained in the entries.
*
*
*
The Crown’s intervention to secure an accounting of its
property and revenues in Florida tended to follow a pattern of
reaction to death or disaster. The death of Treasurer Pedro
Menendez de Aviles the Younger, a nephew of the adelantado,
in 1576 in a revolt of the Guale Indians was followed by an
audit. The balance due the Crown remained unpaid until 1586.
Juan Cevadilla, one of the first royal officials who was not re20. Sobrecedula . . . July 9, 1564. Encinas Cedulario Indiano, III, 248,
especially point 1 (e). Encinas also gives cedulas dealing with the case
of Chile, which followed the gubernatorial system. Ibid., 245.
21. Errors in addition are known. Further, not all supplies were purchased
in Florida, especially before 1575. Many of the soldiers were paid their
final wages in Spain. See accounts for the treasurer of the Casa de Contratacion in Cd. 294, 299, 304, 306, 310B, 316, 319, 321B for the period
1565-1585.
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lated to the adelantado, died in Vera Cruz in June, 1591, while
collecting the annual subsidy. Audits showed that he owed sums
from the subsidies of 1587, 1588, 1589, and 1590, totaling over
8,000,000 maravedi. These became a judgment against his
estate; Cevadilla’s personal effects in Florida and Mexico were
confiscated and sold to satisfy the Crown. More than eleven years
elapsed before the affair was finally settled. Papers accumulated
by the auditors included a copy of his will and an inventory of
the goods he had with him in Vera Cruz.
Disasters causing the Crown to investigate Florida included
the explosion of the powder magazine in St. Augustine in August 1592, when it was struck by a bolt of lightning. This led
to the checking of the accounts of Gaspar Fernandez Perete, who
had been tenedor of supplies and munitions. Drake’s raid in
1586 impelled the Crown to order a full-scale investigation of
Florida fiscal management.
An example of the ups and downs of a life spent in the
government of Spanish Florida is afforded by the checkered
career of Alonso de las Alas. Related to Esteban de las Alas,
the adelantado’s chief lieutenant, he served as municionero at
Fort San Felipe near Santa Elena in 1567. For the next twentyfive years he was a crewman of the Royal Armada. Alas reappeared in Florida in 1592, taking over the duties of Gaspar
Fernandez Perete after the investigation in that year. Until 1594,
he served as factor and veedor. A cedula of January 1599 detailed
the complex transactions which had led to Alas’ indictment and
punishment. It seems that, after collecting the 1596 subsidy at
Vera Cruz, and after deducting all the allowable expenses, there
still remained a balance of 5,224,224 mrs. that was due the
Crown. In 1597, the multiple charges against Alas were reduced
in scope, but he still failed to make the required payment. The
Camara Real in Madrid, on November 20, 1598, suspended the
factor from office, ordered him to prison, fined him 400 ducats,
and confiscated his 2,000 ducat bond. He was also ordered to
surrender his key to the royal strongbox in St. Augustine.
In appealing this sentence to the Council of the Indies, Alas
set forth the reasons why he thought the balance that he owed
was only 28,061 1/2 mrs. The auditors countered by showing that
he had received a total of 20,640,577 mrs. and that they had al-
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lowed expenditures totaling 20,512,498 mrs., a difference of
128,079 mrs. Finally, on March 24, 1601, Pedro de Redondo
Villegas certified that Alas had paid his obligation in full.
Alas was soon in financial trouble again. He obtained permission from the king to come to Spain to make an accounting.
Enroute, his ship was attacked by pirates, and during the battle,
Alas was wounded by a musket ball. Shortly thereafter he died.
At a hearing in St. Augustine on May 7, 1615, the royal officials
determined that the factor had died owing the royal treasury
2,025,837 mrs. The Crown demanded payment, but the personal
effects of the dead man were insufficient to satisfy the debt. In
hopes of locating more of Alas’ assets that could be seized to pay
the obligation, the royal officials resorted to an appeal to religion. First, they requested that letters of excommunication be
prepared and read to the people in the main church. Then, a
somber procession issued from the church and slowly traversed
the narrow streets of St. Augustine. Wearing black veils, the participants carried unlit tapers and bore a cross draped in black.
While bells tolled, the marchers chanted the psalm “Laus Deo.”
They crossed and recrossed the little town,calling out for any
persons who might possess goods, funds, or debts owed to the
deceased factor. If any hidden assets were not brought out at
once, the guilty persons faced immediate excommunication and
the loss of any hope they might have held for the eternal peace
of their souls. Such disobedience to God and king, the proclamation declared, might bring raining down upon St. Augustine
“the very curse which had destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah.” 22
At that point, the record of Alonso de las Alas’ accounts
ends. His story, however, continued, and in fact took a surprising turn. In three different cedulas two Spanish monarchs
praised his valuable services. As a crewman of the Armada Real,
as a participant in the great voyage to the Straits of Magellan of
1581-1583, and for having served with “integrity and rectitude,”
his devotion to duty had earned him a merced of 200,000 mrs.,
which was paid to his heirs! 23
22. Cd. 947. Reel 5, 34’ on microfilm copy in the P.K. Yonge Library of
Florida History.
23. Cedulas to royal officials of Florida, December 5, 1620, October 4,
1622, and March 10, 1624, Santo Domingo 2603, nos. 20, 21, and 22,
Stetson Collection.
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Less detailed, but equally interesting is the case of Contador
Bartolome de Arguelles, as outlined in the accounts. Authorized
to collect the subsidy for 1591, he was forced to engage in a
lengthy “battle of the balances” with the auditors. As Arguelles
submitted additional evidence of his expenditures, the auditors
countered with other records showing revenues he had collected. They disallowed a number of expenditure vouchers which
had been previously accepted. He was indicted in March 1600
for a balance of 976,161 mrs. and went to Havana seeking help
from the Licenciado Ronquillo, then lieutenant-governor of Cuba. Apparently the influence of this official worked its desired
effect, for the royal officials of Florida asked that the amount
owed be reduced to 67,694 mrs. and that the suit against Arguelles be dropped, since he had already paid this sum. In May,
1604, he was freed of all charges in that case. Arguelles then
faced a formal investigation stemming from his collection of the
subsidy for 1594. His balance on this collection, only 762 mrs.,
was paid in March 1604, and his formal release came from
Philip III on September 15, 1605. 24
For those seeking information about the details of daily life
in sixteenth-century Spanish Florida, the microfilmed accounting materials from the Contaduria records are valuable. From
items purchased by various officials of the Florida garrison, data
is available about the clothing and diet of the settlement. A
surprising variety of drygoods and wearing apparel were imported; the latter are often described in some detail as to the
type and amount of cloth used. The basic rations of flour, vinegar, wine, meat, and oil were shipped to Florida in sizeable
quantities. One section of the accounts deals with naval stores
and equipment, marine hardware, and rigging for the small
fleet of barks, brigantines, frigates, and launches which were attached to the colony. In one case, the dimensions of a new
ship built in Cuba for Florida are given in detail. 25
In these records, too, there appear tantalizing glimpses of
the severe problems which faced the Spanish in their efforts to
24. Cd. 949. Reel 8, 72’ on
Florida History. Contains
de Su Magestad fecha a
25. Cd. 942. Reel 2, 43’ on
Florida History.

microfilm copy in the P.K. Yonge Library of
reference to Arguelles release by “executoria
Valladolid, September 15, 1605.”
microfilm copy in the P.K. Yonge Library of
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hold Florida. Reference is made to men lost in Indian raids
and wars, to forts evacuated, and to ships and supplies lost off
the Atlantic coast. Inventories of weapons - muskets, bronze and
iron cannon, swords, arquebuses - give some concept of the
fluctuating state of the colony’s military strength. So too do the
ration lists and muster rolls which list all effective soldiers, often
with their birthplaces. Information on supplies is plentiful and
shows sources including the tribute paid by native caciques,
corn bought in Yucatan to feed the Crown’s Negro slaves, and
the complex purchases in New Spain, Santo Domingo, and Spain
from merchants who seemed more interested in a profit than in
the quality of their wares.
Those with an interest in the general government of Spanish
Florida may gain valuable insights into the degree of self-suficiency of the provinces, as well as obtaining some understanding
of the system of royal financial support that began in 1565 with
donations to the adelantado and continued after 1570 with
annual subsidy payments. The change-over from the adelantado’s
government to royal control has long needed further study;
some of the financial and administrative aspects of this important transition are documented in these materials. Finally,
the relationship of Florida to the other Indies and to the fleet
system can be better understood after perusal of the Florida
treasury accounts from 1565 to 1602. In closing, it should be
noted that accounts similar to those described here exist for
almost all the years of Spain’s occupation of Florida, right up
to 1821.
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A LETTER FROM OCCUPIED TALLAHASSEE
edited by BERTRAM H. GROENE *

B

GENERAL EDWARD M. MCCOOK, a thirty-two year old
Union cavalry officer, accompanied by five staff officers, and
units from the Second Indiana Cavalry and Seventh Kentucky
Cavalry, numbering about 500 men, left Macon, Georgia, on
May 5, 1865. He was under orders to accept the surrender of
Confederate forces at Tallahassee and St. Marks. Leaving his
cavalry four miles behind on the Thomasville Road, McCook
and his officers quietly rode into Tallahassee and there on May
10 they received the surrender by Major General Samuel Jones
of Florida’s Confederate forces. 1 Two days later McCook received the surrender of the fort at St. Marks. In a special ceremony on May 20, the Union flag was raised over the state capitol with Acting Governor Abraham Allison, Florida officials, and
a crowd of Tallahassee citizens quietly witnessing the sad event. 2
The long and bloody war was over for the people of Florida and
the military occupation of their state had begun.
Anticipating the collapse of Florida’s Confederate government, Hugh Archer, attorney general, had collected the battle
flags and turned them over to his brother James’ wife, Mary
Brown Archer, to hide from the Union soldiers. Mary, and her
young sister Margaret, ripped off the ceiling in a room in their
home and secreted the banners “in between the wall.” 3 Ardent
and loyal to their lost cause, neither Mary Archer nor her sister
revealed their secret, and the flags were not retrieved until 1878.
RIGADIER

* Mr. Greene is assistant professor of history at Southeastern Louisiana
College.
1. John E. Johns, Florida During the Civil War (Gainesville, 1963), 20809; William Watson Davis, The Civil War and Reconstruction in
Florida (New York, 1913), 326-27; Ellen Call Long, Florida Breezes;
or, Florida, New and Old (Jacksonville, 1883), 380-81; Albert H.
Roberts, “Tallahassee Rejoins the Union,” Apalachee (1944), 74-80.
2. Roberts, “Tallahassee Rejoins the Union,” 77.
3 . Daisy Parker, “Battle Flags of Florida Troops in Confederate Service,”
Apalachee (1948-1950), 6. It is Brown family tradition which includes
Margaret in the flag hiding.
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It was with this spirit of rebellion very much alive in her
that forty-four year old Mary Brown Archer wrote a four-page
letter in November 1865 from Tallahassee to her maiden cousin,
Mag (Margaret) Brown, in Charles Town, West Virginia. In it
she tells of the reversed conditions of her once politically influential and affluent family. Her father, former Governor
Thomas Brown, had brought Mary, her mother, and five other
children from Virginia to Florida in 1828. Using the political
experince that he had acquired as a Virginia legislator, Brown
rose rapidly to political power in the Florida territory. He became in succession territorial auditor (1834) president of the
territorial legislative council (1838), a leader at the Constitutional Convention held in St. Joseph in 1838, a member of the
Legislative Council from Leon County, secretary of the territorial senate (1844), and member of Florida’s first state legislature in 1845. In the great Whig landslide in 1848 which moved
Zachary Taylor into the White House, Brown became governor
of Florida. He was also a cotton and sugar cane planter and
operated The Planter Hotel and later the City Hotel in Tallahassee. The close of the Civil War found the governor sick and
nearly penniless. He lived out the remaining months of his life
under the care of Mary and her sister, Margaret, at Bel Air, a
formerly exclusive resort south of Tallahassee, and died in
Tallahassee on August 24, 1867. 5
The original of Mary’s letter is in the possession of Mrs.
William S. Manning of Jacksonville, Florida, a great granddaughter of Governor Brown. She supplied the information
identifying the various persons in the letter. The spelling, grammar, and punctuation is as it was in the original.
Belair
Nov. 19th, 1865
Dear Mag,
Your letter was handed me a day or two since, when I was
just recovering from an attack of fever from cold caught. . . . I
4. Clifton Paisley, From Cotton to Quail: An Agricultural Chronicle of
Leon County, Florida, 1860-1967 (Gainesville, 1968), 4; Mary D. Lewis,
“Thomas Brown,” Apalachee (1944), 90-95.
5 . Bel Air was an exclusive summer resort three miles south of Tallahassee.
It was built in late 1841. Bertram H. Groene, “Ante-Bellum Tallahassee” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1967),
103-04.
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believe I have answered all of your letters that I received but
one. That one, I should have answered long ago, but many
things prevented me, and therefore I ask your forgiveness for
seeming neglect. In Polly’s letter to your mother she spoke of
Tom Denhams sickness. 6 Poor fellow! he died soon after. 'Tis
sad to see Jinnie and her four little ones. All in delicate health
. . . . Poor Tom, like the rest of the Confederates lost by the war,
and therefore, has left his family very poor. Jinnie and her
family will live with Polly for the present, perhaps altogether.
We are all poor, and will try to help each other. If it had not
been for Jinnie’s (former) servants, I don’t know how she could
have stood her afflictions. They knew she had nothing to pay
them with yet they staid with her all but two, one had been
hired out. He now acts more like a brother, than a servant. He
gives her advice, buys with his own money things he thinks she
needs and says she shall never suffer if he can help it. The other
one that left went away to regain his health. When he returned
he came, offered his services to her to do anything in his power.
Her two nurses, altho they know Jinnie has no money, (or
very little) say they will go with her wherever she goes. When
Jinnie gave them some money they slip’d it back in her draw
and said, “Does Miss Jinnie think we are going take her money
from her?” And now they are saving money that they may be
able to give her children Christmas presents. I have told you
this particularly for I do not think such acts of devotion should
go un-noticed. I feel that I could not do too much for them.
And every night Sue and myself spend two hours or more
teaching them and six others to read, write and etc. 7 If we
charged we could get a big school, but, as yet, I don’t care about
placing myself upon the level of these “Yankee school Marms”
who teach darkies. In the morning I teach Sue and Jinnie’s
children Music and other lessons - This is truly the dark age, for
the darkys have everything, do as they please, and can get what
they please. Well, I suppose “it is so decreed,” and we must
wait patiently. Our Provisional Govn thinks, from the course
our Convention took, that our State will be admitted and even
6. Confederate soldier Thomas Pringle Denham was the husband of
Governor Brown’s third daughter, forty-one year old Virginia Lafayette,
or Jinnie, as she was known. Polly is unidentifiable.
7. Sue was Susan Matilda Archer, Mary Brown Archer’s daughter.
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Govern or Thomas Brown
(1785-1867)

The City Hotel which Governor Brown
owned in Tallahassee. It burned in 1886.
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if Congress don’t admit our representatives, the President will
admit the State and allow a Civil Government, and then we will
be free from Military rule. 8 Some of the officers are doing all in
their power to be just to us, but there are others who have
the rule that act just the opposite way. One Genl. Newton, a
renegade Virginian who commands this district, is a negro lover,
that is he does everything for them and against the whites and
omits no chance to insult our citizens by his conduct. 9 Genl.
Foster is kinder but as he commands the whole of Fla. he cannot
interfere too much in Newton’s district. 10 We suppose Newton
does this way and takes pleasure in it because the people of
Middle Florida gave him such a disgraceful whipping at the
“Battle of Natural Bridge,” when about four hundred men and
boys whiped and made to run, some two thousand “U. S.
Troops.” -Truly generous conduct to a fallen foe! 11 There are,
of course, a great many “U. S. officers” in town, and many of
them have their familys. I hear they complain of the cold treatment they receive from the citizens. That but few of them are
invited out, or are visited by the people of T. I am proud to
hear it, and see that at least some have a little spirit left. But it
makes [me] mad to see how our ladies run after the fashions of
this vulgar age. I did hope the Ladies of the South would show
that they were Confederates by the distinction of dress, but
gracious me! Some are trying to get their clothes as high above
their knees as the Yankee ladies, and it is no uncommon thing
now to see them walk the streets with their dresses tucked up as if
they were going to wash or scour. What an age! What a fashion!!
Provisional Governor William Marvin was appointed by President
Andrew Johnson in July 1865. Kevin E. Kearney (ed.), “Autobiography
of William Marvin,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXVI (January
1958), 215-16.
9. Brigadier General John Newton, Union commander of the District of
Key West and Tortugas, directed the offensive against St. Marks in
March 1865. For biographical data see Francis B. Heitman, Historical
Register and Dictionary of the United States Army, 2 vols. (Washington,
1903), I, 746.
10. Major General John Gray Foster, a West Point graduate, was military
commander of the Department of Florida at the time of this letter.
Davis, Civil War and Reconstruction in Florida, 357, 386.
11. There were approximately 600-700 Confederate troops and about 500
Union soldiers (Second and Ninety-ninth U. S. Colored Infantry) at the
Battle of Natural Bridge, March 6, 1865. Mark F. Boyd, “The Joint
Operations of the Federal Army and Navy Near St. Marks, Florida,
March 1865,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXIX (October 1950),
111-12.
8.
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Maybe it is an easy way to make us get use to tucking up our
clothes to do our washing and scouring-as many of us will have
to come to it. The Judge speaks of taking his family to Va. in
12
Jany. It may be talk. I don’t think he knows what he is
going to do. Some want him to run for the U. S. Senate. I dont
think there is much chance of that. Govn Marvin will be one of
the Candidates. 13 Our State elections will come off this week,
and all Confederate soldiers or officers who run will be elected. 14
But unfortunately there are too many running for the same office.
Papa has not been well lately. He had quite a serious attack
not long since and I don’t think he has entirely gotten over it.
He is looking forward to Spring, hoping that something will
“turn up” that will enable us all to go on to Va. once more.
But alas! It is “hoping against hope.” He has not a cent. . . .
My health is beginning to be “puny” and I “look the old maid
to perfection” - I must stop a minute. Gov. Marvin has called,
the old Yankee!!! He has gone. He is a good man, good Episcopalian, almost as good as Cousin Robert only he is Yankee born,
but has lived South 30 years. Yet Yankee sticks out. But as he is
trying to do all he can for the good of us Floridians, I s-u-p-p-o-s-e
I ought to “bear all things, believe all things, hope all things
endure all things. ” “‘For now we see through a glass darkly.” I
ought not to “behave” myself “unseemly” nor be “easily provoked” and “think no evil” but it will take a better Christian
than I am to be so very charitable. There is a good deal of the
“Old Adam” in me yet. But I am not alone. There are many who
during this war thought the “effectual fervant prayer of the righteous would avail” and after so many millions of fervant prayers
offered by so many truly pious people, and all to fail, Ah! It has
shaken the faith of many, yet I hope my faith is not shaken for

12. Samuel J. Douglass, a former Florida Territorial and later Confederate
judge, was the husband of Francis Elizabeth Brown Douglass, the governor’s oldest daughter. Kearney (ed.), “Autobiography of William
Marvin,” 215.
13. The General Assembly convened on December 18, 1865, and ex-Governor
Marvin was elected to the U. S. Senate, December 29, 1865. Thaddeus
Stevens blocked the acceptance of his credentials and Marvin never
took his seat. Ibid., 215, 218-19; Florida Senate Journal, 1865, 87; John
Wallace, Carpetbag Rule in Florida (Jacksonville, 1888), 17.
14. For the most part Confederates were elected at this time. Davis, Civil
War and Reconstruction in Florida, 365-66; Kearney, ed. “‘Autobiography of William Marvin,” 215-17.
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I know “Whom the Lord loveth, He chastiseth” and in this instance, I hope it is he loves us more than he does the Yankees. . . .
I had given up in a measure visiting everyone but old friends
(and those but seldom) and devoted my time to Polly and Papa.
All join in love to all our relations. I could write another sheet
but will have mercy upon you. . . . Goodbye.
Yours affectionately
Mary
I forgot to tell you. Not long since Polly was in town when her
carriage was ordered from before the store door by one of the
negro soldiers. Bishop Rutledge was talking to her at the time
and went over and told her helpless state. 16 He (the negro)
again said she must go away from there or go to jail. When it
was reported to the Captain he said there was no such order
and put the negro in stocks for 12 hours.
15. Francis Huger Rutledge was the Episcopal bishop of Florida from 1851
to 1866. He was an ardent secessionist. Joseph D. Cushman, Jr., A
Goodly Heritage: The Episcopal Church in Florida, 1821-1892 (Gainesville, 1965), 27, 42-43, 76; Johns, Florida During the Civil War, 183.
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FLORIDA HISTORY IN PERIODICALS
This selected bibliography includes scholarly articles in the
field of Florida history, archaeology, and, anthropology published
in state and regional periodicals in 1968. Articles, notes, and
documents which have appeared in the Florida Historical Quarterly are not included in this listing, since they appear in the
annual index of each volume. A few articles with a peripheral
interest to Florida have also been included.
AMUNDSON, R. J. “[HENRY S.] Sanford [Sanford, Fla.] and [Giuseppi] Garibaldi.” Civil War History (March), 40-45.
BARROW, MARK V. “The Birth (1853) and Maturation of a New
Medical School: The University of Florida College of
Medicine,” Journal of the History of Medicine (April),
173-95.
BULLEN, RIPLEY P., ADELAIDE K. BULLEN, AND CARL J. CLAUSEN.
“The Cato Site Near Sebastian Inlet, Florida,” Florida
Anthropologist (March), 14-16.
COVINGTON , J AMES W. “The Rockets Came to Florida.” Tequesta, 37-52.
“Stuart’s Town, The Yamasee Indians, and Spanish Florida.” Florida Anthropologist (March), 8-13.
D RUDE , K ENNETH . “Fort Baton Rouge [est. 1779 by British].”
Louisiana Studies (Fall), 259-69.
DUBOIS, BESSIE W. “Jupiter Inlet.” Tequesta, 19-36.
FLYNT , WAYNE . “Florida Labor and Political Radicalism, 19191920.” Labor History (Winter), 73-90.
GIBSON , J ON L. “The DeSoto Expedition in the Mississippi Valley, I: Evaluation of the Geographical Potential of the
Lower Ouachita River Valley with Regard to the DeSotoMoscoso Expedition.” Louisiana Studies (Fall), 203-12.
G OODYEAR , A LBERT C.“Pinellas Point: A Possible Site of Continuous Indian Habitation.” Florida Anthropologist
(June-September), 74-82.
[76]
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G ROENE , B ERTRAM H. “A Trap for the British: Thomas Brown
and the Battle of the White House.” Virginia Cavalcade
(Summer), 13-19.
“A Virginian’s Cavalcade [migration of the family of Governor Thomas Brown from Virginia to Florida in 18271828].” Virginia Cavalcade (Autumn), 15-21.
H I G G I N B O T H A M , J AY . “Who Was Sauvole [d. 1700, French commandant of Fort Maurepas]?” Louisiana Studies (Summer), 144-48.
H OLLAND , J AMES W. “Andrew Jackson and the Creek War:
Victory of the Horseshoe [Bend, 1814].” Alabama Review (October), 243-75.
H OLLIMAN , R. B. “Bird Hammock [Wakulla County], Mound
B, Revisited.” Florida Anthropologist (June-September),
61-66.
H OLMES , J ACK D. L. “Dauphin Island’s Critical Years: 17011722.” Alabama Historical Quarterly (Spring-Summer
1967, 39-63.
and J OHN D. W ARE . “The Juan Baptista Franco and Tampa
Bay, 1756.” Tequesta, 91-98.
“Naval Stores in Colonial Louisiana and the Floridas.”
Louisiana Studies (Winter), 295-309.
H RYNIEWICKI , R ICHARD J. “The Creek Treaty of November 15,
1827 [Creek lands in Georgia].” Georgia Historical
Quarterly (March), 1-15.
JONES , J AMES P. “John L. Worden [1818-1897] and the Fort
Pickens Mission [1861]: The Confederacy’s First Prisoner
of War.” Alabama Review (April), 113-32.
KARLINS , KARLIS . “The Palm River Midden, Hillsborough County, Florida.” Florida Anthropologist (June-September),
67-73.
LAXSON , D. D. “The DuPont Plaza [Miami] Site.” Florida
Anthropologist (June-September), 55-60.
LEONARD IRVING A. “A Lost ‘Psyche’: Kirk Munroe’s Log of a
1,600 Mile Canoe Cruise in Florida Waters, 1881-1882.”
Tequesta, 63-90.
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D URWARD. “Workers on Relief, 1934-1938, in Key West.”
Tequesta, 53-62.

M C W HINEY , G RADY . “The Confederacy’s First Shot.” Civil War
History (March), 5-14.
M C W ILLIAMS , T ENNANT S. “The DeSoto Expedition in the
Mississippi Valley, II: [Spanish] Armada on the Mississippi, 1543.” Louisiana Studies (Fall), 213-27.
O LSON , G ARY D. “Loyalists and the American Revolution:
Thomas Brown [later of St. Augustine] and the South
Carolina Backcountry, 1775-1776.” South Carolina Historical Magazine (January), 44-56.
OWENS, HARRY P. “Sail and Steam Vessels Serving the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee Valley [1828-1861].” Alabama Review (July), 195-210.
O WSLEY , FRANK L., JR. “Benjamin Hawkins the First Modern
Indian Agent [to the Creeks in Alabama].” Alabama Historical Quarterly (Summer), 7-13.
REA, R OBERT R. “Military Deserters from British West Florida.”
Louisiana History (Spring), 123-37.
REAVER , J. R USSELL. “Folk History from Northern Florida.”
Southern Folklore Quarterly (March), 7-16.
S MITH , P AUL H. “The American Loyalists: Notes on Their Organization and Numerical Strength.” William and Mary
Quarterly (April), 259-77.
SWENSON, LOYD S., JR. “The Fertile Crescent: The South’s Role
in the National Space Program.” Southwestern Historical
Quarterly (January), 377-92.
V OSS, GILBERT . “The Orange Grove House of Refuge No. 3.”
Tequesta, 3-18.
W ARREN , L YMAN O. “The Apollo Beach Site, Hillsborough
County.” Florida Anthropologist (June-September), 8388.
WRIGHT, J. LEITCH, JR. “A Note on the First Seminole War as
Seen by the Indians, Negroes, and Their British Advisers.” Journal of Southern History (November), 565-75.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Massacre. By Frank Laumer. (Gainesville: University of Florida
Press, 1968. xx, 188 pp. Preface, acknowledgements, introduction, illustrations, bibliography, index. $7.50.)
Frank Laumer’s Massacre is the most history book this reviewer has had the pleasure of reading. If history were taught
and if history books were written in the style which Frank Laumer uses in this volume, many more Americans would be history
majors.
In six chapters, each depicting a day’s travel with the illfated march of Major Francis Langhorne Dade from Fort Brooke
toward Fort King, the author misses not the slightest colorful
detail. His similes are excellent, and the descriptions are so vivid
that this reviewer plodded every step of the tortuous military
road with Major Dade and his 108 men. The reader feels the
same early morning chill and shivers together with the dewdrenched soldiers as they munch their thick, unevenly cut slices
of slab bacon and handful of hard bread and gulp their steaming black coffee. Feet tire with the footsore soldiers as they
trudge through the soft sands of the military trail under the
scrutiny of the ever-present eyes of the Seminole scouts, unseen
in the thick underbrush.
Mr. Laumer has woven a beautiful fabric out of what was
as important an incident in American history as the attack on
the Alamo mission in Texas just two months later. His knack of
pointing out and describing all the small but important details
makes Massacre a book which everyone should read. The author’s research did not stop with army and other government
reports from the archives; he researched even the weather so
that temperature, wind direction and velocity, and cloud cover
are a part of the whole cloth. For example, “The breeze had
held steady from the southeast during the night, blowing toward
the fort across the mangrove swamps and moving the 24-starred
flag in slow ripples from the top of its tall wooden pole . . . not
a cloud in the sky.” Or, “By half-past four the sun had dropped
[79]
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from sight across the Big Hillsborough and the huge oaks in
and out of the bivouac stood in black relief against the soft
pink of the western sky; from the east, night was rising darkly
against the hard pale blue of the upper sky and a scant quartermoon sat upon the trees.”
Background to the massacre is woven in with the chronological events, and the brief but concise introduction gives the
reader a clear understanding of both Indian and government
attitudes prior to the event which on Monday, December 28,
1835, touched off the Second Seminole War. The illustrations,
maps, and present-day photographs add to Mr. Laumer’s superb
descriptions. His account of the return of the three survivors,
crawling, blood-soaked, without food, back over the winding
trail to Fort Brooke is heartbreaking. This reviewer found himself wishing that all would make it and shuddering as the lone
Indian dashed up on horseback, rifle in hand, and shot and
scalped poor Edwin DeCourcy in the bush where he lay hiding.
Frank Laumer’s five years of research have not been wasted.
His scholarly footnotes add abundant documentation, and he
has prepared an extensive bibliography. In his final sentence
Laumer says, “If those who have read their story can share a
measure of the author’s satisfaction, the search has been well
repaid.” It seems hardly necessary to predict that every reader
will add to author Laumer’s satisfaction and to his laurels as
they peruse this fascinating saga of Florida and American history.
R OLFE F. S CHELL
Fort Myers Beach, Florida
From Cotton to Quail: An Agricultural Chronicle of Leon
County, Florida, 1860-1967. By Clifton Paisley. (Gainesville:
University of Florida Press, 1968. xi, 162 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations, tables, bibliography, index.
$6.50.)
At one extreme the recording of local history is under taken
for the benefit of interested readers in a given place. At the
other extreme the recording nevertheless carries far wider im-
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plications. Clifton Paisley’s scholarly book belongs somewhere in
the middle, not because he fails to accept the challenge of drawing from the agricultural history of Leon County any general
conclusions but because he cannot. From plantation empires to
quail empires, rural Leon County has consisted largely of estates,
feudal in size and administration. Leon County is special, and
while Mr. Paisley, career journalist and editor of Florida State
University’s news bureau, claims he is writing about farming’s
Leon County decline as the decline of a Jeffersonian way of
life, he seems to this reviewer to be discussing the continuance of
a pre-Jeffersonian way of life, that of great land blocs which have
managed to survive into the space age.
He begins with a chronicle of King Cotton: the era of the
Bradfords and the Eppeses, of tournaments and carriages. In
Leon County the Old South was no myth but truth. His exposition is sober and without nostalgia. In the following sections
we learn what happened after the dream collapsed. There is
detailed discussion of fertilizers, farm animals, the problems of
tenancy, the researches of agricultural scientists, and the eternal
problem of labor: freedmen unprepared for freedom, the fortyone Swedish immigrants who, when finding they were expected
to be hewers of wood and drawers of water for what remained
of the plantation aristocracy, exclaimed: “Do you take us to be
your Negro slaves?” and left. After Reconstruction, experiments
in diversification were tried. Vegetable growing faltered at the
turn of the century because of the lack of direct rail connections
between Tallahassee and the North. Wine-making prospered
briefly only to be eliminated when Tallahassee perversely voted
dry. Swiss Rudolph Herold came, mechanized, and conquered
until a too-heavy investment in cattle collapsed with beef prices.
Fruit, milk, nuts, tung trees, pecans - of each venture there are
still Leon County remnants to be seen. Suburban pecan groves
recall the days when sanguine promoters hoped Tallahassee
would become “the Nutopolis of the South.”
And then came the Yankees: for example the Griscoms of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the Hannas of Ohio who numbered among themselves Mark Hanna, maker of President William McKinley. Even today “the lands of the Hannas, their
friends and associates now form so extensive a block that one
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can hardly enter Leon County from the north without crossing
it.” All have come to hunt the bobwhite quail, and Mr. Paisley
deals straightforwardly with the birds abundance, subsequent
decline, and later recovery. It is a fascinating episode in the
history of conservation.
Quail have spelled the doom of Leon County farming, which
can only be done in the narrow belt between the hunting preserves and the sandy pinewoods of the southern part of the
county. There are hobby-farmers and stubborn holdouts, but
farm lands are hemmed in by spreading suburbs. Optimistic
plans for peaches and nectarines, persist; a “quick money crop”
may yet be possible, enthusiasts argue. But though Leon County
has tried for a century to farm scientifically rather than merely
to mine the land, it has fallen to forty-seventh county in agriculture in Florida. There is more hard cash to be gotten in real
estate developments where “The Living Is Rather Great.”
Mr. Paisley, an Arkansan by birth, clearly loves his adopted
Florida county. He writes of its mossy “cut” roads and its tiny
lakes with names like Pickle, Huggle, Tom John, and Bull.
If his prose is not gripping, it is because it is not intended to be.
Moments of wry humor are frequent. From Cotton to Quail is
a careful historical study, faultlessly documented and researched.
Extensive notes and bibliography are provided. The book is
for readers who want a thoroughly reliable study of some interesting north Florida history. Florida academic and public
libraries will wish to purchase it as a valuable addition to the
literature of Florida between Southern Dream and Southern
Boom.
GLORIA JAHODA
Tallahassee, Florida
The Railroad That Died at Sea: The Florida East Coast’s Key
West Extension. By Pat Parks. (Brattleboro: Stephen Greene
Press, 1968. iv, 44 pp. Foreword, illustrations. $3.50.)
In this brief, but extremely delightful volume, Mrs. Parks
tells the story of the Key West extension of the Florida East
Coast Railway. The entire history of Henry M. Flagler’s “Folly”
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is encompassed in a short thirty-one years, beginning in 1904
when the decision was made to build the “railroad that went to
sea,” to September 2, 1935, when the disastrous Labor Day
hurricane destroyed miles of the roadbed and forced the closing
of the extension.
Flagler was already seventy-five when he made the decision
to continue his FEC railroad to Key West. He had retired
twenty-two years earlier from Standard Oil, but the stock he
held in the company “gushed dividends like an uncapped well.”
This was fortunate, because the 156 miles of construction called
for an outlay of between $20,000,000 and $27,000,000. The great
cost of the road, and its ultimate failure, convinced many that
Flagler must have been motivated by a guilty conscience for his
years with Standard Oil and that he was attempting to redeem
his life through this magnificent gift to the city of Key West.
Mrs. Parks believes the motive was profit. Not only had the
Spanish-American War brought close ties between Cuba and the
United States, but also the Panama Canal was about to be built.
Key West would be closer to the canal than any other gulf or
east coast port. “With Flagler’s railroad, the island city could
become a receiving center for produce from all over the Carribbean and from Central and South America.” And the FEC
would haul this produce to the rest of the country.
The extension was an engineering marvel. Besides the three
great bridges - Bahia Honda, Long Key, and Seven Mile - there
were many smaller spans built and miles of rails laid on marsh
and swampland. Hurricanes in 1906, 1909, and 1910 delayed
construction, damaged finished roadbed, and cost many lives,
prompting J. C. Meredith, the first chief engineer, to say, “No
man has any business connected with this work who can’t stand
grief.”
The line never proved profitable. The hurricane of 1935,
combined with the depression, convinced the receivers for the
FEC to sell the line for $640,000. Travelers on the Overseas Highway now follow along the right-of-way of the line and cross over
its bridges.
While this volume is not a definitive study of the Florida
East Coast Railway’s Key West extension, it is an informative
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work that can be read with interest and enjoyment. Particularly
worthwhile are the many photographs.
D ONALD W. C URL
Florida Atlantic University
Our Yesterdays. By Janie Smith Rhyne. (Marianna: Jackson
County Floridan Press, 1968. 178 pp. Foreword. $2.50.)
The author, a fifth generation resident of Marianna, has assembled her “stories,” previously appearing in the Jackson County Floridian, about the history and lore of Jackson County and
Florida. As might be expected, personal recollections of the local
scene for some seventy years provide the best material, because
Mrs. Rhyne combines a keen observation and good memory
with an enthusiastic interest in the history of her home county.
The best chapters are filled with such memories as her
family’s three-month vacations, as in 1897, at Old Town St.
Andrews on the Gulf, for her father always packed his family
“off to the Bay” in a three-seated hack if any fever was evident
in early summer; how, when statewide vaccination of school
children for smallpox was ordered in 1902, the doctor in her
school used the same quill for every arm, even after it had
dropped on the dirty floor; her visit during the thirties with
an aged Negro man, Aaron Granberry, who was living in and
knew much about an antebellum house; her recollections of
changes in Marianna from the turn of the century on, and particularly about the Jackson County satsuma orange-growing
boom in the twenties. Paralleling Florida’s famous land sales
boom, it lasted a little longer - in fact until a 1934 freeze killed
nearly all the trees.
Mrs. Rhyne is sensitive to the value of historical records,
letters, documents, and even believable hearsay from the past,
and any historian writing about the social or economic history
of this area would do well to weigh what she has reported, for
instance, in the chapters about home remedies and about Big
Spring, with its mention of planter William Robinson’s interesting chain and bucket water delivery system.
Much of the remainder of the book, particularly as it relates
to Florida rather than local history, could well have remained
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in the type trays of the newspaper plant. There is a preoccupation with the Lost Cause, of which Jackson County was one of
the principal Florida losers; also a repetition of the often-told
stories which have gathered embroidery through the years, such
as about the Battle of Natural Bridge. Mrs. Rhyne, however, is
far more faithful to fact than many in telling these again, and
isn’t history, as Carlyle said, simply “the written epitomized
synopsis of Rumor?”
C LIFTON P AISLEY
Florida State University
Tampa Town 1824-1886: Cracker Village with a Latin Accent.
By Anthony P. Pizzo. (Miami: Hurricane House Publishers,
1968. xii, 89 pp. Foreword, author’s preface, acknowledgment,
illustrations, bibliography. $2.95.)
Despite the continuous exhortations of professional historians
regarding the importance of the writing of local histories, they
seem to be produced only by the “dedicated amateur,” a deprecatory term usually employed to imply more enthusiasm than
ability. But now, a non-professional who combines ability with
civic pride, contributes to the slender file of local Floridiana with
the publication of Tampa Town 1824-1886. Anthony P. Pizzo,
its author, is a native Tampan and a business man with a flare
for history. His contribution is a substantial one.
Although local histories centered upon personalities of an
area often partake of the monotony and scattered variety of
washing-hung-out-to-dry, Tampa Town gathers momentum and
flavor as its eighty-nine pages unfold the story of Tampa and its
beginnings, with lively accounts of “Seminole warriors, rugged
pioneers, Indian fighters, soldiers, men of destiny, politicians,
slaves, and scoundrels.” Tony Pizzo lays to rest the idea that
cigar-making came to Tampa first with Vicente Martinez Ybor
in 1886, and points out that Count Odet Phillipe raised his own
tobacco to make and sell “custom rolled” cigars to the soldiers
and officers at Fort Brooke as early as 1837.
A confusing method of footnoting and the lack of an index
can probably be attributed to a slim publishing budget, but
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numerous interesting and previously unavailable photographs
add greatly to the value of the book as a source of reference.
It is to be regretted that publishers of histories such as
Tampa Town cannot or do not furnish better editorial supervision so as to minimize typographical errors and lapses in
capitalization and spelling. The usual quota has been met or
exceeded with this publication. While distracting, they do not
defeat the goal of the author to present “a ruggedness and
abundance of life that is completely Tampa.”
WILLIAM M. GOZA
Clearwater, Florida
Discoverers of America. By Charles Norman. (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1968. xiii, 322 pp. Foreword, illustrations, selected bibliography, index. $7.95.)
There has long been needed a modern and scholarly work
which would tell the story of the discoverers of America. Charles
Norman has done the job so excellently that he has not only
provided historians with what amounts to an index to first
century American happenings, but has indeed accomplished this
in such a lively manner that even those not really interested in
history will find this volume fascinating reading. Part of the
charm of the work lies in extensive direct quotations from those
who discovered our land, and part comes from the generous
use of rare illustrations from the hands of those who lived in
first century America. To bring this book about the author had
to possess a wide and thorough knowledge of the period and an
ability to organize the material so as to maintain continuity and
evade repetition. He did this well.
To undertake such a task required a detachment from prejudice and preconceived ideas; and such detachment is apparent
in this work. Only occasionally did the author rely unnecessarily
on secondary sources. When he did stray it was not helpful, as in
the expression of the possibility that Fort Caroline might have
been on St. Johns Bluff. No eyewitness account suggests such a
possibility. In fact, all such accounts make it clear that the fort
was at the foot of the bluff with a river-fed moat.
It is a normal temptation for any writer about people to
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categorize, overpraise, or overcondemn; and particularly so if
what is said repeats the cliches of previous writers. Norman, for
the most part, did not venture into these shoals so dangerous to
an historian. He told of the brutal acts of Hernando de Soto,
for instance, without calling the man brutal. Less cautious, he
stated that Laudonniere appeared to be lacking in qualities of
leadership. To so categorize the man who began the permanent
European based settlement of what is now the United States
seems an editorialization both unnecessary and inaccurate. But,
as indicated before, Norman seldom makes himself a judge of
these men of history; and instead lets their deeds and the
events speak for themselves. This is, in fact, one of the finest
qualities of the volume.
As every historian knows, it is a gem of an historian’s life to
be able to state events to be the first of their kind. The author
provides an astounding number of these, sometimes more than
one to a page. They are all accurate as far as this reviewer
knows; but Mr. Norman will probably be hearing from historians
of specialized interests. This is the way knowledge of history is
perfected. In summary, this book is not only good history, but
good reading.
C HARLES E. B ENNETT
Washington, D. C.
The Colonies in Transition, 1660-1713. By Wesley Frank Craven.
(New York: Harper & Row, 1968. xvi, 363 pp. Preface, illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $6.95.)
In 1949 Wesley Frank Craven published a distinguished
synthesis, The Southern Colonies in the Seventeenth Century,
1607-1689. His recent book for the New American Nation Series
in many ways surpasses this earlier volume in its crisp distillation of historical scholarship.
Craven’s work stresses the changing constitutional relationships between the colonies and the mother country and the
development of colonial political institutions with some attention to economic, military, and Indian questions. For England
in 1660, colonial policy posed a real dilemma. On the one hand
the home government had to find viable forms of imperial con-
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trol to make the most of the trade possibilities offered by the
American settlements. On the other hand, to encourage colonization, English authorities had to grant settlers political and
economic privileges which made strict imperial control difficult.
Obtaining special rights by charter or by default, Americans
jealously guarded their prerogatives against the attempts of the
mother country to erode or destroy them. This dilemma over
colonial policy was clearly evident in the outcome of the London
missions of Sir William Berkeley of Virginia and John Winthrop, Jr., of Connecticut immediately after the Restoration.
Seeking modifications in the Navigation Act of 1660, Berkeley
obtained nothing except to be told bluntly that the economic
ills of Virginia did not stem from the Navigation Act but
from the failure of the colony to diversify its economy. Winthrop, however, got everything he wanted-a liberal charter of
self-government modeled after that of Massachusetts Bay. The
results of these two missions, Craven argues, not only demonstrates the ambivalence of English policy but also is one of
several examples of favoritism shown toward the New England
colonies in the period through Queen Anne’s War.
Six settlements qualify as Restoration colonies - New York,
New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and the Carolinas. None
was more successful than Pennsylvania, whose rapid growth
rivaled that of Massachusetts Bay earlier. William Penn’s friends
at court, his abilities as a promoter, his policy of religious toleration, and his democratic guarantees of individual liberty all
stimulated the enterprise. Remaining in the shadow of both
New England and Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York
grew more slowly. In the Carolinas the proprietors hoped to
balance the aristocratic and democratic elements of society by
judicious control over property distribution, a policy which was
only partially successful.
The Glorious Revolution, like the Restoration, was a turning
point in the English colonies. At least for a time, the royal government ended its attempts to assert more stringent control over
colonial affairs locally through instruments such as the Dominion
of New England. The coming of William and Mary to the
throne also brought about what Craven calls “The Revolutionary Settlement,” which allowed colonial assemblies and local
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governing units “to determine largely for themselves questions
of public policy fundamentally affecting their domestic life.”
Also, out of the confused, refractory imperial policies of the
Stuarts came the desire of the post-Revolutionary government
to direct colonial trade into channels which would benefit the
metropolis and force the colonies to pay their own administrative costs. The first aim became increasingly clear with the passage of the Navigation Act of 1696, the formation of the Board
of Trade the same year, and the Wool Act of 1699. At the same
time, however, colonial assemblies were increasing their local
power, especially during Queen Anne’s War, when the colonial
governor silently conceded some of his authority in order to
insure assembly support for essential war measures.
Craven’s history is judicious, balanced, and up-to-date. Crystallizing both past and recent historical research, he has developed the monographic literature (and some primary materials) into a concise, carefully wrought narrative. Where interpretations conflict, he makes his own judgments. He also
carries on a continuous dialogue in his book with a host of
historical interpreters past and present in what seems at times
to be more of an historiographical exercise than historical synthesis. For this reason the book may well have more appeal for
the scholar-teacher than for the general reader. Florida history
buffs will also be disappointed to find little about the Spanish
Southeast, but this is not Craven’s focus. In sum, this volume is
a major contribution, the most scholarly brief synthesis of the
period now available.
JOHN J. TEPASKE
Duke University
The Papers of Henry Laurens. Volume I, 1746-1755. Edited by
Philip M. Hamer, George C. Rodgers, Jr., and Maud E. Lyles.
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1968. xl, 407
pp. Introduction, illustration, appendix, index. $15.00.)
“Who was this Henry Laurens,” the editors query by way
of entitling their Introduction to this excellent and scholarly
first volume of the Papers of Henry Laurens. The question need
not have been put. Most scholars are acquainted with Laurens
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as the great merchant and moderate Revolutionary statesman
from Charleston. Yet it has been a passing acquaintance, for
excepting David Duncan Wallace’s Life of Henry Laurens (1915)
and a few atrociously done and incomplete printings of his
writings, the bulk of his letters, essays, memoranda, etc. have
rested in the Fireproof Building (which it isn’t) in Charleston
for more than a century.
The papers have been fairly preserved. The collection has
suffered somewhat from the ravages of time and human error
and ignorance, and the Revolutionary War itself took a toll.
But Laurens himself was a meticulous businessman and careful
of his records. Some of the documents strayed into private hands;
some others were saved by the New York and Pennsylvania
Historical Societies.
This book, embracing the years between 1746 and 1755, is
the first of ten-twelve volumes. The editors propose publishing
eighty per cent of all the Laurens material. They are careful to
abstract or otherwise describe and locate those pieces not rendered in full. They do not overedit, which nowadays has become
a virtue, and they identify whenever possible persons, places,
ships, etc., giving the source of their identification. They employ
the “expanded method” of editing which is sensible and tasteful
and does justice to the author whose eighteenth-century characteristics glitter for the reader. (Cf. e.g. the old-styled versions
in Elizabeth Donnan, Documentary History of the Slave Trade,
IV, 320, with Laurens, I, 263.)
This first volume is immensely valuable and promises more
of the same. There is a wealth of material here on business,
its operations and methods in that age, on economic thought, on
slavery and the slave trade, cultural, urban, and marine history,
biography, etc. Although this first volume especially is concerned
with commerce, and Lauren’s confines himself largely to material affairs, his letters, nonetheless, often become cryptically
newsey, with asides and postscripts on matters political and
social.
Introductions to subsequent volumes, it may be hoped, will
comment less generally on Lauren’s life and more particularly on
the period that the documents cover, than this one. But this
reviewer thinks introductions not too important in a work of
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this nature. The documents themselves, their handling, explanation, if necessary, and faithful rendition by the editors constitute the essentials. Dr. Hamer, Professor Rogers, and Miss
Lyles have performed magnificently in this very worthy task.
R ICHARD W ALSH
Georgetown University
The Land Office Business: The Settlement and Administration
of American Public Lands, 1789-1837. By Malcolm J. Rohrbough. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968. xiii, 331
pp. Introduction, maps, acknowledgments, bibliography, index. $8.75.)
The main purpose of the western movement which settled
America, as far as most of the ordinary participants were concerned, was acquiring land. When these people sought to realize
the promise of American life, they thought in large part in terms
of economic betterment, and the acquisition and development of
land provided the most generally available opportunity. Land
thus became a national obsession in the period between the
American Revolution and the 1840s, when the magnetic force
of public lands declined in the fact of the opposite attraction of
urban centers and a rising industrial system.
The purpose of The Land Office Businss is to examine the
way the much-discussed land “policy” of the nation actually
functioned during those years. This book, then occupies an important place in the literature of American economic history.
It is a needed addition to such respected older books as Roy M.
Robbins’s Our Land Heritage: The Public Domain, 1776-1936
and Benjamin H. Hibbard’s A History of the Public Land Policies. The fact that it is the only work dealing on a national scope
with the application of the laws to the practical situations at the
land offices on the frontier is the basis of its contribution.
Starting with the first experimental attempts to deal with
public land problems in the 1780s, the study moves quickly into
the nineteenth century, when the pressure of westward movement
greatly increased the volume of land settlement. The author
gives most of his attention to events between the close of the
War of 1812 and the panic of 1837. It was at this time that
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migration to the frontier was at flood-tide and the “land office
business” came to mean frenzied activity of boom and speculation.
Professor Rohrbough deals with the land policy and its administration as government officials responded to this activity.
He examines thoroughly the organization and procedures of the
General Land Office and adequately deals with the pervasive
relationship between politics and the land office. His book also
makes a considerable contribution to the understanding of the
part played by private speculation in these public matters. If
wealthy speculators, the author finds, made havoc of the intentions of the land laws, the very poor also contributed to the
ruin of an orderly distribution of the public domain. Squatters
filtered into every frontier district. Sometimes they were driven
from their claims, but often by force and political influence they
were able to hold what they had taken. Speculators and squatters, then, both contributed to the vast gap between the visions
of the lawmakers and the actual way that the laws were put into
effect.
The real value of this book is its systematic and detailed
study of the ordinary operations where this governmental policy
and bureaucracy dealt with the people. It is an excellent work,
unobtrusive in style and impressive in scholarship. One wishes
only that Professor Rohrbough could have provided even more
detail. This will surely become a standard work on its subject.
C HARLES W. C RAWFORD
Memphis State University
The Administration of John Quinlan, Second Bishop of Mobile,
1859-1883. By Oscar Hugh Lipscomb. (Philadelphia: American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia, 1968. 163 pp.
Preface, essay on sources, appendix, index. $5.00.)
In the growing catalog of titles in U.S. Roman Catholic
history this study of Mobile’s Civil War bishop will occupy a
distinguished place, both for its impeccable scholarship and for
its contribution to our understanding of Catholicism in the
South during the mid-nineteenth century. Bishop John Quinlan
was one of the first of the Catholic voices raised in support of
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secession, when, on January 5, 1861, he declared: “. . . we would
not purchase Union at the expense of Justice.” Throughout the
war and afterward he proved himself a true son of the South
and a benefactor of religion in the Diocese of Mobile which
embraced the whole of Alabama and the Florida panhandle west
of the Apalachicola River.
Quinlan was born on October 5, 1826, in County Cork, Ireland, and came to this country at eighteen years of age. Ordained
at Cincinnati in 1852, he served in Ohio parishes until 1854,
when he was appointed rector of Mount St. Mary’s of the West
Seminary in Cincinnati. On December 4, 1859, Quinlan was consecrated Bishop of Mobile, and he took charge of the estimated
10,000 Catholics who lived in Alabama and West Florida. For
parochial work he had at his disposal ten priests who served
nine parishes and nine mission stations. In West Florida he had
Father Dominic Gibbons at St. Patrick’s Parish, Apalachicola,
and Father Patrick Francis Coyle at St. Michael’s, Pensacola.
From Pensacola, Coyle serve St. John the Evangelist in Warrington and missions at Barrancas and Perdido. Both the Pensacola
and Warrington churches would be destroyed by fire and bombardment during the course of the Civil War.
Quinlan traveled extensively in the diocese to bring aid and
comfort to his stricken people, as well as to combatants such
as the wounded and dying of both sides of the Battle of Shiloh
in April 1862. On one trip taken outside his diocese to Columbus,
Mississippi, he was detained overnight in jail by a Confederate
official until his passport could be verified, an incident which
prompted insinuations by the Mobile Advertiser and Register
that Quinlan had been the victim of religious prejudice. Quinlan, however, rejected the insinuations, saying: “During my
three years experience in the South, I have, unexceptionally,
been treated by my Protestant brethren everywhere with that
warm hospitality and refined courtesy which constitute the peculiar and ennobling trail of Southern manners. . . .” The
author of this study also recounts in brief detail the generally
unknown though remarkable story of six nuns, Daughters of
Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, sent by Quinlan in 1861 to
nurse the diseased men of Confederate General Braxton Bragg at
Warrington, Florida. It is a story which deserves a larger telling.
Following the war Quinlan spent his energies rebuilding the
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church’s fortunes in his diocese. By 1869, he could not record any
increase in the number of Catholics, but he had at least replaced
the destroyed churches in Pensacola and Warrington and built
eleven new structures. From 1870 until the death of the bishop
on March 9, 1883, building expansion would be the keynote of
Quinlan’s activity, even at the expense of acquiring an enormous
debt. He had twenty-three parish clergy by 1883, and two of his
priests, Dominoc Manucy and Anthony D. Pellicer, Minorcan
natives of St. Augustine, Florida, had been consecrated bishops,
both on the same day, December 6, 1874, at Mobile.
This thoroughly researched biography was written as a
master’s thesis under John Tracy Ellis at the Catholic University
of America. It is published here in its original form as one of
the paper cover numbers of the Records of the American Catholic Historical Society of Philadelphia. One hopes that the same
society will wish to publish Dr. Lipscomb’s doctoral dissertation,
also written under Dr. Ellis, on Quinlan’s predecessor in the
See of Mobile, Bishop Michael Portier (1825-1859).
M ICHAEL V. G ANNON
University of Florida
Field Medical Services at the Battle of Manassas. By Horace H.
Cunningham. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1968.
xii, 116 pp. Preface, maps, index. $2.50.)
By vividly contrasting the effectiveness of the ambulance and
field medical services at the Battles of Bull Run (First Manassas, July 1861; Second Manassas, August 1862), Dr. Cunningham shows the evolution of the organization of the field medical
services in the Union and Confederate armies of the east. The
near chaos of July 1861, was gradually replaced by an organized
field-relief system, and in fact, Johnathan Letterman’s ambulance
system became the model for ambulance systems in the FrancoPrussian War and World War I.
The author skillfully uses official records, newspaper accounts,
memoirs, and eyewitness accounts to produce a very readable narrative and a valuable study. The footnotes provide a useful
source of further references and several vignettes of human interest material. Dr. Cunningham is eminently qualified for a
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study such as this; the reader, interested in Civil War medicine,
will recall with pleasure his detailed study of the Confederate
medical service, Doctors in Gray, published in 1960. This delightful monograph belongs in the library of everyone interested
in Civil War medicine.
WILLIAM M. S TRAIGHT
Miami, Florida
Yankee Stepfather: General O. O. Howard and the Freedmen.
By William S. McFeely. (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1968. xiv, 351 pp. Preface, introduction, bibliographical note,
index. $10.00.)
This book is not a thorough treatment of either the Freedmen’s Bureau or its commissioner General Oliver Otis Howard.
It is rather, “an inquiry into the purposes of the Freedmen’s
Bureau and its performance in pursuit of them.” In an Atlantic
Monthly article (1901) W. E. B. DuBois hailed the bureau as
a singular experiment in grappling with perplexing social problems. The bureau belonged to the freedmen, DuBois said, and
its purpose was to make them truly free. It had failed, but the
failure was caused by forces outside the bureau.
Professor McFeely accepts DuBois’ definition of the bureau’s
purpose, but rejects his explanation of the failure. True the bureau was subjected to outside pressures - pressures from men including President Andrew Johnson who was more concerned with
appeasing southern whites than in advancing Negroes - but “the
Bureau itself failed the freedmen, and the failure was that of
many men, among them General Howard himself.” McFeely
concludes that much of General Howard’s work “served to
preclude rather than promote Negro freedom.”
One of Howard’s greatest failures, said McFeely, was his
refusal openly to fight President Johnson. When Johnson
ordered the restoration of confiscated lands - land radicals hoped
to use to make independent freeholders of some Negroes Howard’s opposition was halfhearted. When Johnson demanded
the release of bureau agents who offended southern conservatives the commissioner weakly acquiesced. Furthermore, Howard
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permitted a contract system that was frequently more beneficial
to planters than to freedmen. In some instances Negroes were
relegated to positions only a little above slavery. The commissioner is also criticized for his paternalism and his inability to
learn from the freedmen. He sought advice not from Negroes
but from white friends.
Howard refused to fight Johnson because he thought he
could do more for his wards by retaining his position. McFeely
admitted that open defiance probably would have cost Howard
his job but he believed that the commissioner would have
better served the freedmen by resigning, thus dramatizing the
Negroes’ plight and demonstrating that President Johnson was
the chief obstacle to their getting what they needed. Though
McFeely emphasized the bureau’s negative aspects and his explanation of Howard’s alternatives are somewhat unsatisfactory,
he has written a persuasive, provocative, well-researched book.
Many will disagree with McFeely’s conclusions, but his study
will be of interest to all students of Negro and Reconstruction
history.
J OE M. R ICHARDSON
Florida State University
Losing the Peace: Georgia Republicans and Reconstruction,
1865-1871. By Elizabeth Studley Nathans. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1968. xi, 268 pp. Preface,
acknowledgments, appendix, bibliography, index. $8.00.)
For years Reconstruction scribes have given us the distinct
impression that southern state politics resembled the strife among
Greek city-states, and the present good book certainly reconfirms that post-Appomattox Georgia might well have been preRoman Hellas. Five geographical areas, two races with approximately equal registration strength in 1867, two “parties” each
with at least two factions, and about ten leading politicos infected with mild to raging cases of powerlust-obviously an arena
for bitterness, real and conjured fraud, and complex jockeying.
The title is the thesis. “The peace” offered the possibility
of a durable two-party system featuring a Republican coalition
of ex-Whigs, black men, and small white farmers. The Republi-
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cans “lost” it themselves, due largely to strategic and tactical
misadventures. Potential villians are sketched but not labelled,
and potential heroes are even more inconspicuous. Mrs. Nathans
is even-handed with Governor Rufus Bullock in spite of his
many questionable proceedings; with those Republicans who
sabotaged ratification of the fifteenth amendment to prolong
their day of power as well as with those Democrats who ejected
black legislators to prolong theirs; and with Washington officials
who oscillated from confused sympathy to eager aid to bored
annoyance.
The tone is pleasantly mellow, the writing acceptable though
a bit dissertationish, and the research very thorough and careful. The author gives a high rating to C. Mildred Thompson’s
1915 pioneer study of postwar Georgia; regards Alan Conway’s
1966 volume as social rather than political history; and considers Olive Shadgett’s 1964 study of the Republican party useful mainly for the period beyond 1872.
Mrs. Nathans’ explanation of why and how the Republicans
went awry in Georgia is convincing enough, but her repeated
belief that a very broad Republican coalition was possible is not.
The fault, perhaps, lies in vagueness concerning specific, detailed, practical programs which the Republicans could have
offered various elements, and how the party was to keep all
factions happy. Clearly it was easy for Democrats to capitalize
on the race question, but how, specifically, were the Republiccans to short-circuit it? There are a few misleading statements,
the most serious probably being a misstatement of the provisions
of the First Reconstruction Act. As for all the usual scholarly
trappings and niceties, the book measures up well, except in the
proofreading department In general, however, this is a welcome
book which, one may hope, will induce other writers to study the
labyrinth of Republican politics elsewhere in Secessia.
J AMES E. S EFTON
San Fernando Valley State College
Frederick Douglass. Edited by Benjamin Quarles. (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1968. viii, 184 pp. Introduction,
chronology, bibliographical note, index. $4.95); A Guide to
Negro History in America. By Philip Drotning. (New York:
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Doubleday & Co., 1968. xiv, 247 pp. Preface, introduction,
acknowledgements, index. $4.95.)

The contemporary dramatic and near revolutionary interest
in the history of Black Americans is producing a veritable flood
of printed materials. Some of it is new, but there has not been
time to do research and writing and much of it is the reprinting
of long out-of-print and almost forgotten items. The haste to
meet the demand for study and teaching materials is resulting in
some publications that are little credit to those responsible for
them. The real problem, of course, arises from the fact that this
field of research has never really been opened up and the basic
data to write the story of Black Americans does not in most
instances exist. Nor is it easy to unearth. Except where they
played prominent roles, usually denied them by their lowly
status, they are rarely identified. One may even conclude that
any contribution to our scanty store of knowledge is welcome.
Only modest claims are made for the small volume of selecttions from the writings of Frederick Douglass, edited with an
introduction by Professor Benjamin Quarles of Morgan State
College. Most useful is the biographical study which reminds
us again what a giant among men of any color this ex-slave
proved to be, and what enormous efforts he made in behalf of
his race before, during, and after the Civil War in the United
States. The selections from his surprisingly voluminous writings
and speeches provide a good measure of the man’s activities and
views.
Unfortunately, too much is claimed in the title A Guide to
Negro History in America, which suggests at least a rather comprehensive outline of subject matter and/or materials. Actually
the fifty-one chapters, one for each of the states and the District
of Columbia, bring together from scattered sources only a few
examples of what Negroes have done. Florida gets a little less
than five pages, about average coverage, in which only seven
Negroes are identified as individuals by name. Dr. Leedell W.
Neyland of Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University has
made a study, as yet unpublished, of twenty leading Florida
Negroes. Alaska, understandably, is represented by the story of
one Negro named Mattie. All of which, it must be added, is
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a measure of the anonymity of most Negroes as individuals and
the paucity of our knowledge of them.
C HARLTON W. T EBEAU
University of Miami
Charles Morgan and the Development of Southern Transportation. By James P. Baughman. (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1968. xxxi, 302 pp. Introduction, appendixes,
bibliography, index. $10.00.)
It is hard to imagine the possibility of a better written or
more thoroughly researched study of the work and influence of
Charles Morgan (1795-1878) than what Professor Baughman
has contributed. Intelligent, steady, ever industrious, and possessing a quality of resourcefulness which enabled him often to
anticipate the needs and trends of changing times, Morgan was
one of the nineteenth-century’s U.S. transportation giants. As
such, he must be considered a major figure. And Baughman has
done full justice to both the interpretative and narrative challenges significantly affecting our understanding of his subject’s
impressive career.
Almost from the moment of his arrival in New York as a
teenager, the Connecticut-born Morgan demonstrated a special
knack for getting ahead and mastering business fundamentals.
Nominally a grocer at the outset, he made his “major capital
commitment” to the sailing packets of the era “which were New
York City’s great innovation and specialty.” During a period of
twenty-seven years, from 1819 into 1846, he held equity in eighteen packets serving ten lines. At the same time, he invested in
at least fifteen tramp vessels. In order to re-create Morgan’s
basic interests and influence, moreover, it is correct to think of
him as not only a part-owner of various ships but also as a man
who imported, exported, and combined such marketing functions as wholesaling, retailing, transporting, storing, and grading
many kinds of items.
Development of steamships, as the author says, accelerated
Morgan’s transition from “merchant-generalist” to “transportation-specialist.” Concentrating chiefly in the Gulf of Mexico
and on land adjacent to it, he eventually constructed the ver-
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satile and wide-ranging Louisiana and Texas Railroad and
Steamship Line. Painstakingly and yet with a certain flair,
Baughman develops the story from the Mexican War and the
Gold Rush through the Civil War and beyond. After Morgan’s
death, the 1880s marked the Morgan Line’s transfer to the
Southern Pacific together with a rail consolidation importantly
affecting the entire region from New Orleans to the Golden Gate.
This is the third book from the pen of young Professor
Baughman, who earned his doctorate at Tulane in 1962. Now a
member of the faculty of the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration, he is editor of Harvard’s excellent Business History Review. Among the scores of illuminating points
made by the author is the early one that J. P. Morgan, father
and son, and also New York Governor Edwin D. Morgan were
members of the same Welsh-American family as Charles. A
remarkable family, indeed!
H OLMAN H AMILTON
University of Kentucky
Gothic Politics in the Deep South. By Robert Sherrill. (New
York: Grossman Publishers, 1968. 335 pp. Index. $6.95.)
Written by a liberal journalist, this book resumes the old
story of fire-eating demagoguery in southern politics. Today’s
“stormy petrels,” the book’s central figures, are viewed as heirs
of the earlier ones-Ben Tillman, Cole Blease, Tom Watson,
James K. Vardaman, and Theodore G. Bilbo. Contemporary
practioners in this tradition, those given full-length chapters,
are Leander Perez, Herman Talmadge, Orval Faubus, George
Smathers, Jim Eastland, Strom Thurmond, and George Wallace.
According to Sherrill, all of these are alike in their extreme exploitation of white racial folk attitudes and in their alliances
with conservative business interests and various right-wing
groups. It takes considerable straining to include Smathers in
this portrait gallery, but Sherrill contends that he belongs there
because of the kind of campaign he waged against Senator
Claude Pepper in 1950.
In the hands of the author, Perez comes off as the most diabolical, Faubus as the most cunning; Thurmond as the most
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fanatical; Talmadge as a helpless captive of the Atlanta tycoons;
Eastland as a second-rate Joseph McCarthy; and Wallace as the
ablest and most populistic of the southern demagogues since
Huey Long, although the author correctly points out that Huey
actually did something for poor folks and never exploited race.
In colorful and picturesque fashion, a large number of additional
Dixie politicians move in and out of the narrative. “Singing
Jimmy” Davis, Ross Barnett, and Marvin Griffin-next to Perezemerge in the most unattractive light. The author reveals considerable sympathy for conservative Walter George and populistic “Big Jim” Folsom, but he puts down John Sparkman as
a fraudulent liberal and Ralph McGill as an ambiguous one.
The book is well researched, and it is not mere muckrake.
It has a definite theme-that a southern reconstruction has again
miscarried; that the national Democrats, like the Republicans
at the end of the First Reconstruction in 1877, have in effect
turned their back on the Second Reconstruction; that they have
failed to implement court decisions and enforce their own civil
rights legislation, largely because of fear of offending powerful
southern members of congressional judiciary, agriculture, armedservices, and appropriations committees.
Sherrill is pessimistic about the future political power of the
Negro in the South. He points out that if southern Negroes were
fully registered they would constitute no more than between
one-fourth and one-fifth of the southern electorate; that in fact
only forty-five per cent are registered; that the federal government has resisted sending federal registrars to certain Deep
South counties where Negroes have begged for them; that to be
effective at all Negroes must stifle their own disunity, distinguish their true from their false friends, and vote in a bloc; and
that this in turn provokes an emotionally charged and more
powerful countervailing white bloc.
In other ways, too, the author sees a bleak future for the
southern Negro. He mobilizes an array of evidence. Less than
four per cent of Negro pupils in the Deep South go to integrated
schools, and the U. S. Office of Education, in its guidelines,
gives diplomatic recognition to the traditional dual system.
Despite hundreds of Negro complaints about discrimination in
Deep South industrial plants working under federal contracts,
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not a single contract has been cancelled. White Southerners
still determine federal crop allotments, to the detriment of
Negro tenant farmers. The Secretary of Agriculture has never
used his emergency powers to distribute free of charge federal
surplus foods or to give away federal food stamps to the impoverished in Deep South counties. Increasing automation on the
cotton plantations and the failure of Washington to use its
powers to alleviate acute economic distress among Deep South
Negroes are the root causes, the author believes, of the accelerating migration of the South’s Negroes to northern ghettos and
of the racial violence in northern cities.
Will the South’s powerful industrialists, in their own economic interest, insist on at least a minimum standard of effective education for their employees, both black and white? The
author cites some evidence to this effect, but it is spotty and tentative. He might have added that this has been an optimistic expectation since the 1880s, since the time of Booker T. Washington and of Henry Grady’s “New South.”
W ILLIAM G. C ARLETON
University of Florida

BOOK NOTES
One Hundred Years in Palmetto, by Ruth E. Abel, was published by the Palmetto Centennial Association. The history of
Palmetto really begins with the arrival of the Joe Atzeroths,
(Madame and Mr. Joe), their daughter, and a niece to Terra
Ceia Island, in April 1843. They bought land bordering on the
Manatee River at a sheriff’s sale in 1850, paying $230 for it, and
the following year they settled on the site of the future city of
Palmetto. In 1854 Madam Joe purchased additional real estate
on the Manatee for $3.00 an acre, and the family built a log
house and opened a store. This monograph contains much of
this kind of interesting local lore, and the author and her committee are to be congratulated for writing and publishing this
monograph. The many pictures add to its value. The price is
$1.50, and it may be ordered from the Palmetto Centennial Association, Palmetto, Florida.
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The Key Largo Foundation (250 Bird Road, P. O. Box 717,
Coral Gables, Florida 33314), has published a handsome pictorial
volume by James A. Hathway of Tallahassee entitled Key Largo
Island Home. Faced with the possibility that the charm and
unusual flavor of the Florida Keys soon may be lost in the welter
of unplanned building and landscape rearranging unless something is done to halt it, the Key Largo Foundation calls attention to the beauty and serenity of its own home island. The fine
photographs were taken by Frank Zagarino, a free lance photographer and graduate of the University of Miami, whose work
has appeared in several national magazines. The cover design
and layout of the book is by Walter Cerny of the University of
Miami. The narrative is brief but excellent. It sells for $5.00.
Early Days in Melbourne Beach, 1888-1928, by Frank J.
Thomas, was published by the South Beaches Civic Association
(Box 186, Melbourne Beach, Florida.). It is a brief and interesting history of one of the several Florida east coast communities
that had its beginning in the late nineteenth century and which
“boomed” during the 1920s. The illustrations are by Ewing
Beynroth. The pamphlet sells for $1.50.
In its series of historical monographs dealing with Pensacola
and Escambia County, the Pensacola Home and Savings Association has published Stephen R. Mallory, Secretary of the Navy,
Confederate States of America. This is the fourth in the series.
It provides a concise biographical sketch of one of Florida’s most
important nineteenth-century personalities. Woodward Skinner
of Pensacola provided the data for the pamphlet, and the
excellent pictures are from the T. T. Wentworth, Jr., Archives.
Over Land and Sea, by Robert Scharff and Walter S. Taylor,
is the biography of Glenn Hammond Curtiss, one of the outstanding personalities in the history of flight. While Curtiss’
career as an inventor and pioneer aviator are well known, his
career as a Florida land promoter, builder, and philanthropist
have never been adequately detailed. Unfortunately Over Land
and Sea ignores this part of his life; only a few pages are devoted to Curtiss’ role in Florida. He had a winter home in Miami
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Springs, which he developed, along with Hialeah and Opa-locka.
He helped organize the Miami Jockey Club, and he gave land
for a golf course. His building projects were in cooperation with
James A. Bright, the famed cattleman. Published by David
McKay Company, New York, the book sells for $6.95.
With “law and order” so much a matter of contemporary
public debate, two books by Hank Messick, who is associated
with the Miami Herald, are of interest to Floridians. Both are
published by MacMillan Company. The Silent Syndicate ($6.95)
contains brief information on crime in South Florida. The other
is Syndicate in the Sun ($5.95) which purports to be “an inside
report on vice and corruption in the south Florida gangland.”
Mr. Messick worked with the aid of a Ford Foundation Grant
in securing the data that he utilizes in these very readable
volumes.
Hooded Americanism: The First Century of the Ku Klux
Klan, 1865-1965, by David M. Chalmers, was reviewed in the
Florida Historical Quarterly, XLV (July 1966). Quadrangle
Books (175 Pearl Street, Brooklyn, New York) has published a
paperback edition of Professor Chalmers’ study which sells for
$2.95. The epilogue which Professor Chalmers has added examines the most recent history of the Klan and the legal action
taken against this organization in the 1960s. There is also a
French language edition of H o o d e d A m e r i c a n i s m entitled
L’Amerique en cagoule: Cent ans de Ku Klux Klan. It is published by Editions de Trevise, 34 Rue de Trevise, Paris.
John E. Edwards, 19 Salem Street, Cos Cob, Connecticut
06807, has released a new edition of Stanley F. Horn’s Invisible
Empire: The Story of the Ku Klux Klan, 1866-1871. Originally
published in 1939, this book has been out-of-print for more than
twenty-five years. Horn’s history is one of the standard studies
of the original KKK and it examines in some detail the violent
activities associated with the Reconstruction period. There are
a number of Florida references in this reprint, which sells for
$9.95.
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Waterway Journey, The Voyage of Nora’s Ark, by Nora
Roberts Wainer, is the account of a young couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Wainer, who built a trimaran and sailed it with their infant son
south along the Inland Waterway from Connecticut to Florida.
Mrs. Wainer’s books describes the construction of their threehulled ship and her observations of their passage to Florida. The
book’s final chapter, “The Last Berth,” deals with the Florida
leg of the journey. It traces their route along the waterway beginning at Fernandina Beach and continuing past St. Augustine,
Daytona Beach, Cape Kennedy, Fort Lauderdale, to its final
berth at Miami. The book is published by Funk and Wagnalls of
New York, and it sells for $5.95.
Island of Adventure: A Naturalist Explores a Gulf Coast
Wilderness by Ross E. Hutchins (Dodd, Mead and Company, 79
Madison Avenue, New York 10016. $6.00), explores a beautiful
wooded island in the Pascagoula River, just before the waterway
empties into the Gulf of Mexico. It is an Everglades-like marshland, moss drapes the trees, expanses of marsh grass line the
bayous, and deep forests and dense jungle growth thrive. Dr.
Hutchins’ articles and pictures have appeared in a variety of
national and international publications. For many years he was
director of the Mississippi Plant Board and taught entomology
at Mississippi State University.
Along This Way: The Autobiography of James Weldon Johnson is now available in a paperback edition. This story of one
of America’s most important Negroes begins in Jacksonville
where Johnson was born in 1871. His grandmother ironed for
the tourists wintering at the hotels along Bay Street and around
Hemming Park, and his father worked in the old St. James
Hotel. Johnson was graduated from Stanton High School in
1887 where his mother was assistant principal. Receiving a degree
from Atlanta University, Johnson returned to Jacksonville, and
he became principal of Stanton High School. He also practiced
law there. Moving North, Johnson earned a reputation as a
playwright and novelist. Later he was appointed American
counsul to Venezuela and later to Nicaragua. As one of America’s
outstanding black leaders he was named executive secretary
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of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, a position he held for fourteen years. This is more than
an account of Johnson’s life, it is also a historical document of
value. Viking Press of New York is the publisher; the book sells
for $2.25.
Civil War Books: A Critical Bibliography, Volume II, edited
by Allan Nevins, James I. Robertson, Jr., and Bell I. Wiley, has
been published by Louisiana State University Press. Completed
under the auspices of the United States Civil War Centennial
Commission, this work (Volume I appeared in 1967), contains
descriptions of nearly 6,000 books, monographs, and pamphlets
on every aspect of the Civil War. Volume II includes several categories: general works, biographies, memoirs, and collected works,
government, politics, economic and social studies, and state and
local studies for both the Union and the Confederacy. There
is also a very valuable cumulative index that was compiled by
Professor Robertson. There are Florida entries in both volumes.
Each of these very useful books sell for $11.50. The editors and
LSU Press deserve the gratitude of all Civil War students,
scholars, and buffs for making this study available.
The United States Naval Institute has published the letters
of Paymaster William Frederick Keeler to his wife Anna, which
he wrote while aboard the USS Florida. The book, edited by
Robert W. Daly of the U. S. Naval Academy, covers the last
two years of the Civil War, 1863-1865. It is the second volume
in the Naval Letter Series which is making available naval
history papers hitherto found only in manuscript collections.
This book, which sells for $13.00, contains a number of Florida
references. The USS Florida sailed in southern waters, putting
in at Key West and Pensacola. In his letter of July 27, 1865,
Keeler describes the voyage which transported Dr. Samuel Mudd
and three of the others convicted in the Lincoln assassination
conspiracy to their imprisonment on Dry Tortugas.
The University of Alabama Press has published another
important source item in its Southern Historical Publications
Series. A Union Soldier in the Land of the Vanquished, The
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Diary of Sergeant Mathew Woodruff, June-December 1865 was
edited and annotated by F. N. Boney, and it sells for $5.00.
Sergeant Woodruff, a Missouri farmer, was with the forces that
captured Mobile at the very close of the Civil War. His diary
covers the period that he was stationed at Mobile and at Pascagoula, Mississippi, in 1865.
Ernest McPherson Lander, Jr.'s study, The Textile Industry
in Antebellum South Carolina, is published by Louisiana State
University Press. He traces the development of the South Carolina textile industry from pioneer hand looms of “cottage industry” to the establishment of the first factory in the state and
through the industrial advances made up to the beginning of
the Civil War. He compares the activities in South Carolina
with antebellum textile manufacturing in the other southern
states. The Bailey Mill that operated at Monticello, Florida,
before the Civil War was typical of the activities examined by
Professor Lander. His book sells for $5.00.
The Marjorie Rawlings Reader, selected and edited with an
introduction by Julia Scribner Bigham, is available in a paperback edition published by Charles Scribner’s Sons of New York.
It presents a very excellent representative selection of the best
work of Mrs. Rawlings, one of Florida’s most notable authors.
It brings back into print her first novel, South Moon Under, and
includes three stories which appear for the first time in book
form. There are selections from Mrs. Rawlings’ two best-known
and most loved books - The Yearling and Cross Creek - and from
her collection of short stories, When the Whippoorwill. The
Florida scrub and hammock and the Florida cracker were the
well-spring of Marjorie Rawlings’ inspiration and the lodestone
of her writing talent, as the selections in this Reader indicate
so well. This book sells for $2.95.
A novel utilizing a Florida background, in this case a Miami
Beach hotel, is Richard Powell’s Tickets to the Devil. A Scribner’s book which sells for $5.95, it describes the excitement and
interplay of personalities involved in a major duplicate bridge
tournament. Mr. Powell, who makes his home in Florida, is also
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the author of I Take This Land and Pioneer, Go Home, both of
which use the Florida scene and Florida history as a background.
Norman Mailer’s Miami and the Seige of Chicago is available
in a paperback edition published by The New American Library
of New York. It sells fur ninety-five cents. The first part, entitled
“Nixon in Miami,” is an account of the Republican National
Convention, August 3-9, 1968. It describes the “action” in Convention Hall and in the public and private rooms of the posh
hotels that line the Beach. It is a fascinating account of contemporary American politics, part of which was played on a
Florida stage.
History of Walton County by John L. McKinnon is one of
the best of the Florida local histories. It was originally published
in 1911, and has long been out-of-print and unavailable to the
scholar and researcher. A reprint of it has been published by
Kallman Publishing Company, 1614 West University Avenue,
Gainesville, Florida 32601. Walton County is rich in history and
this book tells its story, beginning with the first settlement of
the Scotch Covenanters, most of whom arrived by way of North
Carolina in the early nineteenth century. The Seminole Wars,
the Civil War, and Reconstruction all made an impact on “The
Lotus Land,” as Walton County is described in this book.
The county in turn plays an important role in the economic and
political life of West Florida. The late A. G. Campbell, Jr., of
De Funiak Springs, grandson of John L. McKinnon, has written
an introduction to History of Walton County. When this book
was published in 1911 the price was $3.00; the price for the
reprint is $8.00.
In 1866 Buckingham Smith of St. Augustine retranslated two
of the four relations which tell the story of Hernando De Soto’s
exploration of La Florida. These include the account of the
Gentlemen of Elvas and the relation by Luys Hernandez de
Biedma. Smith’s Narratives of De Soto in the Conquest of
Florida was published for the Bradford Club edition, which was
limited to 125 copies. It is a rare and expensive-if-possible-tolocate Florida book. A good reprint edition, including all of the
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original illustrations, is now available from the Kallman Publishing Company. It carries an introduction by Dr. Andrew
Lytle, editor of the Sewanee Review. The cloth edition sells
for $5.00, the paperback for S2.25.
Saga of Baron Frederick de Bary & de Bary Hall, Florida, by
Edith G. Brooks, is an interesting account of the man who once
held the exclusive franchise for Mumm’s champagne for the
North American continent. His thirteen steamships, the de BaryBaya Company, traveled the important Florida rivers of the late
nineteenth century carrying freight and passengers into the
central part of the state. At De Bary Hall, which he constructed
as a winter home on the shores of Lake Monroe, he entertained
a number of American and international notables, including
Presidents Grant and Cleveland, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and a
whole host of American millionaires. De Bary is now owned by
the Florida Federation of Art, Inc., and it is used as their state
headquarters. In November 1967 the Florida Board of Parks and
Historic Memorials took over the property and it is now a state
park. Mrs. Brooks, past president of the Florida Federation of
Art, played an active role in the preservation of this important
nineteenth-century home. Her book may be ordered from the
Federation of Art office, 210 Sunrise Boulevard, DeBary.
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HISTORICAL NEWS
The new cover format that is being used with this issue of
of the Florida Historical Quarterly was designed by Patricia
Thornton Born, art director of Dodson, Craddock and Born
Advertising, Inc., of Pensacola. Mrs. Born is a graduate of
Florida State University with a degree in fine arts, and she is
an active member of the Pensacola Historical Preservation
Society. She has won many regional and national awards in
advertising.
Florida History Award
The Peace River Valley Historical Society has presented its
1968 Florida History Award to William M. Goza of Clearwater,
Florida. Past president of the Florida Historical Society and
presently a member of its board of directors, Mr. Goza is an
active member of the Pinellas Historical Commission and a
member of other local and regional historical societies, and he
teaches a course in Florida history on the Clearwater campus of
the St. Petersburg Junior College. The presentation to Mr.
Goza for “distinguished service in Florida history” was made by
Attorney General Earl Faircloth at a dinner meeting in Wauchula on June 14. Previous recipients of the Florida History
Award have been Father Jerome (1964), Albert DeVane (1965),
Dr. Samuel Proctor (1966), and Colonel Read B. Harding
(1967).
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History
Dr. Jerrell H. Shofner, professor of history at Florida State
University, is the 1968 recipient of the Thompson Memorial
Prize. The presentation was made at the annual meeting of the
Florida Historical Society on May 10, 1969, in Pensacola. The
prize of $100 is given for the best article appearing in the
Florida Historical Quarterly. Dr. Shofner’s article “Florida in
the Balance: The Electoral Count of 1876,” appeared in the
October 1968 number of the Quarterly. Dr. Shofner was also the
recipient of the 1967 Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in
Florida History. The judges who made the decision were Dr.
Dorothy Dodd, Tallahassee; Dr. Gilbert Lycan, Stetson Uni[ 110 ]
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versity; and Dr. Thelma Peters, Miami Dade Junior College,
North Campus. The award honoring the late Dr. Arthur W.
Thompson, formerly a member of the Department of History,
University of Florida, was made possible by Mrs. Thompson
of Gainesville, and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Siegel of New York City.
Charlton W. Tebeau Florida History Collection
The University of Miami has received an alumnus gift of
$10,000 honoring Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau, retiring chairman of the Department of History. The gift has been allocated
for the expansion of the Floridiana collections of the University
library. In appreciation, Dr. Tebeau has himself given $500
for the development of the Florida History Collection.
Dr. Tebeau has long been recognized as an outstanding
teacher and author. He has served as president of the Florida
Historical Society, the Florida Anthropological Society, the
Everglades National History Association, and the Historical
Association of Southern Florida. He has been editor of Tequesta
since 1946. Last year he was presented the Award of Merit by
the American Association for State and Local History for “his
contributions as an inspiring teacher, writer and organizational
worker in Florida history.” Esquire Magazine named him as
one of the nation’s “Super Profs.”
The University of Miami’s Floridiana collection is one of the
largest and most valuable in the state. The Mark F. Boyd
collection of manuscripts, maps, and rare books serves as a
nucleus for this rapidly expanding research library.
Activities and Events
Florida Conference of College Teachers of History: The seventh
annual meeting of the Conference was held in Gainesville,
March 28-29, 1969. Vice-President George C. Osborn, University
of Florida, was in charge of the program. Major addresses were
given by Professor John B. Towes, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, and A. K. Johnson, regional director of the National Archives and Record Services at Atlanta. Papers were read
by Professors Sister Elizabeth Ann, O.P., Barry College; Maurice Vance, Florida State University; Frances J. Stafford, Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University; Cecil B. Curry, Uni-
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versity of South Florida; Gilbert L. Lycan, Stetson University;
Charles J. Kolinsky, Florida Atlantic University; Glenn Hoffman, University of Florida; William F. Marina, Florida Atlantic
University; George Winius, University of Florida; Michael
Davis, University of Miami; Robert C. Harris, University of
West Florida; Eugene Timmerman, University of Florida; and,
Thomas A. Parker, Brevard Junior College. The officers for the
academic year are George Osborn, president; Ted Carageorge
(Pensacola Junior College), vice-president; and Gerald E.
Critoph (Stetson University), Secretary-Treasurer. Pensacola
will be the site for the next annual meeting in March 1970. Dr.
Carageorge will be in charge of the program, and all suggestions
for papers should be addressed to him.
Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference: The University
of West Florida, Pensacola Junior College, the Pensacola Historical Restoration and Preservation Commission, and the American Association for State and Local History are sponsoring the
first annual Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference in
Pensacola in December 1969. The first conference will concern
itself with American, Canadian, Mexican, and European resources of documents and artifacts for the study of the broad
West Florida region. The Conference defines West Florida as
the Florida, Louisiana, southern Mississippi, and Alabama area,
irrespective of existing political and academic boundaries.
Local Historical Societies and Commissions
Jacksonville Historical Society: The Jacksonville Historical
Society, at its annual meeting on May 14, 1969, elected Robert
P. Smith, Sr., president; John B. Turner, Jr., first vice-president;
Brigadier General Stoyte O. Ross, second vice-president; John
N. Sewell, treasurer; Mrs. Carl P. Sasnett, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Edward McCarthy, Sr., recording secretary; Audrey
Broward, archivist; and Dena Snodgrass, historian. The four
Jacksonville University students who won the $50 award presented by the Society for the best paper on Jacksonville history,
presented a condensed version of the paper at the meeting.
Orange County Historical Commission: Recent issues of the
“Orange County Historical Quarterly” contain articles on Dr.
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John Slade Batlin who was attached to Major Francis L. Dade’s
command on its tragic march from Fort Brooke in December
1835, and on the history of Rock Springs Park. Commission
officers include Donald Cheney, chairman; Kenneth D. Kienth,
treasurer; Rolland Dean, editor; and, Jenkins Dolive, Dorothy I.
Pratt, Juanita Tucker, Mrs. D. S. Evans, Mrs. E. L. Mathews,
Henry A. Porter, and Harry P. Witherington. The Commission
is helping to set up a Central Florida Society for Historical
Preservation, and is compiling a list of historic buildings in
Orange, Seminole, Lake, Osceola, and Volusia counties for
possible inclusion in the National Register.
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society: In conjunction with the
Safety Harbor Festival, the Society presented a pageant, March
22-23, based on “The Saga of Juan Ortiz.” The Society has a
full calendar of digs and all are with the authorization of its
board of directors. It’s newsletter, “Tocobaga,” is widely distributed. Gus Nelson is president of the Society, which meets
monthly at its headquarters at the Safety Harbor Spa.
St. Augustine Historical Society: Officers elected at the annual
meeting in January were W. I. Drysdale, president; N. P. Calhoun, vice-president; W. J. Winter, secretary; R. O. Barnes,
treasurer; and, Louis R. Arana, librarian. J. Carver Harris is
general manager of the Society. Mr. Arana is editor and Eugena
B. Arana is associate editor of El Escribano, the quarterly publication of the Society. Its January 1969 number was dedicated
to the memory of Doris Coleman Wiles, who at the time of her
death, October 11, 1968, was the Society’s administrative
historian.
St. Lucie Historical Society: The first issue of the “St. Lucie
Historical Society Notes,” under the editorship of Walter R.
Hellier, historian of the Society, was issued in June 1969. The
organization has a valuable collection of tapes of its program
speakers and interviews with many of the older residents and
visitors of the area. It works closely with the St. Lucie County
Historical Commission in the operation of the Museum at 414
Seaway Drive, South Beach.
Southwest Florida Historical Society: The Society has secured
space in a building at 2312 First Street which will be used for
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meetings and to maintain its growing collection of pictures,
artifacts, newspapers, and memorabilia. The Society publishes
a monthly newsletter which details its active program. Officers
are Ernest Hall, president; Robert McKelvey, vice-president;
Mrs. Alberta Rawchuck, secretary; and, Kenneth Helper,
treasurer.

OBITUARIES
Orlando (Jack) Beater
Orlando (Jack) Beater, well-known author and historian of
the lower West Coast of Florida died in Orlando on Friday,
May 30, 1969. Born August 1, 1896, in Philadelphia, Mr. Beater
was a graduate of Pennsylvania State College and a World
War I veteran. He came to Fort Myers in 1920, and after a
successful business career he turned to writing. He was the
author of many magazine articles and several books, including
The Gasparilla Story: A Life of Jose Gaspar; Islands of the
Florida Coast; The Life and Times of Gasparilla, the Pirate;
Pirates and Buried Treasure on Florida Islands; Tales of South
Florida and the Ten Thousand Islands; Tales of South Florida
Pioneers; Tales of the Florida Suncoast; and True Tales of the
Florida West Coast. He was a member of the Florida Historical
Society, the Authors League of America, and the Writer’s Guild.
Florence Fritz
Florence Fritz, the only woman ever to serve as mayor of
Fort Myers, died in a hospital in that city on May 17, 1969. A
native of Virginia, she visited Florida in the early 1920s and
returned to make it her home in 1935. She had majored in art
and music at the University of Georgia and Oglethorpe University, but after moving to Florida she gained prominence as a
writer. She was the author of Unknown Florida; Bamboo and
Sailing Ships: The Story of Thomas Alva Edison and Fort
Myers, Florida; and Try Florida Ways for Happier Days. She
was for many years editor of Hello Stranger, a Lee County magazine. She was active in the Florida Historical Society, and at
the time of her death she was president of the Southwest Florida
Historical Society.
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Doris Coleman Wiles
Mrs. Doris C. Wiles, administrative historian of the St.
Augustine Historical Society, died at Flagler Hospital in St.
Augustine on October 11, 1968. She was a well-known bibliographer and researcher in English, Spanish, and American manuscript sources as they affected St. Augustine and Florida history.
She was also recognized as a specialist on historic St. Augustine
house sites and owners, and she devised a guide for research in
this field. Shortly before her final illness, Mrs. Wiles completed
the background research on four houses which the St. Augustine
Historical Restoration and Preservation Commission plan to
reconstruct. She was an active member of the Florida Historical
Society, and served as associate editor of El Escribano, the
quarterly publication of the St. Augustine Historical Society.
Seventeen of her articles appeared in that journal. Its January
1969 number was dedicated to the memory of Mrs. Wiles.

DUES NOTICE

Acting upon the recommendation of the Board of
Directors the membership of the Florida Historical Society
voted at the annual meeting in Pensacola, May 9-11, 1969,
to increase the annual dues:
Annual member
Annual fellow member
Annual contributing member
Annual sponsor
Annual institutional member
Life member

$

7.50
15.00
50.00
75.00
150.00
150.00

All correspondence relating to membership, society business, and Quarterly subscriptions should be addressed to
Miss Margaret Chapman, University of South Florida
Library, Tampa, Florida 33620.
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Aug. 5-8

World Conference on
Records

Salt Lake City, Utah

Aug. 20-23 American Association for
State and Local History St. Paul, Minn.
Oct. 9-12

Oct. 29-31

Association for the Study
of Negro Life and HisBirmingham, Ala.
tory
Southern Historical
Washington, D. C.
Association

Nov. 7-10

Fourth Annual National
Colloquium on Oral
Warrenton, Va.
History

Dec. 5-6

First Annual Gulf Coast
History and Humanities
Pensacola, Fla.
Conference

Dec. 13

Board of Directors, Florida Historical Society

March
1970

Florida Conference of
College Teachers of
History

May 7-9
1970

Pensacola, Fla.

Florida Historical Society Tampa, Fla.
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF FLORIDA, 1856
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, successor, 1902
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, incorporated, 1905

OFFICERS
HERBERT J. DOHERTY, JR., president
JAMES C. CRAIG, president-elect
JOHN E. J OHNS , vice-president
MRS. MILTON D. JONES, recording secretary
MARGARET L. CHAPMAN, executive secretary and librarian
S AMUEL P ROCTOR , editor, The Quarterly
DIRECTORS
J AMES H. L IPSCOMB , III
R OBERT H. A KERMAN
N. E. (B ILL ) M ILLER
LUIS R. A RANA
THELMA PETERS
MRS. T. O. BRUCE
MRS. O. C. PETERSON
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MRS. RALPH F. DAVIS
JOHN D. WARE
WILLIAM M. G OZA
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The Florida Historical Society Supplies the Quarterly to its
members. The annual membership fee is $7.50, but special
memberships of $15.00, $50.00, $75.00, and $150.00 are available.
Correspondence relating to membership and subscriptions should
be addressed to Margaret Chapman, Executive Secretary, University of South Florida Library, Tampa, Florida 33620. Inquiries concerning back numbers of the Quarterly should be
directed to Miss Chapman.
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